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Dedication 

Over 9 years, and close to a million words of self-reflexive prose later, this Research Journal 
Summary (RJS) brings the research experience, knowledge gathering and learning into a 
51,555 word titrate, an overview. 

This resource also maps the learning journey and provides a crossroads for many differing 
individuals, organisations and institutions, describing the social impacts and ethical 
implications of body worn computers, specifically Body Worn Cameras (BWCs) as they 
proliferate from basic stand alone devices to ubiquitous nodes of Artificial Intelligence (AI).  

The entire research process has been guided from the moment of inception to its logical 
conclusion by two people to whom this resource has been dedicated. Without their guidance, 
their dedication and professional acumen this journey would not have been possible, nor 
would I have met the incredible scholars and world leaders of which this resource details. 

To Professor Katina Michael, having travelled the world with you and back, my deepest 
gratitude can only ever be expressed in person. May this resource and its contents remind you 
always of the learning journey we shared together and the many intersections in our human 
centred work yet to come. 

To Dr. M.G Michael with whom as Mentor, travelling through this learning experience the more 
important life questions were answered, not in hope, rather in action. With whom joyful sorrow 
comes in recognition of having lived a life worth living having made the change, understood 
and lived the difference. May this resource remind you of the path you encouraged me to pave 
ahead of myself.   
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Abstract 

A summary of the researchers journal (RJ) contains a diverse array of communications with 
many differing human stakeholders in a PhD research investigation, all intersecting at the 
phenomenon of body worn computers (with a research focus on camera and video recorders). 
Where plausible, a subjective account contrasts with credible consequentialist utilitarian aims 
expressed by by both the participant and the researcher, often oscillating between the 
‘observed’ and the ‘observer’ involving as (Hanrahan 1999) describes, “... personal (including 
affective) and social (including moral and ethical) factors”. (Hanrahan 1999)  

The use of narrative ‘maps’ the research journey, with journal entries evidence of the attempts 
by the researcher to communicate this social construction of meaning and in this context, the 
technical change, possible impacts and social implications of the phenomenon of body worn 
computers (video recorders) in society (Bijker 2001). An analysis of the research journal 
summary identifies the researcher using ‘differentiated’ voices, each informing an embodied 
cognition, where the human participant wearing the camera occupies centre stage, with 
agency (Anderson 2003) informing the research topic by being human, vulnerable in the world.  

Overview 
           
This summative review of research activity informs a thesis, ‘The Socioethical Implications of 
Body Worn Computers: An Ethnographic Study’, engaging as participant observer with a 
diverse array of stakeholders with the support of the Australian Government Research Training 
Program Scholarship. (Department of Education, Australian Government 2019) 

The Research Journal Summary (RJS) contains 51,555 words, a titrate from 992,773 words in 
the online Research Journal, then, from a body of 22,000 photos a select few were chosen for 
inclusion in the RJS, with all visual artefacts made openly accessible via an Open Science 
Framework (OSF) repository located at https://osf.io/6cwq4/  

The main emphasis of the RJS is to demonstrate how the researcher used this tool of 
reflection to develop awareness, knowledge and understanding. (Hayes 2019f)  
 
The RJS also serves to inform the Reader of the many concurrent ‘roles’ and related ‘events’ 
which the researcher either fulfilled or attended in person whilst conducting this research 
study, as well as preliminary findings in reflection of this ethnographic research inquiry abiding 
with respective individual, institutional and community consent processes.   
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Declarations 
       
The researcher declares that this document contains content and concepts derived from a 
NON peer reviewed source, the researchers personal Internet accessible website, which is a 
registered, citable and archived source with ‘The Internet Archive’, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
organisation. (Hayes 2019f) 

The researcher declares no conflict of interest rather, this document is a component of a thesis 
in completion of a Doctor of Philosophy through the Australian Government Research Training 
Program Scholarship.  
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Introduction 
       
The Introduction provides context for professional engagements conducted by the Researcher 
in the decade preceding admission for the award of the degree Doctor of Philosophy in the 
School of Computing and Information Technology from the University of Wollongong, New 
South Wales, Australia.  
 
The term ‘researcher’ has replaced all first person use of first person; ‘I’ or ‘me’; or as the 
selected journal entries are directly attributed to researcher activities in the completion of the 
PhD research inquiry. A complete first person account and comprehensive versions of this 
research journal can be found at the researchers personal website . 1

The Public Engagement in Science and Technology model (Dahlstrom 2014) provides 
reasoned assessment as to why the researcher then chose to account for the research 
learning journey using a Researcher Journal (RJ). From an epistemological or more 
specifically a sociology of knowledge, the research journal is an act of reflexivity or self 
reference and levels of self criticism in this case are indicative of interrogation of the 
researchers “... own feelings, reactions, and motives (reasons for acting) and how these 
influence actions or thoughts in that situation.” (Cambridge English Dictionary 2019) 

In lay terms, reflexivity counters the biases the researcher brings to the research inquiry, 
especially in the context of interpretive ethnography (Lichterman 2017). 
  
A reflective journal in this research inquiry contains a diverse array of communications with 
many differing human stakeholders, all intersecting at the phenomenon of body worn cameras 
(BWCs), where a plausible subjective account contrasts with credible consequentialist 
utilitarian aim, oscillating between the observed and the observer involving as Hanrahan 
(1999) describes, “... personal (including affective) and social (including moral and ethical) 
factors.” (Hanrahan 1999). 

“... In this model, the role of communication is to engage a wider audience and increase 
the inclusion of science within the debate, regardless of which side it is used to 
support.” (Dahlstrom 2014, p.13617) 

 The use of narrative then ‘maps’ the research journey, with journal entries evidence of the 
attempts by the author to communicate this social construction of meaning and in this context, 
the technical change in society (Bijker 2001). The researcher uses ‘differentiated’ voices, each 
informing an embodied cognition, where the human participant occupies centre stage, with 
agency informing the research topic by being human in the world. (Anderson 2003) 

A narrative account of this research inquiry draws upon using the Research Journal Summary 
as one account, in first-person point-of-view (1) revealing the emotional, vulnerable and 
‘owned’ first hand account, whereas the first-person protagonist (2) recounts as a witness to 
the re-telling of the first person logic, aligning the researcher inquiry philosophically. 

 Researcher Personal Website - https://www.alexanderhayes.com/journal1
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The limited third-person (3) voice of reason defends the format of the research inquiry by 
providing up-close, objective and factual detail of the linear progression of the research 
design, conversely the omniscient third-person (4) voice consolidates epistemological beliefs 
emerging as a result of the reflexive process.  

This cathartic relational process of journaling demonstrates how the researcher engaged in 
deep listening and learning with other human subjects, transcending as (Glaze 2002) relates, 
the subjective ‘self-indulgent’ dialogue solely with self, nor ‘reporting’ on these human 
connections as objective experiments or theories (Jahn & Dunne 2007) in a secular analytical 
paradigm. 
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Researcher Foundations 

The researcher has been conducting empirical research investigations and related studies 
focussed on wearable computing, mobile computing and related stakeholder engagement as a 
researcher and educator in the Asia-Pacific region since 1996. These studies include 
extensive mobile learning  research project in the role as a Senior Education Officer with the 2

Australian Flexible Learning Framework (AFLF).  

“... to identify the needs of those users in terms of the technologies that they possess 
themselves, that is the different types of phones, the networks they are connected to 
and their participation in other learning strategies which may incorporate mobile 
technology." (Australian Flexible Learning Framework 2003) 

 
AFLF 

The rapid onset of mobile technologies with location based services (LBS) at the turn of the 
century, across the Asia-Pacific region led to smartphone technologies with Internet 
connection making possible ‘learning in the hand, anywhere by educational arrangement’ or 
mobile learning (mLearning), a pedagogical concept enabled by an Internet ‘augmediated’ 
experience as coined by (Steve Mann 2013a).  

Sponsored by Telstra Countrywide , the researcher formed the Australian Mobile Learning 3

Network (AMLN) (Ragus et al. 2005) conducting national and international moblogging  4

projects across rural and remote regions of Australia (Everett 2008). 

"... The innovative practice that we intend to solve or to implement is to look at mobile 
technologies and any other supporting technologies that allow the student to engage 
with the lecturer, the assessor or the program itself and in a way that encompasses 
their needs to be mobile and also how it supplements or adds to the technology their 
learning styles whether it be on campus or online. The problems that we wish to solve 
and also investigate the nature of what scope we have in terms of what is available in 
terms of the network coverage for students and whereabouts they access this 
information, also how to identify the needs of those users in terms of the technologies 
that they possess themselves, that is the different types of phones, the networks they 
are connected to and their participation in other learning strategies which may 
incorporate mobile technology." - Alexander Hayes as cited in (Australian Flexible 
Learning Framework 2003) 

The ‘TxtMe’ research project (AFLF 2004b) evaluation report, case studies and 
recommendations for the use of m-learning strategies to support disengaged youth in 

 Often referred to as ‘mLearning’2

 Internet and mobile services provider in Australia3

 Mobile blogging of image and text using internet connection to an online location4
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vocational education and training illustrates the researcher reaching a self awareness of rapid 
shift to an mLearning or mobile learning pedagogy.  

Numerous mLearning projects (Ragus et al. 2005) across the Australian Vocational Education 
& Training Sector (VET) funded by three iterations of the Australian Flexible Learning 
Framework (AFLF) (APO 2011) were also investigating the role of text messaging (Ison et al. 
2004), blogging, moblogging (Everett 2008) and point-of-view (POV) body worn cameras 
(Hayes 2010h) in an education and training context.  
       

TALO 

Researchers in the field of eLearning and mLearning (Hayes, Frawley, et al. 2012) including 
educational technologists George Siemens (Siemens 2014), Stephen Downes (Downes 2006) 
and Leigh Blackall (Blackall 2013) describe ‘mobile human computing’ or ‘mLearning’ as part 
of an emergent post constructivist concept coined as ‘Connectivism’ (Bell 2011).  

An overview of the researcher's role (Hayes 2019i) reveals an avid engagement with mobile 
computing since 1996 (Hayes 2007) culminating in an educational context (AFLF 2004a), 
catalysing innovation and subsequent project engagement across the manufacturing, 
engineering, construction and transport (MECAT) industries, vocational education and training 
(VET) and higher education sectors.  

The Teach and Learn Online (TALO) (Blackall 2005) and Future of Learning in a Networked 
World (FLNW) (Blackall 2007b) ‘unconferences’ and swap meets conducted in New Zealand 
(2006), Thailand (2008), the United States of America (2009), Brazil (2010) and Australia 
(2011) brought intergenerational researchers from interdisciplinary domains and intercultural 
centres of research excellence together to discuss the challenges of wearable computing, 
social networks and Internet enabled mobile learning (Blackall 2007a).  

In 2006-2007 participation in the Teach and Learning Online (TALO) ‘Future of Learning in a 
Networked World’ unconference in New Zealand (Downes 2007), provided the researcher with 
international research connections and access to many differing communities of practice, in 
engineering, information systems, law enforcement and educational technology sectors. 

EDUPOV PTY LTD 

In late 2005 and early 2006 the researcher formed an educational technology company called 
EDUPOV Pty. Ltd. with fellow colleagues Geoff Lubich and Leo Gaggl, supplying 
predominantly higher education and TAFE training organisations with body worn cameras 
(BWC) or point-of-view devices  as well as data management storage for photos and videos 5

as an eLearning management service. 

"... It is important to note that many vocational and onsite industry action research 
projects using body worn cameras and body worn video at that time were conducted 

 Common term for ‘body worn computers’ in the education and training sectors.5
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without any ethics assessment, ethics clearances nor in some cases management 
approvals." (Hayes & Lubich 2006) 

Within two years EDUPOV had over 125 national and international clients from policing, 
military, fire and emergency services, universities, vocational training colleges, medical and 
related industry sectors. This is considered by the researcher to be the foundations for and 
impetus to understand by ‘emic’ perspective the experiences of the research participants and 
primary knowledge of the research topic.  

Mobilizethis  

Throughout 2006 to 2010 the researcher was engaged as co-Facilitator for the ‘MobilizeThis’ 
Technology Symposiums held at Charles Darwin University, NT Australia, managed by Dr. Bill 
Wade, Media & Arts Faculty in collaboration Dr. Larry Johnson at the New Media Consortium 
(NMC). (Coghlan 2010) 

“... These events brought together innovators, developers, educators and interested 
cross-sector participants from around the world using web conferencing such as 
Elluminate, Adobe Connect as well as virtual MMORPG platforms such as Secondlife 
and Reaction Grid.” (Hayes 2010g)  

The Researcher continued with workplace trials of body worn computing technologies in 2007 
and as a Research Consultant in 2008 with the International Centre for Vocational Education 
and Training (ICVET) situated in Sydney, Australia. (Staron et al. 2006) As researcher, 
Educational Technologist and Senior Education Officer with the Australian Flexible Learning 
Framework (AFLF) ‘Learnscope’ Project (Hayes & Jay 2008) the researcher either facilitated 
or managed teams through TAFE NSW including research involving BWCs.  

“... in early 2008 I was already reflecting on my early attempts to demonstrate the use 
of mobile and networked connected devices to build online repositories or chronicle life-
logging spaces which could visually and audibly demonstrate an engagement with an 
individual, a group or a team of users of a device to an online internet enhanced 
platform or service. At this stage these wearable devices were principally capture and 
retain devices yet, as my earlier works with mobile learning were to evidence, the role 
of location and GIS was just about to explode across the enablement for these 
devices”. (Hayes 2008) 
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2009 

GNI New Zealand 

Wearable computing, open innovation and collaborative 3D modelling featured in the 
researchers presentation at the ‘2009 Future Telco Symposium’ hosted by ‘Telecom New 
Zealand’ in Secondlife  on the 24th February 2009. The researcher showcased examples of 6

body worn computers, body worn cameras (BWC), workplace simulation by conducting BWC 
workshops across physical and virtual spaces using wearable virtual reality HUD.  

Location Based Services 

On a car trip returning from an industry led event, on August 28th, 2009 the researcher 
recounts a conversation with colleague Geoff Lubich from EDUPOV Pty. Ltd. where the focus 
of the conversation switched to the importance of geolocation and how devices were likely to 
be developed with a LBS attribute (which would later become the key trigger for future 
research inquiries). 

“... In essence, the awareness of a networked location enabled head worn or body worn 
camera system was as a node in a system, itself traceable, trackable and in fact 
“aware’ of itself. I changed my research question at the time to read ‘...what are the 
socio-ethical implications of location enabled head worn cameras?” which was to prove 
the basis for choosing the sets of interview questions required to better understand the 
significance of GIS in relation to the device user.” (Hayes 2009d)  

 
ArtStart’09 
       
An opportunity to present at ‘ArtStart’09 Forum’ at the Australian Technology Park (ATP) in 
Redfern, NSW Sydney Australia fast tracked the researchers awareness of how web 2.0 
technologies and the rhetoric of the open web had paved the way for corporations to track 
human engagement with social media.  
 
The researchers presentation title ‘A Technocratic Future’ was derived from events in which it 
dawned on the researcher that wearable computing technologies would likely revolutionise the 
next level of surveillance for humanity involving law enforcement and related sectors.  

“... The researcher recounted the many ways in which mobile technologies have 
influenced human behaviour and provided examples of how wearable computing would 
likely revolutionise certain occupations such as policing.” (Hayes 2017b)  

 Secondlife - https://secondlife.com/6
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Streamfolio Pty Ltd 
       
On April 8, 2009 the researcher wrote a journal entry which marks a substantive change in 
approach and attitude to marketing and developing body worn camera equipment and 
associated online digital portfolios.  

The researcher recounts unsettled feelings when considering the global scale picture of what 
BWC in proliferation might mean for humanity. 

“...The whole ‘data as king’, open government and responsible innovation rhetoric was 
hitting home and I began seriously considering whether I’d made a serious error of 
judgement in the people I’d set out to work with in a private sector capacity.” (Hayes 
2009f) 
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AUPOV’09 

 

Photograph #1: 2009 AUPOV Conference: Professor Katina Michael - Plenary Speaker 

 
Professor Katina Michael met with the Researcher on the 19th June 2009 at the ‘AUPOV’09 
(Hayes 2009a) body worn computer technologies conference in Wollongong, NSW Australia, a 
conference bringing together delegates from diverse stakeholder groups including law 
enforcement, military, education, navy and rescue services. 
       
The researchers interest in developing secure digital portfolios at that time is evident in the 
event which showcased industry led BWC projects using LiquidImage, Vio, Pivothead, 
ContourHD, GoPro, MV-100, P-923, SmartCam, LawMate and eWitness BWC products.  
 
The Researcher recounts Professor Katina Michael and Dr. M.G. Michael as Plenary Speakers 
(Michael 23 July, 2009) delivering a rousing and deeply troubling presentation, informing the 
audience of ‘Veillance’ an emergent concept applicable across information technology, 
education, engineering, information systems, national security, policing and law sectors. 
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“... I was particularly intrigued with the papers that M.G. and Katina had written 
regarding the concept of ‘Uberveillance’ which I was later to become closely aligned to 
in thinking, inquiry and even in my dream state at night.” (Hayes 2009a) 

  
The onset of location aware features for BWC with social and implications became a key focus 
in further conversation with Katina Michael, as well as what these BWCs might mean in the 
wrong hands, whether they were likely to be of detriment to humanity and/or as a benefit was 
as the researcher recalls central to the argument in conversation with Michael in the years to 
follow.  
 
The researchers own avid engagement with wearable technologies also served as an anchor 
for discussion, Michael often illuminating the ethical discrepancies between what the 
researcher would attest as a motivation for marketing BWC and that of reserves expressed in 
conversation and in early written articles on the topic of BWC. 
 
The onset of location aware features for BWCs with social and implications was a key focus 
for further conversation with Associate Professor Katina Michael during the researcher 
presentation at this event, titled ‘A Case For POV: Scenarios’ (Hayes 2019a) which uncannily 
coincided (unknowingly) in theme with the corresponding University of Wollongong press 
release.  

“... The discussion focused on how technologies such as global positioning data 
loggers could be used to facilitate learning in the information and communications 
technology curriculum on the potential ethical issues arising from emerging location 
based services within a social networking context.” (Goldie 2009) 

This ‘meeting-of minds’ was the impetus for the researchers application to undertake higher 
degree studies through the University of Wollongong, shifting relations between the 
researcher, long term vocational training project providers, work colleagues and Family. 

“... I recall around this point in time finding myself at odds in conversations with many of 
my colleagues from the (Australian) VET sector as I began to reflect on what the key 
differences were between that of the socio-technical aspect to body worn video 
technology in comparison to that of the socio-ethical paradigm.” (Hayes 2010k) 

The most significant shift that occurred for the researcher at that time was in consideration for 
what these technologies might mean in the wrong hands, whether they were likely to be of 
detriment to humanity and/or as a benefit as a result. 

“...I recall thinking at that time ‘...how does a single person somehow change my 
thinking enough to consider what the impacts will be that are perhaps detrimental to 
who we are selling this gear too?’... I hadn’t at that time given it much thought as to 
what the potential benefits, risk or harm may be in any depth and yet with this one 
encounter I’d been triggered to not only think of the socio-technical capacities and 
capabilities of technology but to consider it with ethics in mind.” (Hayes 2009a) 

  
The awareness of importance (in a research context) of location based services (LBS) as a 
fundamental concept underpinning a research argument is described in a journal entry citing a 
conversation with an Aboriginal man, [de-identified ] regarding digital ‘smart’ technologies, 
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GPS and GIS services. The researcher was informed that differences between cultural 
understandings often results in a common perception across the Aboriginal community that, in 
an unchecked proliferation, technology ‘further aids and abets acts of genocide and 
colonisation, mistrust and cultural alienation’. 

“... [de-identified] stated to me which I noted on September 1st, 2009 that being 
networked means you have become a walking transmitter, a collector, a digital 
anthropologist not unlike those anthropologists from centuries and decades 
before.” (Hayes 2009g) 

The researcher continued in communications through LinkedIn  wearable computing focussed 7

forums, reflecting in self awareness on daily and habitual self use of ‘smart’ technologies in a 
workplace and lifeworld context, prompted also by IEEE SSIT members to question ‘subjects’ 
rights and proximal nearness to wearable computing given the significant privacy implications. 

Following the AUPOV’09 conference the researcher began in earnest writing a draft 
application for admission to the Higher Degree By Research (HDR) unit at the University of 
Wollongong (UOW). In reflection, the subsequent shift in personal awareness of four months 
of reading articles associated with the topic resulted in the Researcher writing a journal entry 
regarding prior attitudes to the social and ethical implications of BWC. 

“... Discussions I recall in my professional workplace centred around digital identity, 
information management, personal security but rarely privacy.” (Hayes 2009e) 

Photoborg 
       
On August 6, 2009 the researcher made a journal entry reflecting the shift in the way certain 
people were interacting with the researcher. There was also a growing realisation (that is 
described in the journal entry) of the influence of social networking and the forward facing 
camera on smartphones, the dawn of the ‘selfie’ addict as is often coined. 

“... By virtue of my mobile blogging activity, many people (I began to notice) avoided 
contact with me knowing that being around me meant they were being captured and 
transmitted into locations where their image and the details around that meeting 
including IPTC and GIS data were being shared openly.” (Hayes 2009e) 

Location As Fundamental 
       
Whilst waiting for a response and formal notification of admission to the Faculty of Engineering 
and Information Sciences (EIS) the Researcher wrote a journal entry which outlined 
observations of consumer accessible location aware wearable computing camera devices 
being trialled and tested in an Australian vocational education and training context. 

 Social media platform7
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“... In essence, the awareness of a networked location enabled head worn or body worn 
camera system as a node in a system, itself traceable, trackable and in fact ‘aware’ of 
itself. I changed my research question at the time to read ‘...what are the socio-ethical 
implications of location enabled head worn cameras’ which was to prove the basis for 
choosing the sets of interview questions required to better understand the significance 
of GIS in relation to the device user.” (Hayes 2009d) 

 
Game Changer  

In late 2009, having made the decision to enrol in a Doctor of Philosophy through the 
University of Wollongong, the researcher took stock of what he had to manage on an everyday 
basis. 

The researcher recalls at this point that concept of location enabled technologies became a 
real feature in body worn computers and cameras - a game changer and focus for my 
research interest. The researcher coined the following whilst on a car trip back from a 
ballooning festival with Geoff Lubich, fellow company director. 

“…The act of taking a photograph is just one facet of a digitally facilitated power 
differential. The subject, the photographer and relationally the substrate on which that 
photograph exists then fuses to a moment in history, a place, a time and an experience. 
The power to remain out of the field of view however, as the photographer has shifted 
markedly with the proliferation of CCTV surveillance and more recently the embedding 
of camera sensors in handheld or body worn technologies.” (Hayes 2009c) 

The researcher had also started deeply reflecting on daily and habitual use of technologies in 
a lifeworld context coining the following to suit that musing. 

“…The forward facing camera on smartphones is and will probably remain for 
sometime one of the single most important human computing mechanisms which 
corporations tap and exploit for identity data matching, much like the automatic teller 
machine with its customer facing camera. The very same capability to engage within 
the ‘digital mirror’ means our collective consciousness as humanity is reflected back to 
us with often alarming results.” (Hayes 2009c) 

Elearning’09 Conference 
       
Multiple BWC trial groups emerged from the researchers engagement with The Australian 
Flexible Learning Framework (AFLF) in conjunction with TAFE NSW in Sydney, Australia, 
culminating in the ‘eLearning09’ conference on the 7th and 8th December, 2009. 
 
Representatives from the Manufacturing, Engineering, Construction and Transport (MECaT) 
teams from around Australia demonstrated their use of the Streamfolio repository for video 
data produced from point-of-view (POV) camera equipment (Hayes & Lubich 2017) including 
the VIO POV (Mil-Spec Monkey 2008) helmet camera. 
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“... The event largely brought industry representatives into contact with new and 
existing technologies and as always at these vocational events the ‘reform agenda’ of 
fear driven change permeated proceedings.” (Hayes 2009b) 

Trades Applications of BWC  

Confined space, hazardous situations and trades training related applications for BWC 
demonstrated by BWC industry representatives at the AUPOV’09 event were then shared by 
the researcher with the Teach and Learn Online (TALO) online community to prompt 
discussions and critical inquiry.  

Geoff Lubich from Pilbara TAFE, Western Australia (Hayes 2019i, p.11) who had significantly 
informed the researchers own early critical inquiry of BWCs in vocational training practices, 
was joined by Michael Coghlan from TAFE South Australia who released an English as a 
Second Language (ESL) teaching resource using a developed prototype titled, ‘Homemade 
POV’ (Coghlan 2009) 

 
 

Image #2: BWC Demonstration - Geoff Lubich 

 
At this time the researcher was also engaged in discussions with Simon Brown, Skillstech, 
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Queensland Australia (Brown 2009) using BWCs for instructional and assessment of training 
purposes in the area of stonemasonry. Word of these projects spread across the Australia 
vocational training environment and the researcher connected with Richard Ross, TAFE New 
South Wales, Western Institute (Ross 2010) who was using BWCs for carpentry learning 
resource creation, in later years shared using the Streamfolio  BWCs repository. 8

Stephan Ridgway, Educational Technologist and Flexible Learning Manager at the Technical 
and Further Education (TAFE) in Sydney, New South Wales was then approached by the 
researcher with subsequent collaborations fastidiously documented by Ridgway though 
podcasts of discussions of how BWCs intersect with eLearning, mLearning and recognised 
prior learning (RPL) in the TAFE sector, all made accessible via the ‘TalkingVTE’ webcasting 
site. (Ridgway 2009a) 
 

 
 
 

Image #3: 2010 Sydney Institute of Technology CLI Connects Conference POV Demo 

The researcher also learned of developments and observed BWCs such as Lawmates ‘E-
Witness’ connected through video streaming (Ridgway 2010a) via Adobe Connect  and video 9

captured made accessible as educational resources in Mahara .  10

 Internet accessible multimedia propriety repository service.8

 Web conferencing service provider9

 Organisational E-portfolio system10
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Ambition In Action Project 
       
Extensive testing of point-of-view equipment sourced from EDUPOV Pty Ltd. featured in the ‘
2009 Ambition In Action’ project (Hayes 2010a) at TAFE NSW, in which the researcher 
observed Stephan Ridgway, Educational Technologist and Flexible Learning Manager at the 
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) in Sydney, New South Wales.  

A consummate action researcher, Ridgway championed the use of POV and BWC to create 
short instructional videos and recognised prior learning experiences with teachers and 
students in the hairdressing and electrical trades departments of the College. (Ridgway & Watt 
2010). The ‘VES09’ project (Ridgway 2009b) funded by the Australian Flexible Learning 
Framework (AFLF) in collaboration with TAFE NSW is another example of BWC in action, 
(Stephan Ridgway 2010b) used solely for recognition of prior learning (RPL) accreditation. 

“... Testing of BWC equipment continued across a range of trades based areas such as 
mechanical engineering, electrical trades, spray painting and manufacturing with 
Ridgway making every effort to protect subject rights, user privacy and personal 
security. The researcher attended professional development workshops (Hayes 2010m) 
and conference events managed by Ridgway, connecting wearable BWC with web 
conferencing (Ridgway 2010b) and even MMORPG environments such as Secondlife.” 
(Stephan Ridgway 2010a) 
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2010 

Canberra Institute of Technology 

 

Image #4: 2010 Streamfolio CIT - Marg O’Connell 

 
Discussions with Marg O’Connell, Educational Designer at Canberra Institute of Technology, 
Canberra, Australia also confirmed the potential for BWCs in the vocational training context 
provided resources could be accessed via a secure video repository.  

Notably, the main debate and major point of contention expressed at the time across a number 
of vocational training organisations was centred around the ‘stranglehold’ that existing 
organisational ICT frameworks exerted, citing refusals to open ports for certain media types 
using ‘security’ or ‘load’ as a common reason for refusal.  
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Further discussions with O’Connell and colleague Colin Simpson, Learning Innovations 
Manager  at CIT revealed that middle and upper management concerns were centred on 
social and ethical concerns in turn creating the infrastructural resistance being experienced.  

TalkingVTE Podcast 
       
Many of TAFE  NSW, national as well as international guest events were fastidiously 11

documented by Ridgway with podcasts of elearning, mlearning, wearable computing event 
proceedings made accessible via the ‘TalkingVTE’ webcasting site (Ridgway 2009a).  

 
 

Image #5: 2010 Streamfolio Beta Trials 

 
In conversation regarding the onset of location aware features in the latest releases of the 
GoPro and Looxcie BWC, with colleague Stephan Ridgway from TAFE NSW, Australia 
(Ridgway 2010a) and Streamfolio Pty. Ltd. Director, Geoff Lubich led to the researcher and 

 Technical and Further Education (TAFE)11
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research participants questioning subject rights, privacy and the subsequent need for 
engagement with institutions regarding policy changes. 

“...The act of taking a photograph is just one facet of a digitally facilitated power 
differential. The subject, the photographer and relationally the substrate on which that 
photograph exists then fuses to a moment in history, a place, a time and an experience. 
The power to remain out of the field of view however, as the photographer has shifted 
markedly with the proliferation of CCTV surveillance and more recently the embedding 
of camera sensors in handheld or body worn technologies.” (Hayes 2009c)  

Actual Versus Perceived  
 
The awareness that a ‘real versus actual’ slippery slope of discourse for emergent technology 
was described to the researcher in February 2010 by Professor Michael Keppel, Charles Sturt 
University, who listened to the avid expressions of the researcher for BWC innovation, then 
handed the researcher a book titled ‘Pasteur’s Quadrant: Basic Science and Technological 
Innovation’ by Donald E. Stokes (Stokes Juky, 1997) to read.  

That meeting proved fruitful in sowing the seeds of circumspect, the whole notion of ‘perceived 
versus actual’ which is required of all researchers in their field of inquiry. 

“... I recall leaving the meeting and driving the 440 kilometres home thinking how 
deeply disappointing the meeting was… yet many years later this would prove to be 
one of the most important ‘chunks’ of knowledge and feedback needed to guide the 
research inquiry.” (Hayes 2010c) 

Doctor of Philosophy 

After an extensive literature and industry specific inquiry the researcher submitted a Higher 
Degree by Research application on the 19th March 2010 titled ‘The Application of Location 
Enabled Body Worn Technologies In The Education Sector’ which later to be changed to ‘The 
Socioethical Implications Of Body Worn Computers: An Ethnography’. The application was 
successful and the researcher was admitted into the Doctor of Philosophy program. 

The literature review in the year which followed revealed a significant gap in cultural 
considerations for BWCs development and deployment, with the turning point in the 
researchers expressions for wearable computing and its pervasive association with the 
Internet forming in an articulation of the research argument with peers in late 2010. The 
questions that the researcher had pitched prior with peers seeking opinions regarding BWC 
contributing to the surveillance of the human form were rejected with exasperated resignation 
given the researchers own conflicting views on the ‘inevitable’ retention of all human 
endeavours as digital artefacts in an Internet facilitated life-log. 

“... My intent from the outset in that regard has always been to consider the Internet as 
my portfolio and that my lifelog, spread across many services are likely to be accessible 
long after I have passed away.” (Hayes 2010d). 
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Canowindra Challenge Project 
       
Research ‘power relation’s were further propounded when the Researcher instigated and 
documented a BWC use case study titled ‘Canowindra Challenge: Testing Body Worn 
Computer Technologies in Commercial Ballooning’ as both a Director of EDUPOV Pty. LTD. 
and Research Candidate (Hayes 2010b). 

“... EDUPOV provided seed funding of $5000 AUD to a commercial ballooning festival 
in Canowindra NSW Australia, designed and developed online access for anyone 
seeking to participate in this event and tested the potential of wearable point-of-view 
(POV), body worn video (BWV) and vehicular TEDR cameras in commercial balloons 
throughout this event.” (Hayes & Lubich 2010) 

  
The researcher noted at the time that the very backbone to a personal sense of identity within 
a society as tightly bound by social, cultural and heterogeneous binary behaviours, the 
research journal then becoming ‘a dialogue with one’s self’’ as described by (Glaze 2002).  

With an acute sense of introspection, the researcher engaged in discussions with peers and 
colleagues which evolved as sector wide debates on issues, which collectively challenged  
existing organisational frameworks and ICT policy as BWCs were piloted in-house with no 
social or ethical frameworks guiding testing or prototyping. A keen sense of needing to 
document the learning journey using BWCs was immediately also questioned by peers, who 
encouraged the researcher to self-interrogate but refrain from separating the research problem 
into two camps, that of the evangelist technologist or the ethical skeptic. 

 

Photograph #6: 2010 Streamfolio ELGG BWC Demonstration 
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The researcher was questioned repeatedly as to why BWCs are a topic worthy of research 
inquiry and with resignation the researcher recalls a sense of futility despite making an effort to 
validate this with colleagues and a number of peers content with keeping discussions to an 
educational context.   

PhD Research Proposal 
       
Upon confirmation of acceptance into the PhD postgraduate program at the University of 
Wollongong, Professor Katina Michael encouraged the researcher to undertake a number of 
preliminary tasks ie. environmental scan and Literature Review which in hindsight formed the 
very constitution and backbone to the Phd research journey. 

The researcher also confirmed with Associate Supervisor, Professor Teemu Leinonen  
(Leinonen & Durall-Gazulla 2014) from ‘Le Group’ a design thinking and collaborative learning 
centre at Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland that the PhD application had been successful. 
Leinonen immediately required that the researcher write a short introduction of research 
intentions for presentation via Skype with the research group at Aalto Media Lab, detail the 
overall initial intent of the research investigation. 

“...The rapid uptake of body worn, location enabled, mobile network accessible 
solutions for rich media creation and connection in extreme sports, military and medical 
sectors is now also challenging the mobile learning and distance education stereotype. 
The re-purposed application of these technologies in the education and training sector 
is now opening up new domains for connecting learners with educators, which in turn 
poses substantial challenges for organisations as they grapple with the implications that 
this pervasive technology imbues. This research study will engage key stakeholders in 
interviews and case studies that evidence learning settings where it is critical or 
desirable to remain hands free, to have the ability to record evidence using rich media, 
to be remotely accessed / connected to trainers and assessors in the field as a 
desirable service delivery attribute and submit datasets as a further validation of 
participation in a learning experience. Likewise, the basis of the research is to build a 
body of evidence of perceived and actual uses of these data sets to inform critical 
debate that will influence policy affecting the educational purpose of these wearable 
and connected technologies.” (Hayes 2010j) 

This research activity incorporating BWC culminated in a publication titled ‘Reflections on the 
Use of Autovideography in an Undergraduate Education Context’ (Butson & Thomson 2011) 
which describes the methodology, challenges and benefits of qualitative participant-created 
videos. Feedback from differing cultural leaders whilst travelling through the midwest of New 
South Wales, Australia added further weight to the research argument that perceptions of 
‘distrust’ for anyone wearing a BWC in a public context was differentiated by role and context. 

“... In retrospect I felt at times deeply alienated as I sought to engage with a 
technologically focussed activity then returning and reflecting upon what that activity 
meant if applied to a differing array of stakeholders...” (Hayes 2010i) 
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Socioethical Implications Of Technology 
       
The researcher recalls being challenged by Katina Michael and M.G. Michael during the 
researchers presentation at the AUPOV’09 conference to consider how these technologies 
might have an impact on society, more specifically to reflect on their own learning journey as 
an educational technologist and to consider an ethical inquiry as researcher. 
      
In a post titled ‘Socioethical Implications of Technology’ the researcher describes how much on 
the ‘outer’ the researcher had felt going into this line of social and technological inquiry, as 
educators and very few other people were actively pursuing the use of the body worn 
computers and especially the head worn camera for a pedagogical purpose in Australia or 
indeed the Asia Pacific.  
 
The use of this specific wearable technology in the education and training sector was still 
considered to be disruptive, confrontational and largely a ‘novelty’ by others not already across 
this domain. 

“... That decision to explore why I was fixated on technologies that captured visual 
memory and the switch to a research role almost immediately resulted in a slow but 
cataclysmic ego collapse of what I held true, what I considered to be valuable and most 
notably a complete rebuild of my personality from ground, country, place and up. The 
shift to a researcher role meant that everything I was immersed in at the time as an 
avid educational technologist, as an information communication technology consultant 
was at question and that to interrogate and make meaning from our company activities 
put my ethical considerations into question.” (Hayes 2010k) 

  

Success 
       
In a post titled success on May 14, 2010 the researcher celebrated the acceptance of the 
proposal for entry into the PhD program through the Engineering and Information Sciences 
(EIS) Faculty at the University of Wollongong, NSW Australia. 

“... After many months of research and writing an extensive application I received 
confirmation of acceptance into the PhD program through the University of Wollongong, 
Australia.” (Hayes 2010l) 
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MobilizeThis 2010 Symposium 

 
 

Photograph #7: MobilizeThis Duo 

 
The continuing literature review revealed a surveillance thematic overture, featuring in the 
researchers presentation at the ‘2010 MobilizeThis Symposium’ (Hayes 2010g) at Charles 
Darwin University in the Northern Territory. A comprehensive proceedings paper titled ‘National 
Snapshot: Current Use of POV Technologies’ (Hayes 2010h) which details BWCs and POV 
trials in Australia and New Zealand, including a series of BWC case studies, including rural 
and remote organisations. 

“...This paper is a compilation of accounts of the use of point-of-view video technologies 
by educators from differing educational sectors in Australia. These case studies are 
presented in the applied Connectivist context, the current project or situational status all 
informing a contemporary position of these technologies in education and training for 
learners, teachers and organisations alike.” (Hayes 2010h) 
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Image #8: 2010 EDUPOV Student POV Kit 

 
Discussions were conducted with seven (7) Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participants at 
this Mobilizethis 2010 event who stated they did not wish to be identified for cultural and 
personal reasons revealed three (3) main cultural concerns for BWCs in their communities as; 

1. Trust Issues - perceptions that BWC is a tool disguised as an innovation with likely 
nefarious and sinister applications for future surveillance of Aboriginal communities;  

2. Cultural Considerations - Challenges due to subject rights, personal privacy and 
cultural sensitivity violations already involving digital photographic representation; 

3. Utilitarian Application - Continued lack of cultural consultation informing the 
development and disaggregation of these BWC technologies.  

The ‘trust’ theme (or lack of) was further reinforced when the researcher returned from industry 
events and was forced to switch to an offline word processing tool, a self awareness of the 
issues of self-contradiction between digital ‘whereabouts’ that is ‘given off’ through accessing 
Internet based applications, compared with stand-alone analogue applications. 

“... research requires tools that have been ethically aligned with the premise of 
neutrality that, just as a pencil can be used to write, they can also be used to stab 
others with...” (Hayes 2010i) 

  

Veillance 

The development of the ‘Uberveillance: Triquetra’ (Hayes 2010p) figure by the Researcher in 
2010 consolidated a simple visual conceptual framework for considering the trajectory of 
technology, presented formally at the ’ACIS 2011 Doctoral Consortium’ (Hayes 2011a) and 
later included in differing text publications.  
 
The concept of Veillance, and theme of surveillance as described in an educational context  
(Michael 23 July, 2009), as a debate seeking reciprocal transparency (S. Mann 2013) or as the 
researcher detailed in a short article (A. Hayes 2013) as a ‘vehicle’ through which to consider 
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surveillance as electronic panopticon as described by (Lyon 1993) emerged as significant in 
literature and in communications with the Chief Investigator. 

Meeting Professor Roger Clarke through connections with the Australian Privacy Foundation 
(Clarke 2012) brought the researcher into direct contact with the concept of dataveillance 
(Clarke 2014) and through numerous personal communications by email with Professor Steve 
Mann (Mann 2005) a knowledge of sousveillance in context was forming.  

Uberveillance  

The Researcher became aware in early 2010 of how important the concept of 
‘Uberveillance’ (Berkeley Electronic Press 2009) resonates when considering how deeply our 
individual tracked and monitored digital footprint extends across the Internet, a concept that 
informs a state of Uberveillance. 
       
The Researcher considers the continued construction and administration of the Uberveillance 
website as ‘participatory observer’ in role, as collection and collation of relevant data informs 
the position of ‘Uberveillance’ and contributes to the researchers knowledge in the research 
context.  

“... We seek your open minds eye to reject rule and invite inquiry beyond the 
constitution of your present reality.” (Hayes et al. 2011) 

The database of knowledge amassed over a decade also assisted the research by facilitating 
content that broadens the researchers thinking on key themes such as identity, privacy, 
regulation and society as outlined in a publication titled ‘In The Night Garden’ (Hayes 2015f) as 
well as exploring research specific topics such as the effects of life-logging on society. 
(Michael 23 July, 2009) 
       
This also correlates with the topic of transparency and the notions of death of privacy. For the 
most part the researcher expresses trying to pull those surveillance containers apart and peer 
into them to see what mattered for the focus of the research endeavours, to learn more about 
covert policing, the concept of ‘Uberveillance’, national security and a host of other topics 
courtesy of IEEE ISTAS’10 Conference at the University of Wollongong, NSW Australia. 

 
“... At this stage I had been invited to contribute to a large expose on the workings of 
Uberveillance and invested a great deal of my time in developing the main 
Uberveillance website which is a treasure trove of links to resources and collaborative 
works with a number of author contributors.” (Hayes 2010o) 

  
Long discussions with M.G. Michael (Michael 2016) regarding the term and concept of 
Uberveillance revealed an opportunity to better inform the researchers knowledge.  
 
An invitation to contribute as an author and administrator for the ‘Uberveillance.com’ (Hayes et 
al. 2011) research website provided critical and contextual insight for the researcher into 
related domains such as HCI, fields such as wearable computers, the wider implications for 
implantable, digestible and other human/machine ‘symbiosis’. 
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Open Publication 
       
On August 10, 2010 the researchers recognised that constant travel, little sleep and avid 
testing of camera technologies were taking their toll on health and well being. Long plane 
flights gave the researcher time to reflect on where things were headed, yet it would be some 
time later that the self-awareness ceiling would come crashing down. 

“... Life began taking new form as I careened across skies in aeroplanes peering into 
tray-back flight advertising and pretending I was in superstar nirvana. The onset of the 
mobile web social networking only further compounded that insecurity as I posted 
prolifically to Instagram, Facebook, Flickr, Twitter.” (Hayes 2010i) 

  

ISTAS’10 Doctoral Consortium 

Attendance by the researcher at the ISTAS’10 Doctoral Consortium (Michael 2010a) revealed 
through feedback from both the Panel Chair and the delegates in attendance the need for the 
researcher to clearly identify the research problem, isolate who was required to inform that 
answer and then identify what theoretical associations the study aligned with.  
 
A further scan of peer reviewed literature highlighted for the researcher the ambiguity of the 
BWC ‘stereotype’ and resolved the methodological approach to this research investigation. 

“... The rapid uptake of body worn, location enabled, mobile network accessible 
solutions for rich media creation and connection in extreme sports, military and medical 
sectors is now also challenging the mobile learning / distance education stereotype. 
The re-purposed application of these technologies in the education & training sector is 
now opening up new domains for connecting learners with educators, which in turn 
poses substantial challenges for organisations as they grapple with the implications that 
this technology imbues.” (Hayes 2010e) 
      

The Researcher then 'pitched' a case at the ‘ISTAS’10 Doctoral Consortium’ with positive 
feedback from the consortium panel and encouraged by Chief Investigator, Professor Katina 
Michael, and using the presentation recording by Mr Jordan Brown (Brown 2017) a Higher 
Degree Research Ethics Council application was commenced.  

This triggered a further comprehensive review of literature and intense scrutiny as to the 
methodological approach for conducting the main research investigation. 
  

ISTAS’10 Symposium 
           
A need to better articulate the research argument and retract from the quandary of ‘false 
positives’ or compromise by collusion with BWC development was resolved partially by the 
Researchers attendance at the ‘2010 IEEE International Symposium on Technology & Society’ 
7th - 9th June 2010 at the University of Wollongong, NSW, Australia.  
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The event focuses on the social implications of emerging technologies which compelled the 
researcher to present during the Doctoral Consortium that GPS ‘location’ informs ‘location as 
learning validation’ or ‘digital whereabouts’ (Hayes 2009g) arguing that despite the obvious 
advantages for assessment, a lack of literature providing robust examples, benefits and 
detrimental effects of BWCs in an educational and workforce training context.  

“... Two thousand miles away from the workshop, an automotive teacher watches 
through the (digital) eyes of his young apprentice as he finishes assembling a part for a 
new BMW M6 coupe and completes a relevant audio assessment through a full duplex 
wireless audio and video system.” (Hayes 2010f) 

RNSA’10 

Feelings of trepidation by the researcher entering a facility which had no less than twenty-six 
(26) surveillance cameras from carpark to workshop seat were juxtaposed with feedback from 
participants at the ‘5th Workshop on the Social Implications of National Security’ (Michael 
2010b) (RNSA’5) ARC Research Network for a Secure Australia which was held on the 10th 
June, 2010 at the Centre for Transnational Crime Prevention (CTCP), UOW Campus, 
Wollongong Australia. 

“... This participatory research will engage a diverse array of organisational, 
development and community user groups from the Australian education sector in critical 
and investigative research of learning settings where it is critical or desirable to remain 
hands free...” (Hayes 2010n)  

Discussion with participants at this workshop revealed the researchers own lack of 
understanding of technologies being applied in the ‘DIY’ domain, wider implications for 
implantable, digestible or other human / machine ‘symbiosis’, which shifted swiftly as a result 
of invitation to contribute as an author and administrator for the ‘Uberveillance.com’ research 
website.  

“... My investment in this interrogation of the totality of veillances has provided me a 
very cogent and philosophical understanding of the power differentials that Foucault 
and many others explore as a means to better express the workings of an unbalanced 
social posse of colonisers. Much of the awareness I gained as I read the Michael & 
Michael research powerhouse fills me with great angst yet, provided we truly 
interrogate and questions those who state they are seeking to improve humanity, then 
and only then can I have some ease of mind as to what it is that their research output 
seeks to counteract.” (Hayes 2010o) 

The synopsis of the presentation that the researcher delivered at this workshop clearly outlines 
a narrowing research focus and discussion with participants assisted the researcher in 
identifying that a recognition of the power relations between stakeholder groups, widening the 
terms of reference and encompassing new understandings of the domain of Veillance 
understandings would avoid external accusations of solely reifying the educational application 
of BWCs. An observation by the researcher arose with an increasing exposure to a wider array 
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of stakeholders in the wearable computing domain closely associated through technology 
industry partnerships, research projects and student internships. 

“... you have a vast array of actors as educators, students, support staff, external 
agency members, workforce participants and a plethora of other contributors unpaid 
who formed the very ‘purpose’ of the institution. Again, there we have an example of 
the power differential between those who monitor and control over those who whose 
very existence is the purpose for those in oversight.” (Hayes 2010n)  

Similar such sentiments arose when mid-stream through the continuing literature review a 
saturation point of search results revealing ties between ‘machine’ and the ‘human’ as in a 
symbiotic relationship, a cyborg as informed by (Clarke 2010; Warwick 2003), becoming 
glaringly apparent.  
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2011 

Surveillance 

The literature review and communications with secondary stakeholders (not research 
participants) also revealed that these corporations including Google and Microsoft are heavily 
invested in a hypothetical Singularity (Rios 2013; Kurzweil 2011; Danaylov 2014), which the 
researchers described as an extension of ‘humans as labour to machines’ in a research 
journal entry. 
  

“... we are left simply sleepwalking through society, a servant to postmodernist and 
industrial trappings. That means we are simply human labour to machines if we can not 
travel up, see over, reflect and learn from experience. That also means those who run 
the corporations are rendering us mute as Hannah Arendt would attest.” (Hayes 2011d) 

With a new found zeal and divergence of material arising the researcher reflected on where 
the tie with educational application would arise, only to discover MIT was historically invested 
in that topic through Professor Steve Mann, ‘Father of Wearable Technology’. (Djurkic 2015) 

“... Here I was thinking I would find reams of notes on innovations and classic 
inventions but all I can locate is paper after paper locked up in the patent pending 
cupboard.”  (Hayes 2011c) 

Internet Of Things 
       
The researcher then switched gears to examine Human Computer Interaction (HCI) and with 
the awareness that location aware devices were now forming a new Internet of Things (IOT) 
and as evidenced in a post titled ‘Analogue Becomes Digital’ on May 10, 2011 feedback from 
prospective research participants continued to emphasise the role of GPS location and 
enmeshed GIS services as loci for event ‘truth’. 

“... It is with that ‘other locations’ premise that it became evident to me that place or the 
whereabouts of information was as important as the content itself because a vast body 
of content could be rendered useless if the time and location of the data lost its 
hierarchical evidentiary trail.” (Hayes 2011b)  

   
    
Place Relatedness 
 
Despite a closer examination of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (Berg 2000) in relation to 
Wearable Computing as well as Brain-computer Interface (BCI) (Han & Ishii 2017) and with 
the awareness that location aware devices were now forming a new Internet of Things (IOT) 
(Cirani & Picone 2015; Ray et al. 2015; Lopez et al. 2017) in an ever evolving and contentious 
issue of privacy, feedback from prospective research participants continued to emphasise the 
role of GPS location (Michael et al. 2006), enmeshed GIS services (Sui & Goodchild 2011; 
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Abbas et al. 2014) and others as divergent as ‘method of loci’ (Qureshi et al. 2014) for event ‘
truth’.  
   
Contemplating Location Based Services (LBS) as a means through which to explore the 
relationship of BWCs with infrastructural and information communication systems, where place 
and time becomes an event as described by (Lengen et al. 2018) brought the researcher to 
contemplate the importance of place relatedness in the research investigation (Harrison & 
Greenfield 2011) as also described by Australian Aboriginal people.  

How LBS in literature intersects with different mediated modalities of ‘looking’ specifically  
Michael’s and Abbas (Abbas et al. 2014), Mann and Ferenbock (Ferenbok et al. 2016), 
through to the more obtuse Bostrom et al. (Sanberg & Bostrom 2008) arose in 
communications with Associate Supervisor, Teemu Leinonen who indicated that an ‘always on’ 
connection to a GSM network means the researcher is viewed as a carrier of that network, like 
a virus and that in some communities, the researcher concurred was an unwelcome intrusion.  

 
Decolonising Methodologies 

The very same parallels of awareness as to the potential detrimental effects of location based 
services are described by ‘Decolonizing methodologies and indigenous knowledge: The role of 
culture, place and personal experience in professional development’ by Pauline Chinn, who 
appeals for the reader to contemplate as technological innovation, LBS in and of itself a 
colonising agent. 
  

“...The history of Western science as a cultural enterprise suggests that knowledge 
building and technological innovation are driven by the interests of dominant 
elites.” (Gould, 1993; Takaki, 1993 as cited in Chinn 2007 p.3) 

Ethnographic Inquiry 

As a result of conversation with Hugh Mackay, Psychologist, Social Researcher and Author 
(Mackay 2019) at the IIBSOR ‘University of Wollongong Retreat’ held on July 6, 2011 in 
Shoalhaven NSW, Australia the methodological structure for how the researcher would engage 
with research participants was catalysed.  

Further lengthy discussions with the Chief Investigator confirmed that a qualitative, 
interpretivist ethnographic inquiry using semi-structured questions in interviews with research 
participants was the principal form and structure with which to proceed to ethics approval. 

“... technologies are pretending to be the moderator for humanity but the researcher 
must venture beyond the obvious, beyond the ‘why’ question and listen long enough to 
be able to self answer ‘what are’, as ethnography includes the human learning as 
researcher too.” - Hugh McKay, July 7, 2011 in personal conversation with the 
Researcher.  
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IIBSOR Retreat 

A presentation restricted to a 3 minute thesis ‘snapshot’ at this event using only one visual 
slide tested the researcher ‘three-floor-pitch’ and revealed further thoughts and observations 
on the importance of ‘place-life-time’ (Lengen et al. 2018) as notes written at this event. 

“... We are as consumers now nodes in a web of algorithms, as citizens in transmission 
and as people unified in our geographic impermanence. Our ability to navigate 
increasingly more complex routes of digital domains has become the single most 
sought after skill in the dawn of robotics revolution.” (Hayes 2011a) 

Interaction with fellow doctoral students at the University of Wollongong ‘ACIS 2011 Doctoral 
Consortium’ on Wednesday, November 30, 2011 through to Friday 2, December 2011 brought 
to the researchers awareness interdisciplinary, cross-sectorial global accounts of BWCs as 
required in order to adequately ‘inform and defend’ the thesis proposal. (Hayes 2011a) 

“... Policy makers in educational organisations now pay close attention to technology 
market forces on an international stage, expounding rhetoric of catering for 
individualisation, equity of access privilege and knowledge nation economics.” (Hayes 
2011a)  

The quandary that the researcher recalls experiencing arose when read literature that 
propounds that BWCs are the ‘panacea’ for policing issues in the United Kingdom, yet as a 
researcher understanding that an almost opposite position was expressed by Traditional 
Custodians in Australia. 

“... In many ways this research process has provided a greater understanding of the 
importance of re-considering the path that western society is taking as it careens down 
a path to a cyborg dystopia, to the decolonising methodologies that First Nation 
peoples hold forward as core and fundamental to the enduring spirit of 
humanity.” (Hayes 2012j) 

To couple, decouple, juxtapose, compare or even to consider the ‘duality’ of western science 
(Mathews 2012) occurring simultaneously with First Nations perspective of a contemporary 
panpsychism, the behaviours of abstraction and compartmentalisation which occur in 
academic common discourse struck the researcher as a critical inquiry point in the research. 

“... This research is important because I have as a participant observer and as the 
researcher experienced first hand the colossal and detrimental impacts of technologies 
as abstract and industry specific as head worn cameras through to the stultifying stupor 
of a virtual or augmediated reality.” (Hayes 2012j) 
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2012 

ANZ MLearn Symposium 

By introduction, the researcher met Dr. Laurel Dyson at the University of Technology in 
Sydney, Australia and another range of perspectives to consider in the human inquiry of BWCs 
in an educational ‘always-on-classroom’ culminated in the researchers attendance at the ‘ANZ 
Mlearn Symposium’ Sydney Institute of Technology in 2012 and a publication in the ‘The 
Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Mobile Learning Group’ (ANZMLearn) titled ‘
Reflections: Glass & Mobile Learning’. (Hayes, Frawley, et al. 2012).  

In retrospect, by widening the parameters of stakeholder group as recommended, the 
researcher gained by cross-sector collaborations with the private investigation industry a wider 
understanding (Lahlou et al. 2015, p.2) of BWCs used for covert inquiry (Bronitt et al. 2010; 
Abbas et al. 2011), stepping out from existing passive connections, and broadening BWCS 
experiential references. 

Law Enforcement 
 

The concepts of ‘social sorting’ as described by (Lyon 2003), ‘privacy’, ‘risk’ and 
‘discrimination’ were manifest in surveillance studies literature (Westacott 2011), prompting the  
researcher to seek and gain inclusion in the ‘Surveillance In / And Everyday Life: Monitoring 
Past, Present and Future’ Conference (University of Sydney 2012) held at The University of 
Sydney, Australia and hosted by ‘The Surveillance and Everyday Life Research Group’ 
(Allon 2012). 

Keynote speakers David Lyons, Queen's University (Lyon & David 2009) and Kevin Haggerty, 
Surveillance Studies Centre (Coleman 2007) from Canada alerted the researcher to 
implications of BWCs becoming nodes of ubiquitous surveillance (Andrejevic 2012). The 
comprehensive conference program gave the researcher a clear idea of the ample range of 
topics, themes and centres of discourse in the surveillance studies community.  
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Image #9: 2012 Surveillance In And Everyday Life Conference Acceptance 

 
Despite an initial chilly reception as a stranger, personal introductions then warmed up a 
number of the delegates who accepted invitations to connect in interviews with the researcher, 
also attending in person at the researchers presentation (Hayes 2012h) of a paper, ‘Location 
Enabled Body Worn Camera Technologies In The Education Sector’. (Hayes 2012h) 

“...This paper explores the perceived and actual implications of location-enabled 
technologies in an education & training context drawing upon case studies, project 
examples and client testimonials including the Australian Federal Police, Northern 
Territory Fire Police & Emergency Services as well as projects funded in 2011 under 
the Australian Flexible Learning Framework (AFLF)...” (Hayes 2012h) 

  
The Researcher also sought inclusion of fellow work colleagues from a range of organisations 
including Scott Robinson, Down Under Security Services (DUSS), Tim Burns, Artist and 
members of EDUPOV Pty Ltd. to be Guest Presenters in conjunction with the Researcher’s 
own presentation titled ‘Uberveillance: Where Wear & Educative Arrangement’ at the 2012 
RNSA 'Sixth Workshop on the Social Implications of National Security: Sousveillance and the 
Social Implications of Point of View Technologies in the Law Enforcement Sector' (Hayes 
2012l) at the ITAMS, Centre for Transnational Crime Prevention (CTCP), The University of 
Sydney, Sydney Australia on the 22nd February 2012. 

This workshop proved to be very insightful, during which the researcher witnessed the clear 
tensions between those responsible for informing national security policy, privacy law and 
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policing rubbing shoulders with social commentators, technology developers and  academics 
including; 

● Associate Prof. Katina Michael - School of Information Systems and Technology (SISAT), 
University of Wollongong; 

● Dr. M.G. Michael - Researcher / Writer, Uberveillance.com; 
Professor Kevin Haggerty - Professor of Sociology and Criminology, University of Alberta, 
Canada; 

● Mr Mark Lyell - Barrister-at-Law, Supreme Court of Queensland, High Court of Australia; 
● Mr Richard Kay - Founder & Principal Trainer, Modern Combatives International; 
● Scott Robinson and Derek Philipson - Private Investigators, Down Under Security Solutions 

Pty Ltd & Coreveillance; 
● Professor Nick O’Brien - School of Policing, Charles Sturt University, Canberra, Australia; 
● Dr. Saskia Hufnagel - Research Fellow - ARC Centre of Excellence in Policing and Security, 

Griffith University; 
● Professor Jan Karp - Criminology & Sociology, University of New England, NSW, Australia; 
● Assoc. Prof. Darren Palmer - School of Humanities & Social Sciences, Deakin University, 

Australia, Australian Surveillance Studies;  
● Mr Tim Burns - Artist, Perth, Western Australia; 
● Professor David Lyon - Professor of Sociology & Professor of Law, Director of Surveillance 

Studies Centre, Queen's University, Canada; 
● Professor Roger Clarke - Visiting Professor, School of Computer Science, Australian 

National University; 
● Professor Andrew Goldsmith - Professor of Law, Executive Director, Centre for 

Transnational Crime Prevention (CCTP), University of Wollongong. 

The breadth of professional experience and knowledge from national and international 
presenters at both events triggered a strong awareness for the researcher of the implications 
that BWC technologies would have in the law enforcement sector. With proposed rollouts of 
BWC announced for police across the state of Victoria, Australia the researcher understood 
that a large chunk of resources would likely swing away to BWCs providers who had a secure 
cloud service. With this hunch the researcher began questioning stakeholders in that space 
about the Axon  (Jennings et al. 2014; Anon 2018) relationships with Australian law 12

enforcement.  

PhD Ethics Application 

The researcher was directed at this point by the Chief Investigator to access and complete an ‘
Application For Approval To Undertake Research Involving Human Participants’ through the 
University of Wollongong/ Illawarra Shoalhaven Local Health District Human Research Ethics 
Committee (HREC) and after meeting with the UOW Statistics Team in May 2012 the 
submission was tendered by the Chief Investigator. 

In August 2012 the Researcher, Alexander Hayes (student) and the Chief Investigator and 
Supervisor Associate Professor Katina Michael made application to the University of 

 Body Worn Camera (BWCs) provider12
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Wollongong (UOW) through the Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) to conduct the 
research project titled ‘Location Enabled Body Wearable Technologies in the Education Sector’
. To conduct this research the UOW HREC ‘Application For approval To Undertake Research 
Involving Human Participants’ details that the researchers abide by the National Statement on 
Ethical Conduct in Human Research as well as abiding by the Australian Code for the 
Responsible Conduct of Research. 
       
The application was submitted, signed under clauses of confidentiality to the Human Research 
Ethics Committee of The University of Wollongong / SESIAHS written by the Researcher 
detailing the project, with a written response identifying the project number HE12/374 received 
soon after. The initial duration of research sought for the research project was from the 1st 
October 2012 to 1st December 2012. 

“...The study will identify the breadth and scope of the use of location enabled body 
wearable technologies across a range of settings, which the participants are known to 
have experience and expertise within. The study will also identify the key implications 
that these technologies have as they impact more broadly on society in general.” - 
UOW HREC Application 

The qualitative research project was proposed to only involve adults over the age of 18, 
conducted as semi-structured interviews either in face-to-face meetings or by telephone 
abiding by the UOW Telephone Policy and Strict protocols of communication as outlined by 
UOW Research Policy with twenty-five (25) participants. Formal invitations were sent as 
written communication with prospective interview participants, then upon confirmation of 
acceptance to contribute to the project as a Participant, the Participant Pack was sent by email 
attachment containing Participant Consent, Project Information Sheet, Project Invitation Letter, 
Research Methods, Methodology and Interview Questions. 

“... Participants were informed they could submit supplementary material adding to the 
amassed data collation during or after Interviews. The preference for conducting the 
interviews was indicated to the Participants selected as a face-to-face meetings, with 
questions already supplied before the interview. An indication was also made to 
Participants that the interview duration was estimated to take between 60 and 90 
minutes, in a one-to-one setting involving no groups and would be recorded using an 
audio device for transcription purposes only with their consent.” - UOW HREC 
Application 

Participants were informed that they were free to withdraw anytime from the project, to 
withdraw any supplementary materials at anytime with no payments or reward for their 
voluntary contribution. Upon completion of the interview audio data was to be submitted into a 
secure data repository and only Supervisor and Researcher have access to the data. 
Participants were advised that they had 7 days to respond with amendments to the interview 
transcripts draft in preparation for the transcript final.  

As per UOW HREC guidelines, participants were informed they could add supplementary 
material up until the end of the research study, that private data retention must be kept for ten 
(10) years post interview and all correspondence must be conducted using secure digital 
correspondence forms only. Participants were also informed and were required to agree to 
being informed of publication in thesis and that their contributions may possibly appear in 
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future publications. Questions were asked of the Researcher by both research Participants 
and other researchers who indicated the paradox of the statement in the HREC application 
indicating that; 

“...Data held during this project will be securely held in a private, redundant protected 
private password protected digital repository. The data will be stored in Building 39, Office 
206C, Wollongong Campus, Australia.“ - UOW HREC Application  

Whilst awaiting approval of the HREC application, on a visit to the University of Wollongong 
campus in late July 2012 the researcher met with Katina Michael to discuss the selection of 
ten (10) interview questions from an amassed draft of ninety-six (96) (Hayes 2019h) with 
which to guide conversations with potential research participants.  

“...After much deliberation it was determined that strategically an event which brought 
all of the key protagonists together being ‘international industry leaders, academics and 
representatives from the wearable computing domain for the purpose of interviews’ 
would be a powerful additional outcome for the research project, potentially providing 
opportunities for additional primary stakeholder data collection, all pending approval of 
the project Ethics application.” (Hayes 2012i) 

The initial duration of research sought for the research project was from the 1st October 2012 
to 1st December 2012 and the many iterations of amendments are fully detailed in Chapter 3, 
Research Design of the PhD thesis. A return to literature unveiled considerations for how to 
evaluate LBS as an ‘agent of location’, as distinct from place relatedness, yet sharing similar 
key themes, in this case control, trust, privacy and security (Perusco & Michael 2007).  

The Researcher was then required to meet with UOW Statistical Consulting Service and 
outline the requirements of the project with the SCS team. 

“...The objective of this study is to investigate individuals’ awareness of and acceptance 
for Location-Based Services (LBS) as an attribute of body worn location enabled 
technologies in the education sector. A focus of this research will be upon identifying 
the core impacts and implications of LBS for the education and training sector in 
Australia. “ - Purpose of Study 

The study Design of the research project was described as: 

“...the study uses a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to answer the 
research questions. A structured survey and semi-structured interviews will form the 
basis of the data collection for this study. The outcomes of the interviews with key 
players in the education and technology provision supply chain will further inform and 
complement survey results from a wider stakeholder array.” - Statistical Project 
Description   

The Research Data Collection will be conducted as; 

“...service access, ease of use, organisational readiness, identity, trust, and perceived 
risk as the key variables of attitude that govern use and intention to use of body worn 
location enabled technologies in an educational context. Surveys will be conducted 
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online using a closed question field survey tool. The survey results will confirm or refute 
the collusion between service providers, research bodies and educational 
organisations, providing primary evidence to support or contradict the research 
hypotheses. Semi-structured interviews will also be conducted with key contacts from 
select vocational and tertiary organisations, technology suppliers and LBS providers 
Interviews will enable this research to address some of the research issues, which 
remain unanswerable by the quantitative method. “ - Statistical Project Description  

The Data Analyses was inclusive of quantitative descriptive statistics to be; 

“... used to summarise the demographic variables. Simple linear regression, multiple 
regression, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and other relevant statistical tests will be 
used to analyse the sample data and to test the hypotheses associated with the 
research model. Content analysis techniques will be used to analyse data obtained 
from the semi-structured interviews.” Data Analyses - Statistical Project Description  

An initial HREC review conducted on the 20th September approved the project pending 
changes to the Participant Information Sheet and Consent form, with track changes showing 
how interviews in part might become used in future publications such as peer reviewed journal 
articles.  

Changes were returned to UOW Human Research Ethics Committee including; 

1. name of participant and affiliation to be requested; 
2. audio-visual recording to be securely data managed and; 
3. that any supplementary material supplied to the Researchers can be withdrawn by the 

Participant up until final publication of the thesis.  

Project HE12/374 was approved on the 11th October 2012 and the new expiry date was noted 
as 10th October 2013 with Progress Reports to meet HREC requirements. A Proposed 
Changes Letter was drafted on the 20th May 2013 and a further request for Amendment of 
Approved Application was registered with the Human Research Ethics Committee on the 24th 
May 2013 by the Supervisor.  

“...The researchers, Associate Professor Katina Michael (Chief Investigator & 
Supervisor) and Mr Alexander Hayes (student) will both attend the IEEE International 
Symposium on Technology and Society (ISTAS) is an annual international forum 
sponsored by the IEEE Society on the Social Implications of Technology (SSIT) to be 
held in Toronto, Canada, 27-29 June 2013. ISTAS’13 is the annual symposium of the 
IEEE Society on the Social Implications of Technology (SSIT) which dates back to 
1989.” - Proposed Changes Letter 

The first proposed change was to conduct research activities as participant observer using a 
moderate participation research methodology. 

“... According to Spradley (1980) a researcher must make a choice between five 
different types of participant observation which include (a) Non-Participatory, (b) 
Passive Participation, (c) Moderate Participation, (d) Active Participation or (e) 
Complete Participation.” - Proposed Changes Letter 
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The researchers proposed to engage with the research population as (c). moderate 
participation maintaining a role balance between "insider" and "outsider" which would allow for 
a combination of personal involvement and necessary detachment to remain objective. 

“...Considering the delegate cohort (target population) attending this important event, 
the researchers consider that recording audio and visual media prior, during and after 
this event to be important and relevant to the research inquiry.“ - Proposed Changes 
Letter   

 
Interactions to be recorded as a participant observer whilst interacting with the research target 
population using audio  recording and visual camera . The second point of amendment was 13 14

proposed to ‘publish data gathered during participant observer research activity via approved 
data repositories’.  

“...It is proposed that all audio-visual data recorded by both researchers as moderate 
participant observers be published under a CC By Creative Commons licence in the 
form of a managed data collection (...) at the conclusion of the research project (...) a 
data repository ensures the collection is a managed, connected, findable and re-usable 
research resources.” - Proposed Changes Letter  

The repositories that were proposed to be used for data management were; 
       

(a) DataWise - a University of Wollongong project, a cooperative venture between the 
University's Research Services Office, the University Library and Information 
Technology Services (ITS) where research metadata is populated via Research Data 
Australia (RDA) and the Australian National Data Service (ANDS); 
       
(b) Figshare - a secure scientific data repository that allows users to upload any file 
format to be made visualisable in a browser so that figures, datasets, media, papers, 
posters, presentations and file sets are disseminated and dataset awarded a DOI upon 
submission; 
       
(c) Academia.edu - which is a website for researchers to share their data and code 
attached to Academia.edu’s analytics engine with viewing analytics for citation, tenure 
and grant committee visibility. 

       
It was established that many of the target research population would be familiar with and 
perhaps also already actively engaging with each other and the researchers using audio-visual 
digital recording technologies ie. life-logging devices at the ISTAS’13 event. In summary, the 
Research Methods Amendment was sought to conduct research activities as a participant 
observer, in a closed conference setting approaching interviewees at the ISTAS’13 
Conference, 27, 28 & 29th June, 2013. 

 Zoom H4N Pro Audio Recorder13

 Sensecam Vicon Revue / Memoto Lifelogging Camera14
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“... The Researchers are proposing to engage with conference delegates (target 
population) during this important event, considered relevant to the research inquiry. 
ISTAS13 delegates have been provided with an opportunity themselves as a Delegate 
to wear an audio-visual recording device that can be used for the duration of the 
conference.” Amendment - Method of Approaching Interview Stakeholders In A 
Conference Setting   

The data collection methodology clearly outlined that there were no changes to the original 
HREC HE12/374 application other than to wear visible signage or indicate that ISTAS’13 
delegates could be approached after seeking verbal consent to participate in a semi-structured 
interview. 
      
A letter outlining results of an Amendments Review, conducted on the 30th May 2013 was 
received by HREC and granted conditional on answering and making amendments with 
regards to participants ‘confidentiality’. In response, a letter was sent on the 31st May 2013 
from the Supervisor to Associate Professor Garry Hoban outlined that participants would be 
identified in publications and the thesis proper, that affiliations would be removed as a record 
in the transcripts and that Participants would only be identified upon thesis publication.   

On the 6th June a further review was conducted by the HREC and the Committee approval 
was again made conditional to changes to the Participant Information Sheet regarding 
identification of participants being treated in the strictest of confidence. A further response from 
Supervisor, Associate Professor Katina Michael indicated a return to participants notifying at 
the point of interview whether they wished to be identified or not. A final Amendment 
Notification was received on the 13th June 2013 for approval to record semi-structured 
interviews with audio/visual recording devices during the ISTAS’13 conference, revised 
Participant Information Sheet (12th June 2013) and revised Consent Form (12th June 2013). 
       
The expiry date for the project was not altered from 10th October 2013 with an anticipated 
completion date noted as July 2015. A project Progress Report was completed in late October 
2013 and returned to the UOW HREC indicating that fifty (50) interviews had been conducted 
in total, the first interview on the 15th October 2012 and the last interview on the 9th October 
2013, in compliance with the approved project parameters. 
       
The Progress report was returned to the UOW HREC Committee within 14 days and no 
reports of unexpected outcomes nor new requirements were foreseen for UOW HREC near 
future review.  

Sense of Place   
 
Not surprisingly, this term, ‘sense of place’ was central in the researchers cognisance of 
presentations at the 2012 INFORMA ‘2nd Annual Social Media in Higher Education 
Conference’ held in Sydney, Australia, however few accounts of sousveillance nor discussions 
on BWC, LBS, GPS or GIS were noted. 

“... The ‘disconnect’ between convenience of connection and the colonising causal 
agency of wearable computing presents itself is perhaps the contribution of the 
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research project, interrogating the LBS ‘promise of greatness’ and evaluate whether it 
is of detriment to many cultures.” (Hayes 2012k)  

Project Glass  had entered into the public's consciousness and the researcher began 15

investigating which stakeholders were engaging learners with ‘smart glasses with hands-free 
first-person perspective’ for media capture and augmented networked learning experiences. 
An opportunity to report preliminary findings from this investigation occurred as a paper 
inclusion titled ‘Reflections: Glass & Mobile Learning’ (Hayes, Frawley, et al. 2012) in the 
Journal of the Australian and New Zealand Mobile Learning Group and as presenter during the 
‘Inaugural Mobile Learning 2012 Conference’ held on the 28 and 29th August, 2012 at the 
Hilton on the Park, Melbourne. 

Feedback from audience participants who included other doctoral students, drew associations 
between law enforcement use of BWCs and likely use as marginalisation or racial profiling 
tools against Aboriginal people and other cultural groups in Australia. 

“...The absence of discussion around its effects in various socio-technical fora suggests 
a purposeful or wilful neglect by western society as it careens down a path to a cyborg 
dystopia. A need for decolonising methodologies that First Nation peoples hold forward 
as core and fundamental to the enduring spirit of humanity is therefore the counteract 
to the neglect and apathy of consumer disconnect.” (Hayes 2012b) 

It is pertinent to note that around this time, after reading articles explaining the concept of 
Dadirri or ‘deep listening’ on Country  (The Lowitja Institute 2012) the researcher broadened 16

search terms to include ‘place’ as a premise for digital connection as a means to augment 
human awareness, as juxtaposed with ‘sense of place’ achieved collectively and individually 
according to Miriam Rose Ungunmerr (Ungunmerr 1988). 

“... Everyone seems to own a camera of some description, whether it be a smartphone, 
a Go-Pro, body camera, lapel camera or other and it seems we have as a consumer 
society reached a point of Veillance so acute we have forgotten what it is to be human, 
seeing not just looking which threatens our ability to connect with Country.” (Hayes 
2012j) 

 

IIBSOR Retreat 
       
The importance of considering the importance of ‘place’ was explicit in the researchers 
renewed pitch as part of the ‘Connect: IIBSOR Research Retreat’ University of Wollongong 
which was held at the Mercure Resort in Gerringong, NSW Australia on the 16th and 17th July 
2012. The researcher ‘clashed’ with the presentation panel regarding inclusion of First Nation 
perspectives on ‘innovation in industry’, paradoxical given the focus of the event. (Hayes 
2012b) 

 Project Glass or Google Glass is an optical head-mounted display ‘smart glasses’, developed by X 15

(previously Google X) on a mission to produce a ubiquitous computer.

 Country maintained with a capital ‘C’ as used by Aboriginal people of Australia.16
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CHELT Showcase 

The ISTAS’13 conference represents a year of intensive and dedicated preparation by the 
researcher and Supervisor, availing knowledge of current issues facing industry, academia and 
society as wearable computing and wearable technologies proliferate. The hundreds of hours 
of investment made by the researcher (unpaid) in bringing this event together were described 
and related to attendees at the ‘CHELT Showcase: Innovative Use Of Technologies In 
Education’ held at the Australian National University (ANU), College of Asia & The Pacific on 
the 18th September through 21st September 2012. 

The ‘smoke-and-mirror’ tricks of startups, social realities and ethical dimensions unearthed in 
conference preparation for IEEE ISTAS’13 were of great interest and mirth of the CHELT 
Showcase attendees and notably a number of participants were deeply cynical of the 
researchers emerging relationship with life-logging industry contacts, Narrative (formerly 
Memoto).  
 
The researcher embraced this criticism and invited Tom Worthington to participate in the 
research project interviews, who responded affirmatively to a discussion of his experience of 
‘computing closer to the human form’. 

“...I was heckled from the front row by none other than Tom Worthington who gave me 
a robust range of retorts to my novice attestations for Google Glass.” (Hayes 2012d) 

  
        
SISAT Research Colloquium 
       
The researcher attended and presented at the ‘SISAT Research Student Colloquium’ at the 
City Beach Function Centre in Wollongong on the 11th October 2012. (Hayes 2012e) 

With a heightened awareness as to the ‘chilling effect’ of wearable cameras on otherwise 
convivial professional conversations, a five (5) slide presentation unearthed further 
reservations from attendees who questioned whether a proliferation of BWC would in fact 
occur across the Australian law enforcement and policing sectors. 

“... My presentation was focussed on the proliferation of body worn video cameras 
across the policing sector after having attended a number of events which indicated 
that BWC were beginning to become a regulation endorsed feature of civil policing 
across Victoria and Queensland Australia.” (Hayes 2012a) 
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Ethical Dimensions 

A year of intensive and dedicated preparation by both researcher and Chief Investigator 
ensured that upon final approval of the ethics application, data collection would include 
interaction with key figures at the IEEE 2013 International Symposium on Technology and 
Society  (Michael 2013) held at Toronto University, Toronto, Canada.  17

Drones For Good 

The literature had also indicated that the use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS)  was linked 18

with augmented reality specifically HUD displays which brought the researcher in contact with 
Matthew Schroyer, United States of America and other protagonists in the ‘drones’ field, also 
discussing the ethical dimensions of BWCs via the ‘Drones For Good’ Google+ group.  
 
The researcher also engaged with Schroyer as a Professional Associate at the INSPIRE 
Centre, University of Canberra, Australia as well as by establishing a Drones for Good 
website. 

“...The connection culminated in the UAVs UAS Symposium at Ryerson University on 
June 30, 2013 where there was a short discussion regarding taking this concept up 
further with the STEAM group at the University of Canberra in a 'Drones For Schools' 
initiative but it did not eventuate.” (Alexander Hayes 2013c) 

It was during this period that the researcher learned of the Rialto trials for BWCs (University of 
Cambridge 2014) and was immediately drawn into debates with colleagues about the ethical 
veracity of this testing regime. 

“... An officer is obliged to issue a warning from the start that an encounter is being 
filmed, impacting the psyche of all involved by conveying a straightforward, pragmatic 
message: we are all being watched, videotaped and expected to follow the rules.” - 
(Barak Ariel in University of Cambridge 2014) 

Ethical Framework 

Lengthy conversations occurred also with Learning Designer, Leigh Blackall at La Trobe 
University, Melbourne Australia in late 2012 which led to Blackall’s invitation to attend and 
present ‘An Ethical Framework for Ubiquitous Learning’ (Blackall 2013) unpacking ‘ubiquity’ in 
an educational development context at the IEEE ISTAS’13 event in Toronto, Canada.  

Subsequent connections in a communications role at the Australian National Data Service 
(ANDS) led to Blackall’s inclusion in a collaborative publication (A. Hayes et al. 2013)  

 ISTAS’1317

 Also referred to as ‘drones’18
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focussed on the identity awareness of research data, informed also by feedback from 
attendees at the ‘eResearch Australasia 2012 Conference’ held at the SMC Centre, Sydney 
from 28th October to 1st November 2012. 

“...The researcher was inspired to share the connections and engagements at the 
‘eResearch Australasia 2012 Conference’ which was held at the SMC Centre, Sydney, 
Australia, however was stonewalled into listening and learning about identity 
awareness of research data, powerfully translated in a joint publication including 
Professor Steve Mann.” (Hayes 2012f; eResearch Australasia 2012)  

eResearch Australasia 2012 Conference 
       
The ramifications of data management practices, data repositories and international agencies 
vying to lock down access by service profiles including data derivative of citizen engagement 
with government agencies ie. wearable technologies was a hot topic at the ‘eResearch 
Australasia 2012 Conference’ held at the SMC Centre, Sydney from 28th October to 1st 
November 2012. 

“... The researcher was inspired to share the connections and engagements at the 
‘eResearch Australasia 2012 Conference’ which was held at the SMC Centre, Sydney, 
Australia, however was stonewalled into listening and learning about identity 
awareness of research data, powerfully translated in a joint publication including 
Professor Steve Mann.” (Hayes 2012f; eResearch Australasia 2012) 

Absolute Reality 

The development of the IEEE Society on Social Implications of Technology ISTAS’13 
Symposium website led the researchers inquiry to an online community exploring the use of 
the Memoto (later Narrative)  lifelogging camera. A ‘pre-alpha’ Memoto lifelogging camera was 
delivered to the Researcher in late September 2012 containing a shipping statement indicating 
that; 

“... you can expect it to be unfulfilling in regards to any advertised functionality and your 
own expectations. As such, it does not to any extent reflect the performance or 
functionality of the final product.” (Hayes 2012c) 

 
In a post written on November 17, 2012  in the RJ the researcher relates how in a role now 
wearing the Memoto lifelogging camera in select ‘test-bed’ environments, moments of lucid 
self reflection revealed the ‘looking glass’ effect which the researcher recounts in detail. 

“... As a researcher wearing an automated lifelogging camera in areas of my own 
selection of social, professional and public life, on reflection (of which there has been 
plenty) the device gives me a greater awareness of becoming a digital eye immersed in 
society (me as actuator) as yet (only) another node in the grid. The palpable feelings of 
‘becoming the camera’ arrives at points when in forgetting that I am still wearing it. My 
biological organs seem ‘cannibalised’, my humanity now just a platform from which to 
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feed the virtual lifelog and for some as I’ve noted in the lifelogging community, 
preferable to engage with than absolute reality.” (Hayes 2012c) 

Further researcher immersion through contractual collaborations with Brightcookie Pty. Ltd. 
Australia brought the researcher in contact with research stakeholders on the 22nd and 23rd 
of November, 2012 at the ‘2012 MoodlePosium Conference’ (Hayes, Schmidt, et al. 2012) in 
Canberra, Australia engaged in trials of the Looxcie  in conjunction with Moodle  and 19 20

Streamfolio  data repository. 21

“...The researcher learned of the significant shift by leading higher degree research 
institutions moving to implement ‘lifelong learning’ as transmissible digital portfolios, 
largely restricted in Australia by equity and privacy concerns.” (Hayes, Schmidt, et al. 
2012) 

IEEE Society on Social Implications of Technology 

In role as a Web Designer and Web Developer, contracted to undertake web development for 
the IEEE Society on Social Implications of Technology (SSIT) Piscataway, NJ, USA. in late 
November 2012 the researcher managed a team of international contributors as consultant to 
scope and implement website development, content creation, social media integration, web 
design and content migration. 

 “... This project involved substantial consultation with key stakeholders and served as 
the principal website for the IEEE ISTAS13 event in Toronto, Canada with integrations 
across Squarespace, WorkETC, gApps, Twitter and Flickr.” (Hayes 2012g) 

This role brought the researcher in contact with many leading researchers in the human ethics, 
social implications of technology domains and proved to be a powerful catalyst for professional 
relationships future proofing the research inquiry. With a deeper awareness of the historical 
foundations for BWCs, the researcher began collating contemporary grey literature informing 
Chapter 4, Netnography.  
 
The website required a revamp and new ways to aggregate publications, news of conferences, 
social media groups, blogs, and local events as well as “...provide forums for us to interact, 
and address the challenges and opportunities the application of technology can have for our 
world.” (Hayes 2012g) 

 A headworn mobile-connected, handsfree, streaming video camera created by Looxcie, Inc.19

 Open source learning management system by Moodle Pty Ltd.20

 BWCs data repository by EDUPOV Pty Ltd.21
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Spatial@GOV 

Highly-regarded international and local leaders speaking on the future directions of ‘place-
based policies’ were touted as the core theme for the 2012 Spatial@Gov conference 
(Ferguson 2012) in Canberra, Australia which the researcher attended. 

The event provided a better understanding of how these policies link the delivery of 
government services to citizens ‘wherever they are located’ and drive innovation in and 
through the commercial and research sectors. 

 
 

Photograph #10: spatial@gov.2012 Future Directions Conference 
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2013 

EVO2013 

As an active member of the Teach and Learn Online (TALO) (Blackall 2005) networked 
learning community, the researcher noted interest in BWCs being used in an educational 
context. Rumours that front line police in Australia were equipping themselves with all sorts of 
covert and overt camera equipment resulted in the researcher joining the 'EVO2013 Launch 
Webcast' event (Jeff Lebow 2013) on January 13, 2013, hosted by Jeff Lebow and Vance 
Stevens to inform the WebHeadsInAction group of BWCs application in Australia. 

“... The event was well attended and slightly chaotic in format with so many people 
online in the one space. The novelty of me wearing Pivothead POV glasses online 
seemed to be of the most interest, although in retrospect the topic was challenging as it 
posed these devices in a social and learning context as augmenting existing 
frameworks of educational engagement and therefore deemed as yet another 
disruptive element to teaching.” (Jeff Lebow 2013) 

Open LRM 
       
In early 2013 the researcher began to better understand societal challenges with how social 
media was collecting information of people as ‘social surveillance’. Concurrently, the 
researcher noted there was a move in the education sector to follow the same model of 
student engagement - an evil enterprise of little ethical accord; that of ‘monitoring’ and ‘
harvesting’ user data without their explicit  knowledge. 
       
With an avid interest from educational organisations in the Streamfolio application which as a 
Director the researcher was testing and successfully utilising as a means to ‘capture, stream 
and download’ BWC derived video data, the researcher began working with Leo Gaggl from 
Brightcookie on an Open Learning Management (OLM) or Open Learning Relationship 
Manager (OLRM) system using open source software for data from body worn video tech 
(Hayes & Gaggl 2013) which resulted in an Open LRM Schema conceptual framework (Gaggl 
et al. 2012) being developed. 
       
The collaboration examined how a user could use the ePortfolio system of an organisation yet 
remain and have control over the data it collected about them including their login times, IP 
address, device types and any number of other interrogative data points, in effect an Open 
LRM. Leo Gaggl, CEO of Brightcookie Pty. Ltd. articulated well the mutual 'relationship' that 
organisations have with learners and the responsibility they had in ensuring the privacy and 
security of the interaction, data and deposit of media from the student within the existing 
organisational e-learning infrastructure. 

“... I explored a number of options and produced some fancy graphics but found myself 
standing at the door knocking rather than inside looking out. The concept is sound but 
the practical reality of getting an organisation to sit and examine their behaviours 
FIRST from a socio-ethical standpoint is the real challenge.” (Hayes & Gaggl 2013)  
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Sociotechnical Versus Socioethical 

By mulling over the identified gap in literature, the quandary the researcher had expressed 
prior was answered regarding socio-technical inquiry clashing with a socioethical focus, by 
examining moral consciousness in the crossovers between universities ‘collaborating’ with 
industries which creates a climate where ethics are the very least of anyone’s focus. 

“... On the other hand I was avidly reading article after article that pitched 'social-
technical' with that of 'socio-ethical', coming to a realisation that one did not mutually 
flow with the other, that key discords exist. Even the spelling of both terms gave rise to 
difference in the literature review with a dearth or lack of results for socio-ethical. How 
could there be such little written in this area? It is still mind boggling for me that there is 
such a lack of literature that equates technology, instinct, society and ethics as core to 
a foundation for inquiry.” (Alexander Hayes 2013h) 

Netnography  sources revealed contemporary ethical implications of BWCs in policing and a 22

plethora of works regarding cultural associations with BWCs made the importance of 
maintaining an ‘open-to-the’ web reflective research journal apparent. 

“... I also learned quickly that there are "camps" in an academe quarter where 
individuals were forgoing their own ethics to pull in some extra cash by turning blind 
eye to the effects of a technology on an individual or a community. Some would argue 
they are morally just in there feeding and supporting family and friends whilst others 
were of the opinion that whilst it suits a mass, it forgoes an individual's ethical position.” 
(Alexander Hayes 2013h) 

The importance of recognising and ‘outing’ the researchers own bias ensured that feedback 
from peers and colleagues could be received in good faith, knowing the researcher was 
developing and growing, respondent to and mindful of the need to factor in all perspectives. 

“... For me socio-ethical means deeply feeling and instinctually identifying factors that 
might in some way affect an individual, a community or society at large. It makes better 
sense when we think of making a decision that involves defending our personal position 
over that of a moral concourse. Even though a mass of moral servitude pervades I feel 
we need to speak our minds and in doing so realise we may be treated as an outsider, 
alone.” (Alexander Hayes 2013h) 

 Netnography is an online research method originating in ethnography, understanding social interaction in 22

contemporary digital communications contexts.
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Visiting Researcher 

 

Photograph #11: 2013 BWC Aalto Media Lab - Alexander Hayes 

 
Seeking awareness of international developments for BWC soon brought the researcher in 
contact with Professor Teemu Leinonen at the Department of Media at Aalto University, 
Helsinki, Finland. The researcher had met Leinonen previously in 2006 at a conference 
convened by Leigh Blackall, Education Designer (Blackall 2007b) and engaged online with 
Leinonen through the Teach and Learn Online (TALO) Google group on topics including 
wearable computing. 

The researcher expressed an interest in conducting interviews and receiving feedback through 
research forums conducted at Aalto University, Finland which led to online forum participation 
with Leinonen’s team of research leaders in learning design and educational technologies as 
part of the Learning Environments (Le Group), Aalto University. On the 1st January 2013 the 
researcher was subsequently awarded a role as a ‘Visiting Researcher’ from February 25 
through to March 16, 2013 during which the researcher gained a greater awareness of cultural 
differences between Western and Northern European human communications and how these 
differences shape the diffusion of innovation. 

“... Your research and expertise in emerging technologies and their influence in 
education and society overlap well with the research carried out in our department and 
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the School.” (Leinonen 2013) 

An avid dislike for life logging in a public social context was noted by the Researcher, 
engaging in conversations with research participants who expressed a disdain received by the 
researcher in person, expressly ‘western society led surveillance capitalism facilitating 
corporate access to personal big data, derivative of wearable computing’  23

 

Photograph #12: 2013 Aalto Media Lab Bosen Covert Camera 

 
During this twelve (12) month appointment and three (3) week visit to Helsinki in 2013 the 
researcher participated in many differing events including the Department of Media, Open 
Design Conference, March 4-6, 2013 engaging with participants on BWCs perceived use and 
issues they could foresee with BWCs in their respective countries as members of the Learning 
Layers Project (Ley 2013) co-funded by the European Commission’s 7th Framework 
Programme (European Commission 2016). 

“...The highlights of the conference (for me) definitely centred on the opportunity to 
engage with some of the worlds leaders of learning design as to emergent forms of 
collaborative computing poised to engage learners and educators alike within the 
construction and allied health sectors.” (Alexander Hayes 2013a) 

 Contributor de-identified by request.23
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Photograph #13: 2013 Aalto University Lifelogging -  Alexander Hayes 

 
Testing of POV and BWCs equipment including the VIO POV, the ELMO SUV, Pivothead and 
EDUPOV camera glasses at the 2013 ‘LeGroup’ Open Design Conference (Durall 2013) 
alerted the researcher to the substantial differences of culturally informed opinion as to what is 
permissible with respect to body worn cameras in a northern European context. 

“... Whilst I was there I contributed to the completion of a publication titled 'Scenarios 
for peer-to-peer learning in construction with emerging forms of collaborative 
computing'. I also presented at the Department of Media, Research Symposium on 
February 28, 2013 with a focus on my research investigation titled ‘Body Worn Camera 
Technologies in Industry’ during the intermission period.” (Alexander Hayes 2013l) 

In a Google Hangout with Vance Stevens titled ‘Veillance Hangout with Alex Hayes and posse’ 
(Stevens 2013) from Helsinki, Finland on March 10, 2013 the researcher joined a number of 
other educational learning technology leaders focussed on the domain of ‘Veillance’ as coined 
by Professor Steve Mann (Cherry 2013), key differences between augmented and 
augmediated reality as well as issues around wearable technology including Google Glass. 

“...The topic you will see is ‘Veillance’, the domain with all its disciplines such as 
surveillance, sousveillance, dataveillance, Uberveillance and so on. We are sure to also 
speak of education, engineering, diffusion of innovation, privacy, personal security and 
a host more emergent themes & technologies. We think it is pertinent topic given that 
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we are on the brink of Google Glass going live soon, that Vuzix and host of other 
augmented and augmediated reality hardware is set to become distributed and visible 
throughout our communities worldwide.” (Stevens 2013) 

  

Police Technology Forum 

On return to Australia the researcher attended and presented with Supervisor, Katina Michael 
on the 14th and 15th March, 2013 at the ‘Inaugural Police Technology Forum’ held at the 
Hilton on the Park Hotel in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. During that event the researcher 
drew attention to a range of covert operations cameras from Down Under Security Solutions 
(DUSS) (Robinson 2019) and the catastrophe known as the  Mattel 'Barbie Camera' doll. 

“...The researcher also co-presented with Professor Katina Michael and received 
feedback from police officers, managers and industry representatives that a multitude 
of personal recording technologies were being used by police often in breach of law 
governing what they were permitted to record. At this event the researcher was 
introduced to Nick O’Brien, Head of School, Australian Graduate School of Policing and 
Security at Charles Sturt University in Canberra, Australia who agreed to be interviewed 
for the research project.” (Alexander Hayes 2013f) 

ANU HCC 

Another opportunity to inform the research inquiry arose on return to Australia from Finland 
with an approach made of Professor Roger Clarke, Visiting Professor at the Australian 
National University (ANU) and President of the Australian Privacy Foundation (APF) who 
agreed to join as a participant in the research project.  

As a result of this convivial engagement the researcher was then invited to present at the 
Australian National University Engineering and Computer Science event as part of the ‘Human 
Computing Community & Friends series’ (Dean 2015) on the 9th April 2013 at the main 
Canberra ANU Campus.  

“... Lifelogging, body-worn-video and augmented / augmediated technologies will 
substantially shift the way in which we interact with the world and in the short term how 
we interact with each other. Google Glass, Memoto, Autographer, 
Sensecam.” (Alexander Hayes 2013k) 

The title of the researchers presentation was called ‘Veillance: Techno-social Transparency’ 
(ANU College of Engineering & Computer Science 2013) and the researcher learned from this 
event of the educational significance and related socio-ethical implications of these networked 
technologies from the perspectives of engineers, human computing researchers and technical 
staff of their associations with leading workforce development practitioners, innovators and 
suppliers. 
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Smart Glass 
  
An online community of practice initiative titled ‘The Revolution will be Humanized: The Glass 
Age Approaches’ on May 27, 2013 with the 'Webheads' group run by Jeff Lebow and Vance 
Stevens (Lebow & Stevens 2013) using live studio facilities brought together online guests 
including Professor Steve Mann from Toronto, Canada. 

"...Google Glass provides us all with a reason to question what it will mean to be 
interacting with our peers, family and loved ones through the fashion filter of a 
networked and location aware device. Body worn technologies such as Memoto and 
Autographer also join the list of data logging devices that we use to monitor and 
transmit data from our daily activities, either for health awareness, entertainment or 
myriad of other reasons. We discussed the benefits, risks and perhaps harm that may 
arise with the rollout of second generation intelligent (smart) wearable technologies in 
our society." (Lebow 2013) 

  
The researcher learned in person through accounts by Mann of the historical foundations for 
Google Glass, the MIT Wearable Computing and Perceptual Computing groups, the wider 
implications of ubiquitous technologies including cameras installed in everything as well as use 
of BWCs by police, which Mann considered as the onset of ‘pervasive’ and invasive 
surveillance of communities ‘right from the eye-line of others’. 

“... This topic was also of great interest to Stephan Ridgway of TAFE NSW who joined 
the researcher along with Michael Coghlan for TAFE South Australia to discuss via a 
TalkingVTE webcast the outcomes of the Australian National University HCC 
presentation and also new body worn camera technologies being deployed across the 
UK police force”. (Stephan Ridgway Streamed live on 10 Apr 2013) 
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Pivothead 

In early June 2013 the Pivothead company had provided EDUPOV Pty Ltd with a set of the 
first HDR sports glasses and the researcher tried these in a range of public and non-public 
settings with limited success.  

“...of most interest to the researcher from these trials were the records of conversations 
with others who appear as subjects in these short videos, an insight into the manner by 
which these technologies stultify conversation or intimidate others once they become 
aware they are being recorded, which some refer to as the ‘chilling effect’ or the 
‘stultifying effect’ as better suits social use of lifelogging cameras.” (Alexander Hayes 
2013) 

AR Camp 

In role as Professional Associate at the University of Canberra, still working as a Director of 
EDUPOV Pty Ltd. (Lubich 2013) and as researcher a collision of multiple realities occurred as 
the researcher attended and presented ‘Location Aware Body Worn Technologies In The 
Educational Context’ at the ‘Augmented Reality Camp’ on May 20-21, 2013 held at the 
INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra, ACT, Australia. 

“... ARcamp is an active workshop series for academics, teachers and students 
interested in augmented reality and keen to design new opportunities for the future of 
education.” (Bacon 2013) 
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HREC Approved 

Commencing 10th October 2013, the researcher began interviewing research participants with 
all interview data securely lodged with the University of Wollongong DataWise  repository or, 24

as later approved, in a privately managed Figshare  data collection. 25

“... 2.0 | To publish data gathered during moderate participant observation research 
activity via approved data repositories upon completion of research...” - V2 Proposed 
Changes Letter. 

An immediate amendment was lodged by the Researcher and Supervisor to enable audio 
recordings of the interviews with participants in ‘moderate participation’ mode at the IEEE 
ISTAS’13 Symposium event with subsequent amendments including changes to the research 
methodology.  

“... It is proposed that all audio-visual data recorded by both researchers as moderate 
participant observers be published under a CC By Creative Commons licence in the 
form of a managed data collection as an output and at the conclusion of the research 
project. The researchers believe that data publication via a data repository ensures the 
collection is a managed, connected, findable and re-usable research 
resources.” (Alexander Hayes 2013) 

CFP Washington 

Ironically, the researcher noted, Facebook  were the sponsors of the 23rd Annual Computers, 26

Freedom & Privacy Conference titled ‘Our Computers, Our Freedom: Can You Trust Anyone in 
the Digital Age?’ (CFP Wiki 2017b) which the researcher attended on the 25th and 26th of 
June 2013 at ‘Newseum’ in Washington DC, United States of America prior to the ISTAS’13 
event in Toronto, Canada. 

"... CFP is the premier conference examining the intersection of policy, technology, and 
action. It will feature two days of events bringing together technologists, policy experts 
and activists in forums designed to engage the public and policymakers in discussions 
about the information society and the future of technology, innovation, and 
freedom." (CFP Wiki 2017a) 

 Institutional Research Data DataWise is a University of Wollongong approved strategic project funded by 24

the Australian Government through the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) and is a co-operative 
venture between the Research Services Office, the University Library and Information Technology Services 

(ITS).

 Research data repository funded by Digital Science.25

 Social media platform and service26
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Photograph #14: 2013 CFP Conference - Katina Michael & Alexander Hayes 

Whilst at the CFP conference the researcher interviewed an EPIC representative regarding the 
organisations position on BWCs, interviewed Scott S. Mathews from the Department of 
Homeland Security, Privacy Department, then met and discussed BWCs with all CFP Keynote 
speakers Cory Doctorow , Julie Brill (FTC Commissioner) and Dr. Matt Blaze .  27 28

 
They were quick to point out policy and regulations governing technologies such as BWCs 
lack broad public consultation, collectively expressed as further State endorsed surveillance 
with ‘profound social justice and human rights concerns’.  

“... Mobile devices are ubiquitous in the United States… they generate a constant 
stream of location information that is routinely logged by phone companies.” (CFP Wiki 
2017a) 

 Cory Doctorow - http://www.craphound.com27

 Matt Blaze - http://www.crypto.com28
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Photograph #15: 2013 CFP Conference - Alexander Hayes & Scott S. Mathews 

AWE Eyewear Showcase 
     
Upon arrival via the ‘red-eye’ flight into Toronto the researcher made a bee-line for the ‘AWE 
2013 Eyewear Showcase’ sponsored by META (Steve Mann 2013b). In a lengthy discussion 
with Ori Inbar, CEO of Augmentedreality.org the researcher learned that the historical 
underpinnings for wearable computing now assembled in this ‘digital eyewear’ travelling 
exhibition. 

“... also appeared at the AWE conference a couple of weeks ago and now its here, so it 
adds to use this as an opportunity to create awareness to the fact that you know, 
Google Glass is not coming from nowhere” - (Inbar 2013, p.2) 

The ‘digital eyewear’ travelling exhibition Inbar stated:  

“… was initially contributed to by a group of pioneers in this space being Steven Feiner, 
Dan Qui, Peter Travers from Vusix and Steve Mann and when you hear their stories 
about each one of those devices, it brings them to life and it gives a great 
understanding of how this whole industry has evolved and also a sense of where it is 
going as well… what we see here at Steve Mann’s studio started in New York about a 
month ago where it was the first time ever that we put together this collection of digital 
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eyewear and Augmented Reality and glasses from thirty five years ago up until 
today.” (Inbar 2013, p.2) 

Scott O’Brien, Chief Marketing Officer with ‘Explore Engage’, Sydney, Australia conjoined with 
Inbar attributing respect to the research of pioneers like Steve Mann who enabled his company to 
engage with large corporations such as Fairfax Media, McDonalds and other large retailers in 
using augmented reality as a means for marketing. (O’Brien 2012, p.1) 

“... We had also forecasted a movement towards wearable computing and our business 
plan was accelerated by a major project in the middle of 2010 related to wearable 
computing so we felt I guess, luckily enough in our first six months validated to be 
targeting augmented reality and wearable computing.” (O’Brien 2012, p.1) 

Simon Randall, Content Intelligence Officer with Oxford Medical Group, London, United 
Kingdom joined (O’Brien 2012, p.1); (Inbar 2013, p.2); (Manson 2013, p.3); (Brown 2013, p.7) 
in confirming with the Researcher at ISTAS’13 the contribution of Steve Mann and Gordon 
Bell, Microsoft Research in the domain of wearable computing, remarked: 

“... it bubbled out so we didn’t… we were not lying in the bath and suddenly went ah-
ha.” (Randall 2013, p.4) 

  
The SenseCam (Hodges et al. 2006) “... then bubbled into this…” stated (Randall 2013, p.4) 
pointing to the Autographer device he was wearing like a pendant around his neck at the IEEE 
2013 ISTAS’13 Conference at Toronto University, Canada.  

IEEE ISTAS’13 Symposium 

It was evident in discussions between the researcher and Supervisor Professor Katina Michael 
back in mid 2012 that there was a need to strategically bring together international industry 
leaders, academics and representatives from the wearable computing domain for the purpose 
of interviews and gaining knowledge of current body worn camera technology development. 
       
The researcher was nominated and subsequently awarded the role of Publicity Chair and Web 
Developer by the ISTAS13 Organising Committee in mid 2012. The dual roles provided the 
researcher valuable insight into how closely aligned academic research development and 
private industry or corporations collaborate with prototyping, testing and product development. 
       
The researcher proposed and was granted permission to develop the conference website 
using a commercial website host (Michael et al. 2014) as IEEE did not provide website hosting 
for events, later changing its policy to allow the researcher to establish, build and maintain the 
event archive website (Michael et al. 2014). The reasons provided include IEEE’s mandate to 
monetise data via the paywall features of the IEEE mothership. 

In addition to the main event website a range of print based, graphic design and electronic 
resources were produced by the Researcher including; 
       

● Website - publication compiled on CD ROM to accompany event program; 
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● Keynote slides - Registration, events and workshop venues; 
● Graphic design - web based page banners, logos and slide sets; 
● Program - three day program produced in web and print copy; 
● Meeting Minutes - templates and records for meeting agendas; 
● Poster - main poster for venues and promotion.  

 
 

Photograph #16: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - University of Toronto 

Historically the IEEE International Symposium on Technology and Society (ISTAS) (IEEE 
1991- 2019) which is an annual international forum which dates back to 1989 (Alexander 
Hayes, Michael, et al. 2013) sponsored by the IEEE Society on the Social Implications of 
Technology (SSIT) (Hayes 2012g) provided an ideal forum for this research intent. 
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Photograph #17: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Marvin Minsky & Ray Kurzweil 
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The ISTAS’13 conference represents a year of intensive and dedicated preparation by the 
researcher and Supervisor, bringing to account current issues facing industry, academia and 
society as wearable computing and wearable technologies proliferate. Many hundreds of 
hours of engagement by the researcher in bringing this event together provided a valuable 
insight into the tricks, realities and life challenges of those who avidly bring computing closer to 
the human form, the focus of this research inquiry.  

The IEEE ISTAS’13 archive website contains a statement which summarises the focus of the 
entire event; 

“...The environment around us is becoming ‘smarter’. Soon there will be a camera in 
nearly every streetlight enabling better occupancy sensing, while many appliances and 
everyday products such as automatic flush toilets, and faucets are starting to use more 
sophisticated camera-based computer-vision technologies. Meanwhile, what happens 
when people increasingly wear these same sensors? A smart world where people wear 
sensors such as cameras, physiological sensors (e.g. monitoring temperature, 
physiological characteristics), location data loggers, tokens, and other wearable and 
embeddable systems presents many direct benefits, especially for personal 
applications. However, these same ‘Wearable Computing’ technologies and 
applications have the potential to become mechanisms of control by smart 
infrastructure monitoring those individuals that wear these sensors. “Smart people” 
interacting with smart infrastructure means that intelligence is driving decisions. In 
essence, technology becomes society.” (Michael et al. 2014) 
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Photograph #18: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Raymond Low (R) 

Intensive Skype meetings and Google Hangouts with the ISTAS’13 Organising Committee 
throughout 2012 revealed the many idiosyncrasies of planning, implementing and evaluating 
an international event from afar.  

With a plethora of online communication tools available the researcher encouraged to the 
organising committee to keep minutes of all meetings, record meetings where possible and 
use a Google Plus Community Group (Mann et al. 2013) as a ‘transparent’ point for limited 
communication and conference promotion prior, during and post conference events.  
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Image #19: 2013 IEEE ISTAS13 Symposium Website 

The concept of ‘participant observer’ was discussed and the decision was made to apply for a 
change in Higher Degree Research Ethics Committee for the research project to encompass 
recording devices such as the Memoto camera (PetaPixel 2013) or the SenseCam (Hodges et 
al. 2011; Hodges et al. 2006) to be worn by the researcher in conjunction with research 
activities such as an international conference. 
 
This modus of engagement wearing recording devices in close proximity to the proposed 
conference delegates was carefully considered and designed to be compliant with the 
conference declaration of informed consent, a set of visual slides prominently displayed at the 
Toronto University venue, upon delegate registration and at the point of delegate entry into the 
venue. (Hayes & Michael 2013) 

“... Delegates attending this conference MAY be captured photographically by 
installation art and other featured audio-visual devices which may be continuously 
recording and photographing the ambient surroundings at ISTAS13.” (Hayes & Michael 
2013) 
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Photograph #20: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Simon Randall 

 
On reflection the entire venue was filled with individuals wearing body worn cameras, 
recording video and audio and hence the need to inform delegates that it was likely they would 
be recorded as a result of their attendance at ISTAS13. There were no recorded objections nor 
inquiries regarding this information provided to everyone entering the venue. 

Professor Steve Mann, Toronto University, Toronto Canada was appointed as the General 
Chair after votes of no confidence by the organising committee of the serving General Chair. A 
video featuring Steve Mann ‘Mediated Reality & Wearable Computers’ (University Of Toronto 
2012) was released in July 2012, officially promoting the call for papers (CFP) (IEEE ISTAS13 
Organising Committee & Hayes 2013) 

The Organising Committee Chair, Ryan Janzen hosted organising committee meetings 
throughout 2012 and early 2013 managing logistics on the ground in Toronto. Concurrently the 
Program Committee Chair, Professor Katina Michael worked closely with the researcher and 
co-Publicity chair to bring the program together featuring each key speaker, invited speakers, 
gala events, patrons and exhibitors via the website. 
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Photograph 21#: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium Sousveillance Walk - Steve Mann & Andy Kropa 
       
 
The Program Committee along with International Reviewers short listed papers and each 
speaker’s abstract were published via the event website. A conference poster was produced 
by the University of Toronto for publicity purposes and a further version produced by the 
researcher with a call for papers and delegate online registration information.  
 
The IEEE ISTAS’13 Technical Program provided a clear insight of topics and core domains 
with related nomenclature influenced by the General Chair, Professor Steve Mann for 
prospective authors to consider such as wearable computing, augmediated reality, The 
Veillances, Everyday Life and Social Concerns. 
      
Professor Steve Mann as General Chair published an interview on the 31st December 2012 
(Ackerman 2012) stating ‘smart glasses might not make you smarter’ which the researcher 
suspects was a dig at Thad Starner from Georgia Tech and Google Glass project lead. A full 
three day program (Michael & Hayes 2013) was made available to all delegates upon 
registration prior to and at the conference registration desk.  

The conference topic ‘Living in a Smart World – People as Sensors’ was determined by the 
conference organising committee and the SSIT Board of Governors secured the University of 
Toronto, Canada as the conference venue, home to Professor Steve Mann and many other 
wearable computing pioneers. 
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“... ISTAS '13 presenters and panelists addressed the implications of living in smartworlds – 
smart grids, smart infrastructure, smart homes, smart cars, smart fridges, and with the 
advent of body-worn sensors like cameras, smart people.” (Michael et al. 2014) 

 
 

Photograph #22: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Thad Starner (L) & Rob Manson (R) 
 
A comprehensive summary of the entire event titled ‘International Symposium on Technology 
and Society (ISTAS13) Proceedings’ (Michael 2013) provides a detailed overview of the sheer 
scale and complexity of the event involving 88 international speakers, presenters and special 
guests, 77 delegates, 23 volunteers and 16 exhibitors. 

“... As an indication of the internationalization of this conference delegates and paper 
submissions have come from the following nation states: Australia, Canada, England, 
Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Israel, Poland, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, 
Spain, Sweden, United States of America, Uruguay. We also have representation from a full 
range of sectors including commercial, government, non-government organisations, and 
users. We appreciate the participation of the Privacy and Information Commissioner of 
Ontario, the American Civil Liberties Union, companies like EPSON, APX Labs, META, 
CISCO, Microsoft, ESRI, Memoto, Autographer, buildAR, Streamfolio, Augmate and Infinity 
Augmented Reality, Institute for Infocomm Research; as well as institutions and industry 
research and development units, such as the University of Wollongong, uberveillance.com, 
Optinvent, Singularity Weblog.” (Michael et al. 2014) 
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Photograph #23: IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Martin Kallstrom 

 
The ISTAS’13 opening keynote panel address was shared by Professor Mann with acclaimed 
Professor of MIT Media Arts and Sciences, Marvin Minsky author of ‘The Society of Mind’ 
(Minsky 2007) who helped define the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) among his major 
contribution, awarded a DEGA Lifetime Achievement Award at IEEE ISTAS’13 (Case 2013b).  

Keynote speakers at the conference included Ray Kurzweil (Google), Marvin Minsky 
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Steve Mann (University of Toronto) and Gordon Bell 
(Microsoft) all who engaged with conference delegates throughout the conference through 
virtual and physical presentations. 

Preparations for the keynote speech on Thursday 27th June, 2013 by Ray Kurzweil involved a 
number of web conferences and attentive work on the audio visual deck as Kurzweil attended 
the conference by virtual connection. Notably, a joint paper submission by Steve Mann, Ray 
Kurzweil and Marvin Minsky was also received as part of conference papers proposing a move 
towards a ‘society of intelligent veillance’ (Minsky et al. 2013). 
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Image #24: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Ray Kurzweil 

 
A media statement for ISTAS’13 released by the University of Toronto on February 6, 2013 
featuring Professor Steve Mann re-iterates the conference short-title ‘Living in a Smart World – 
People as Sensors’ in which Associate Professor Katina Michael stated; 

“... There are great socio-ethical implications that will stem from these technologies and 
fresh regulatory and legislative approaches are required to deal with this new 
environment.” (Goldie 2013) 
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Image #25: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Gordon Bell 

 
Professor Steve Mann also stated; 

“... The environment around us is becoming ‘smarter’. Soon, there will be a camera in 
nearly every streetlight to do better occupancy sensing, and ultimately a camera in 
every light fixture,” Mann said. “Many appliances and everyday products, such as 
automatic flush toilets, faucets and sensor-operated showers are starting to use more 
sophisticated camera-based, computer-vision technologies.” (Goldie 2013)  

A general press statement released on April 9, 2013 features Professor Katina Michael who 
reinforces the intent of the event as a point for developers to heed the advice of those seeking 
feedback loops throughout the development process. 

“... Professor Michael hopes that the meeting in Toronto will mean proactive solutions 
for impending social implications. “Usually civil societies are in reactive mode. A 
technology is unleashed onto the market. Civil societies are usually back-pedalling to 
provide feedback after diffusion. We have to switch this reactive model into a proactive 
one that allows feedback from consumers early in the development process. In fact, 
user-centric engineering can come a long way into building in safeguards both into the 
technology, and surrounding social frameworks that people should adhere to.” (Michael 
et al. 2014) 
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Image  #26: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Luis Kuhn 

A further press statement issued on the 20th June 2013 from the University of Wollongong 
quotes Professor Katina Michael asserting that; 

“... Widespread diffusion of wearables has not yet occurred and the time for discussing the 
potential implications of these technologies is now. Law enforcement officers in Australia 
are already trialling these always-on recording devices as are members of the private 
security industry. In-car video recorders have been used officially and unofficially in a 
number of police forces over the last 10 years. What does it mean when the everyday 
citizen puts on the same equipment and presses the record button taking video images of 
those around them?.” (Michael et al. 2014) 

These press statements in themselves represent what the researcher observed first-hand as 
three distinct groups coming together; (1) engineers and their respective industry associates; 
(2) academics and their respective ethics protagonists; (3) as well as developers and their 
swag of consumer products.  

Towards the end of the ISTAS’13 event the researcher chaired an ‘Industry Panel’ at ISTAS’13 
where three key questions were considered by leaders: 

● What is the principal technological challenge facing your industry at present? 
● Where are wearable technologies having an impact on your industry area? 
● How is technological innovation forging new futures for your industry?  
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Image #27: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Teemu Leinonen 

 
The responses to these three questions were predominantly focussed upon; 

1. regulatory bodies under government control are ‘strangling’ industry of it’s true potential 
for market saturation of emergent technologies;  

2. wearable technologies are part of an already well established trajectory for human 
computing; 

3. technological innovation is likely to be heavily influenced by artificial intelligences (AI) in 
turn shifting the role of humans in that change to an automated future; 

4. Social and ethical implications are best described by those who are benefitting from 
these technologies and restraints derivative of those who demonstrate detriments 

It was evident to the researcher as a result of facilitating workshops, panels and functions at 
ISTAS’13 that the ‘spectacle’ of body worn computing and body worn cameras plays out 
against ‘the reality’ of development and diffusion of this innovation more broadly in society. 
Interviews with delegates and industry representatives by contrast provided the researcher 
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with a far deeper understanding of the realm of inventors and their associations with the 
science fiction of creation. 

“... This event also placed the researcher in situ and privy to discussions gratuitously 
highlighting academic institutions 'hot bedding’ with corporations to push the marketing 
‘dreamscape’ and by virtue of their captive audience ensuring consumer buy-
in.” (Alexander Hayes 2013e) 

 
 

Image #28: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Thad Starner 

A far more cogent awareness of the sheer scale and magnitude of ‘sales pitch’ driving industry 
groups and corporations led initiatives such as the Google Glass ‘living experiment’ became 
apparent as the researcher moved between presenters or inquired of industry representatives 
who demonstrated little more than a tacit acknowledgement of consumer privacy and safety. 

“... Responses from a number of lifelogging developers at IEEE ISTAS '13 also 
demonstrate a clearly disingenuous engagement with their product consumer base in 
recount and now, in hindsight, given how many have ‘closed shop’ and despite their 
claims of ‘ethics at the forefront’ the after-effects of their wares for their consumers has 
been disastrous.” (Alexander Hayes 2013e) 
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Image #29: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Helen Papagiannis 

The ISTAS’13 social ‘Gala Cocktail Event’ and the ‘Crystal Award’ facilitated by the Researcher 
and hosted by Professor Steve Mann were particularly memorable as the researcher took 
careful note of who attended and what eventuated, as recorded in the researchers journal. 

“... a first hand account of the myopic and awkward manner in which these inventors, 
developers and their supporters interact with each other and those around them, their 
digital video and photo capture activities almost entirely consuming their human 
interaction time, rather angling themselves to capture their own reflection in location 
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and in a seemingly dislocated, virtually omniscient relationship to the event in the built 
environment that surrounds them.” (Alexander Hayes 2013e) 

 

Image #30: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Monique Morrow 

The ISTAS’13 event also provided the researcher with opportunities to carefully scrutinise the 
interactions between delegates with notes and photos clearly indicating that these wearable 
technologies as technologically obfuscating human interactions with others. 

“... I have now observed first hand humans who have ‘become the camera to the 
detriment of their own human relationship with the world’ as I’ve overheard stated from 
senior academics and world leaders in privacy protections who made statements in 
conversation with me that ‘... amongst a greater Veillance community these ‘borgs are 
looking mostly at themselves unaware they are proponents of the very same 
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panopticon they sought to escape’. Obviously I won’t name them here but read the 
thesis and you will figure out who said what about whom from the interview transcripts.” 
(Alexander Hayes 2013e) 

  

 

Image #30: IEEE ISTAS’13 -  Lisa A. Shay 

Likewise when observing the interactions between delegates who clearly have long term 
corporate connections based on power of market share and influence that the charades of 
inventors do not bode well in a social conviviality. 

“... I must admit I did feel personally (when out of my role as Publicity Chair) particularly 
towards the end of this huge investment of human assembly that the epic grandeur of 
the great old hall at Toronto University where the main presentations were held seemed 
lost on a large group of cyborgs focussed on the end of humanity and the beginnings of 
technological Singularity, as if history had no place in their rush to get to a future devoid 
of humanity. Then I looked around and noted that it wasn’t the fanfare and spectacle 
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that mattered, rather that in one place we had all the protagonists of those who are 
listening beyond corporeality, seeing beyond a computer vision and sensing their way 
forward as humans connected with culture and Country.” (Alexander Hayes 2013e) 

 

 

Image #31: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Isabel Pederson  

The research journal also contains notes recounting that a number of delegates identified 
themes and spoke of key concepts at ISTAS’13 which had emerged prior during the literature 
review for this research inquiry. 

“...firstly ‘inevitable’ as to humans being subject for implantable technologies or 
‘convenience’ as a means to explain human apathy or the public's perceived lack of 
control over technological innovation and diffusion and lastly whether they (the self 
professed cyborgs) actually cared at all about what impacts they were having on others 
around them.” (Alexander Hayes 2013e) 
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Image #32: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Sussan N. Herman 

Another notable element of feedback received by the researcher from ISTAS13 delegate 
Amber Case (Case 2013a) providing proof of avid investment in the ‘Quantified Self’ 
movement which a number of participants on the ‘Sousveillance Walk’ around Toronto City on 
June 30, 2013 with Professor Steve Mann referred to as ‘living life on a moment-by-moment 
treadmill’. 

The final report from the Organising Committee back to IEEE reveals (as is often the case with 
such large event involving multiple entities) communication breakdowns, lack of a dispute 
resolution process, logistical challenges and cultural differences as the core issues that 
emerged from bringing such a vast array of delegates, inventors, academics and members of 
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corporations together. In summary, the ISTAS’13 conference brought together engineers as 
highly decorated as Gordon Bell, Emeritus Researcher also entrepreneurs, business leaders, 
industry, providing the researcher with valuable insight into international wearable computing 
and wearable technologies communities.  
 

 

Image #33: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Jeremy Pitt 

 
This was a valuable opportunity to connect with, interview and gain an understanding of the 
multiple challenges for ethicists, lawmakers and the wider society as industry pushes 
innovation, through product development and diffusion often with scant regard for the socio-
ethical implications of such business behaviour. 

“...This assertion of a Veillance community resonates in sharp contrast to many of those 
who claim that sousveillance is nothing more than another extension of an already 
burgeoning state surveillance. A great tension is evident and as evidenced in the 
interviews in comparison to the participant observer activities, principally those who 
endorse sousveillance as an act of recalcitrance; those who dismiss anything which 
circumvents a surveillance state; those who view such technologies as ‘disfiguring’ 
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humanity and as very evident during the IEEE ISTAS13 proceedings those who don't 
rightly care what the social or ethical outcome is of their own activities using these 
wearable computing technologies provided there is a clear profit margin.” (Alexander 
Hayes 2013e)  

 

 

Image #34: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Martin Kallstrom 
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Image #35: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Natasha Schull 

 
 

Image #36: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Marvin Minsky
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Image #37: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Jeff Robbins 

 
 

Image #38: IEEE ISTAS’13 Matthew Schroyer
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Image #39: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Ann Cavoukian 

 

 
 

Image #40: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Alejandro R. 
Jadad
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Image #41: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Jean G. 

Ganascia

 

Image #42: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Nikola Serbedzija
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Image #43: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Carolyn 
McGregor

  
Images  #44: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Corey Manders
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Image #45: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Cathal Gurrin

 
 

Image #46: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Clint Zeagler
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Image #47: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Daniel Kish

 
 

Image #48: IEEE ISTAS13 - Ori Inbar
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Image #49: IEEE ISTAS’13 - Steve Mann 
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Ryerson University, Canada 

The Researcher assisted in the role of Publicity with Professor Katina Michael (Singularity 
Weblog 2013) in co-convening ‘Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and Systems: Pros and Cons’ 
(Berkeley Electronic Press 2013) concurrent with the ‘Seventh Forum on the Social 
Implications of National Security’ on the 30th June 2013 at Ryerson University in Toronto, 
Canada.  
 
The event covered by journalist Nikola Danaylov (Socrates 2013) with keynote address by 
Professor Katina Michael (Singularity Weblog 2013) was a great success bringing in support 
from leading drone domestic manufacturers (Berkeley Electronic Press 2013), academic 
groups and affiliated organisations including Ryerson University, the Ted Rogers School and 
Privacy and Cybercrime Institute (Katina Michael 2016), the Centre of Excellence and Policing 
(CEPS)(Bronitt & Michael 2012), University of Wollongong (Berkeley Electronic Press 2013), 
Flinders University Adelaide Australia (flindersblogs 2014), the Australian Privacy Foundation 
(Socrates 2013), the Research Network for a Secure Australia (RNSA) (Alexander Hayes 
2013i), Inter-disciplinary Ethics Applied, Electronic Privacy Information Centre (EPIC), sUAS 
News, the Professional Society of Drone Journalists (PSDJ) and the Singularity Weblog.  
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University of Canberra 
       
On the 1st August, 2013 the researcher was appointed as a ‘Professional Associate’ 
(Alexander Hayes 2013g) with the University of Canberra, STEM Faculty, INSPIRE Centre 
under the supervision of Professor Robert Fitzgerald.  

This research centre provided both a meeting hub and a base for professional activities by the 
researcher, including the ‘Dataminds’ conference which failed to materialise due to delays in 
communication with the Augmate Corporation.  

Skillstech Queensland 
       
In August 2013 the researcher worked closely with Simon Brown from Skillstech Queensland 
on the scope and pitch for development of applications for industrial trades including gas fitting 
and heavy machinery repairs using Google Glass.  

The proposals were well received by the industry but due to issues with market supply at the 
time of Google Glass and the lack of response from Vuzix Smartglass eyewear the project was 
soon abandoned. 
          

Drones for Schools 
       
Upon return to Australia the researcher began collaborating with Leo Gaggl from Brightcookie 
Pty. Ltd. (Gaggl 2017) in conjunction with the INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra 
examining the role of wearable augmented reality in conjunction with unmanned aerial 
systems in the ‘Drones For Schools’ STEAM (Bacon 2014c) initiative.  
      

MobLabs Hangout 
       
A conversation recorded on August 7, 2013 via Google Hangouts (Hayes & Fitzgerald 2013) with 
Professor Robert Fitzgerald, Director of the INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra and Rob 
Manson from MobLabs Australia formed the catalyst for the #glassmeetup face-to-face event held 
almost a year later on May 14, 2014. (Alexander Hayes 2014a) 

“...Professor Robert Fitzgerald is a most sincere researcher and senior academic and 
my experience as a Professional Associate at the INSPIRE Centre paved the way for 
how I better understood industry and community engagement with technologically 
oriented co-design initiatives thanks to his careful listening and patience.” (Hayes & 
Fitzgerald 2013)  
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mTech: Mobile and Wearable Technologies Forum 
      
On the 18th August 2013 the Researcher co-convened an event titled ‘mTech: Mobile and 
Wearable Technologies Forum’ at the INSPIRE Centre University of Canberra, ACT, Australia. 
The researcher was wearing a Memoto camera throughout this event (decommissioned), also 
engaging event participants in discussions regarding wearable lifelogging devices such as the 
Memoto camera and the Microsoft Sensecam. 

"... A day long forum within which to explore the likely impact of mobile and wearable 
technologies in an educational context. Mobile and wearable technologies represent 
growing innovation in human-computer interaction which has the potential to 
revolutionise training and education. This event will foster sharing experiences and 
visions of what this means for educators and students across all education sectors both 
now and in the near future." - Professor Robert Fitzgerald (Fitzgerald et al. 2013; 
Alexander Hayes, Bacon, et al. 2013) 

 
The event brought together educational technologists, managers, academics, researchers and 
industry affiliates into a forum to discuss the likely impact in an educational context and 
potential broader socio-ethical implications for society, with all presentations produced as a 
podcast series via the TalkingVTE Podcast team. (Fitzgerald et al. 2013) 
       
The Researcher contributed to preparations in the role as Professional Associate under the 
Supervision of Professor Robert Fitzgerald and facilitated a Panel Discussion with invited 
guests Stephan Ridgway, Manager Learning and Innovation, TAFE NSW and Michael 
Coghlan, Elearning Coordinator TAFE South Australia and also Helen Lynch, Senior E-
learning Consultant, Curriculum Renewal Project, Charles Sturt University, School of Policing, 
Goulburn, NSW, Australia.  

Michael Coghlan from TAFE South Australia showcased some of the early homemade POV 
(Coghlan 2009) equipment that he had experimented with and comparisons with 
contemporaneous technologies made.  
 
A presentation by Danny Munnerley and Matt Bacon from the Canberra ‘AR Studio’ titled ‘
Opportunities for Augmented Reality in Higher Education’ explored the likely impact of mobile 
and wearable technologies in an educational context. In the role of PhD Research Candidate, 
the Researcher also delivered a presentation titled ‘mTECH: Mobile & Wearable 
Technologies:The Educational Context’ (Fitzgerald et al. 2013; Ridgway et al. 2013). 
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Hacking Alzheimer's Project 
       
In August 2013 the researcher began working with Andy Kropa (Capital 2015), Getty 
photographer and avid wearable computing enthusiast who was working on a concept of 
assisting people who suffered from Alzheimer's using a range of body worn cameras and other 
wearable technologies. 
       
Inspired by Andy’s mission and personal story (Kropa 2013; Kropa 2015b) the researcher co-
founded ‘Hacking Alzheimer's’ and set about building a web presence to support the ‘Memory 
Aide’ project concept (Kropa 2015b). The initial concept was to determine whether lifelogging 
devices such as Sensecam, Memoto or Autogrpaher could serve as technological 
mechanisms to collect and provide retracing experiences for people with Alzheimer's. 
       
A seminar presentation made by Kropa at local pitch fests in Brooklyn, New York (Hayes 
2014c) brought the project closer to reality as the researcher was at the time exploring body 
worn camera recall using softwares and devices produced by Looxcie, one of the first 
commercially available streaming video cameras released in 2010. 

“... As the world population ages, diseases that damage cognition and memory 
threatens to create a public health crisis with severe financial ramifications. The 
Hacking Alzheimer’s project brings together leading experts in the fields of human 
computer interaction, machine learning, geriatric psychology and user centred design to 
effect positive health outcomes for individuals experiencing memory loss as a result of 
normal aging or as symptomatic of Mild Cognitive Impairment. We use photographic 
lifelogging and digital technologies to target the symptoms of memory loss, creating 
systems that aid the recall of an impaired individual at each instance that loss of 
memory occurs.” Hayes, Alexander (2014 p.1) - Hacking Alzheimers Website Synopsis 
(Hayes 2014c)  
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Memory Aide Project 
       
The researcher contacted Cathal Gurrin and Rami Albatal at the INSIGHT Centre, Dublin 
University (Gurrin et al. 2014) who offered to assist with data collection, analytics and 
visualisation services to support Kropa with the foundations for the ‘Memory Aide’ project.  
 
A technical plan was drawn up and the INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra also came on 
board with the concept as managers of a four (4) year project plan: 

● Intellectual property - Research activity that results in unique intellectual property as a 
result of project partner collaboration; 

● Device type and software application - Creation and deployment of a device type and 
software application that yields verifiable improvements to the quality of life of 
individuals affected by memory loss and their caregivers through its function as a 
cognitive aid; 

● Case studies - a range of international sites with over 200 participants from across the 
entire Alzheimer's spectrum; 

● Peer reviewed publication - Project report findings and significant peer reviewed 
publication with future recommendations for on boarding affiliated 

 

 

Image #50: 2014 Narrative Clip 1 Screenshot 

Oskar Kalmaru from the lifelogging camera developer group Memoto endorsed the project 
(Kropa 2015b) and Rachelle S. Doody MD, PhD and Effie Marie Cain, Chair in Alzheimer’s 
Disease Research, Director of Alzheimer’s Disease and Memory Disorders Center, 
Department of Neurology, Baylor College of Medicine also provided a testimonial of support. 

“...Determine best device type/software combination to deliver memory aid 
functionalities to users experiencing memory loss as a result of normal aging or as 
symptomatic of Mild Cognitive Impairment.” Andy Kropa (2014 p.1) - Memory Aide 
Working Doc. (Hayes 2014c) 
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The project evolved through two rounds of preliminary developments including product 
assessments, technical descriptions, voice-over scripts, tagline lists and even Google Glass 
compatible audio commands. Kropa wrote a short paper in 2014 titled ‘Towards a Mobile 
Lifelog’ citing Gordon Bell and Vannevar Bush which described in summary what the project 
was hoping to achieve using the Google Glass application, however Google abandoned the 
Google Glass Explorer program and the project faltered. 

“... As described in his 2009 book about the project, Total Recall: How The E-Memory 
Revolution Will Change Everything, Bell’s enhanced e-memory resembles the Memex 
device postulated by early computer scientist Vannevar Bush. When the book was 
published five years ago, technological devices such as the smartphone that are now 
taken for granted were still coming into their own, and (as predicted by Bell) have 
enabled millions around the world to become lifeloggers on their own, whether or not 
they even realize it.” (Hayes 2014c) 

Kropa took the project on further with a successful pitch at the 2015 ‘Creative Capital Retreat’ i 
the United States of America (Kropa 2015a) and the ‘Memory Aide project and the Hacking 
Alzheimer's venture evolved into Haz Labs, ‘Memory Lane’. (Haz Labs 2017) 
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2014 

Augmate Corporation 
       
In late 2013 and early 2014 the researcher spent three long months working unpaid as an 
intern with the Augmate Corporation (Hayes 2014b) based in New York City, United States of 
America. The researcher met the CEO, Pete Wassel at the IEEE ISTAS13 Symposium event 
in Toronto, Canada and through many early morning web conferences from Canberra, 
Australia an agreement to represent the company as ‘Business Development Manager, Asia’ 
in a contractual role was drawn up, yet never to be honoured by Augmate. 
       
The researcher built the Augmate company website, contributed to and prepared pitch decks, 
canvassed many local organisations across Australia and the Asia Pacific and after a series of 
failed capital raising ventures the researcher withdrew all services and contact. The 
experience provided a powerful insight into ‘startup’ broken promises and a deep insight into 
the silicon valley ‘vapourware’ hangers-on set. 

“... Augmate empowers Enterprise IT to securely deploy and manage smart glasses. 
Augmate is the leading device management solution for wearable technology and 
bringing the power of the distributed ledger to the Internet of Things. With Augmate, IT 
teams breathe easier knowing devices conform to internal security policies and protect 
corporate information while providing a seamless user experience for 
employees.” (Wassel 2017) 

  
 
IEEE ISMAR 
      
As an Augmate employee, the researcher also attended and presented at  '2013 IEEE ISMAR' 
held at the University of Adelaide, South Australia hosted by the School of Computer and 
Information Science with a focus on augmented reality and the onset of wearable smart glass 
applications for industry. 
       
It was a validation that the sales pitch of the startup often align with the inventions being 
showcased out of these IEEE events and this in turn positioned IEEE (for the researcher) as a 
principal protagonist warranting social and ethical research inquiry, in effect their mantra is as 
much an issue as is their mandate.  

“... In recent years, mixed and augmented reality has been expanding from an exciting 
research field into a commercially viable technology. The field is highly interdisciplinary, 
combining work in diverse disciplines, ranging from human centred research into user 
interfaces, interaction techniques, education, design, human factors, wearable 
computing and mobile computing, through more technology oriented research including 
computer graphics, display technology, computer vision, sensors, signal processing 
and computer networking. The growing interest in mixed and augmented reality 
applications is creating new challenges for research in all of these areas. The 
conference tracks are: The Science & Technology (S&T) program The Arts, Media and 
Humanities (AMH) program.” (IEEE 2013) 
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EyeQ SkillsTech 
       
In November 2013 as a company intern with the Brightcookie group the researcher presented 
at '2013 EyeQ SkillsTech' (ACPET 2013) in Queensland, Australia, conducting a workshop 
called ‘Mapping a Proof of Concept for Digital Eyeware’.  

“... Augmented reality provides an opportunity to engage with the natural and built world 
in new, intelligent and meaningful ways. This interactive workshop will engage 
participants in identifying processes useful for mapping augmented reality as new 
dimension for workforce development in their own sectors and specific disciplines. 
Alexander Hayes will articulate how these scenarios inform a conceptual framework 
and how this framework is then used to ascertain a proof-of-concept, pilot study and full 
organisational deployment for digital eyeware.” (Alexander Hayes 2013d) 

Streamfolio Pty Ltd 
       
After multiple attempts to convince fellow Directors at Streamfolio Pty Ltd to change focus on 
the development of a data management repository using an ELGG open source platform for 
BWCs the researcher resigned as Director in January 2014. 

“...Whilst the core concept of a private and secure service for educators using wearable 
technologies appeared sound, the practical management and development of the 
online facilities to match constantly shifting parameters of the wearable computers 
domain proved unreliable, especially for those in rural and remote regions of Australia”. 
(Alexander Hayes 2014b) 

Interview With Cecilia Abedie 
       
During a period of making preliminary contacts with the Google Glass Explorer Community the 
researcher conducted an insightful yet short interview with Cecilia Abedie from San Francisco 
regarding Google Glass, technology and the broader impacts on society of wearable 
technology. (Hayes & Abadie 2014) 
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Google Glass Interviews 
      
Introductions by Google Glass Explorer, Cecilia Abedie over a 4 month period from 27th 
February 2014 through to the 12th June 2014 enabled the researcher to conduct interviews 
through the online Google Hangouts application with forty-seven (47) Google Glass Explorer 
team members. 

These conversations average 30 minutes in duration and are focussed on the applied use of 
the Google Glass Explorer Edition device over a wide range of settings, locations and many 
differing use cases. Each individual was encouraged to detail their experience with the whole 
Google Glass phenomenon and most participants provided candid responses to questions as 
to the benefits and detriments of these head worn digital displays.  

“...This series of recorded Google Hangouts is a record of my interaction with the 
Google Glass Explorers Community and other related contacts from industry, research 
and affiliated organisations. The intent of this research activity is to gain an 
understanding of the key motivations, experiences and understandings that these 
individuals gain from engaging with this emergent wearable technology.” (Hayes 2015c) 

 
 

Image #51: Google Glass Explorers - Alexander Hayes 
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Singularity Weblog 

On the 21st February 2014 the researcher presented online via webcast with Nikola Danaylov 
from the ‘Singularity Weblog’, providing a recorded account(Danaylov 2014; Hayes 2017l) of 
his PhD work and findings from the ISTAS13 conference in Toronto. 

“... During our 1 hour conversation with Hayes we covered a variety of interesting topics 
such as; his interest in augmented reality and drone technology; whether Google Glass 
is a slam dunk game-changing device; “normalization” of technology; the break-down of 
public and private space; privacy, security and surveillance; physiological shifts in the 
brain resulting from Google Glass’ electro-magnetic and/or radiation emissions; the 
benefits for education, training, policing and other activities; whether Google Glass is 
good or bad; Vernor Vinge’s Rainbows End; drones for good and drones for bad; 
augmented reality, augmented humanity and the process of chipification.” (Socrates 
2014)  

 
Glass Education Explorers 
       
The researcher worked closely in February 2014 with ‘2014 The Google Glass Exchange 
Project’ and also ‘2014 - 365 Days of Glass Project’ which was championed by Tech 
Coordinator, Margaret Powers at the Episcopal Academy, Philadelphia PA in the United States 
of America. 
       
The ‘Glass Education Explorers’ project evolved from this into a database of teachers openly 
aggregating online videos and digital storytelling resources created with young children in 
lower primary classes as young as pre-kindergarten to 12th grade. 

“...Using #Glass to record learning and discovery, in the garden, on the playground, in 
specials, in homerooms, in the hope of facilitating students' reflection of their learning, 
sharing moments with families, providing content for educators to review their own 
practice and room design (...) The students took turns wearing Glass to record 
important parts of their classroom that they decided would be important to share with 
their new partners. In addition to showing parts of their classroom, some students also 
chose to capture some of the things they have been learning about...” (Powers 2014)  

  
Jessica Anderson, a high school science teacher from Montana USA used Google Glass with 
her science class students and produced many first person POV videos detailing the class 
trips and her interactions with her students. A disappointed reaction to Google dropping the 
Google Glass program was noted from many of Anderson and Strong’s peer groups who held 
out for post-beta Google Glass units to be shipped.  

“... I admit, I was drawn in with the cool factor, romanced by the potential and dumped 
by corporate but I'm not giving up. I'm evolving to evaluate other types of technology 
and seeking the opportunity to weed out the bad and promote the good.” (Strong 2015) 
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The researcher notes the many contradictions between what Glass Explorers attested they 
would do in their educational journals and the reality of what was done, much of which is still 
accessible online via the Internet. 

“... I will also be wearing my Google Glass as I will be using it to take pictures (only 
posted with your permission) and share the wonderful learning experiences our 
students have every day. If at any time you would like me to video a lesson or activity, I 
can do that also.” (Beck 2014)  

Notably, the majority of websites and online resources from this period have been removed 
from the Internet or links only to material of worrying content. Likewise, what remains is a 
legacy of what we now are addressing in a social and ethical human context. 

“... Educators must set parameters for their own use of the displays. For instance, facial 
recognition tools could enable teachers to prejudge new students by matching their 
faces to their behaviour and learning profiles.” - Dean of Students, James Kapptie, 
Powell High School (Gittlen 2013) 

Wearable Technology Symposium 
       
In April 2014 as a result of many discussions at the University of Canberra, INSPIRE Centre 
and in discussions with Jenny Millea, Bruce Arnold and Professor Robert Fitzgerald at the 
University of Canberra the concept of bringing people together for a wearable conference was 
deemed strategic given the attention that lifelogging and Google Glass was generating across 
the higher education sector. 

“... It’s on your wrist, your ankle. It may be embedded in your jacket, your shoe, your 
vest or your hat. It may be under your skin. It may help you walk or talk, find your way, 
communicate with a friend, with your doctor, or your coach. It monitors your heart rate, 
the moisture on your skin, every breath you take, and every move you make. And it’s 
connected. And networked. Your bodily functions are no longer only your own. Your 
privates are no longer private. Information about the most intimate you is transmitted in 
real time to – where? And to whom? And for what purpose?”. (Bacon 2014d)  

The ‘Wearable Technology Symposium’ (Hayes 2014h) was proposed to be held at the 
University of Canberra on the 29th September 2014 and the key focus was to explore and 
expose the issues, challenges, opportunities and the applications of wearables.    
    
The researcher was by this stage knee deep in activities which were deemed at odds with the 
event focus, despite the promise to delegates that it was to be of critical inquiry and an 
opportunity to examine the changing concepts of privacy, freedom and the self in the age of 
wearable tech in health, the military and education. The researcher was also at this stage 
deeply involved with transcribing PhD research inquiry interviews and exploring emergent 
issues with a First Nations awareness.  
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Google Glass In The Health Professions 
       
On the 14 April, 2014 the researcher met with Leigh Blackall, Educational Designer at La 
Trobe University, Victoria Australia discussing #GoogleGlass and the first conference in 
Australia looking into this phenomenon; as well as the uses of #Glass - like technology in the 
health professions - La Trobe University, Victoria, Australia. 

"... Alex has been interviewing early adopters of Glass, gaining many insightful 
perspectives on the technology." (Leigh Blackall 2014) 

  
 

 

Photograph #52: 2014 Calvary Hospital, Canberra - Dr Glenn Verheul  

The researcher either managed or contributed throughout that period to the following Google + 
online Communities; G+ ‘Google Glass in Education’; G+ GlassEDU’ - G+Glass Explorers’; ‘
G+ Glass in HealthCare’. 

“... In all their wisdom, the moment something shows promise and has a community 
spirit rolling usually, Google shut down its own history as is common in the tech world 
closing its G+ communities in 2019 which to the researchers disappointment also kills 
off those communities and the content which historically I had used extensively to 
engage with the Google Glass community as well as to host events through Google 
Hangouts and so on”. (Hayes 2019c) 
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After meeting with Stephen Downes, philosopher and commentator on May 1, 2014 the 
researcher became acutely aware that perceptions of rapid social change as a result of a 
corporate lead innovation such as Google Glass were not shared by many who had witnessed, 
as Downes aptly expressed, “... surveillance as supremely acute as growing up in a small rural 
town in Canada.”  

“... Stephen remarks through the interview that POV, BWC or Glass technologies 
simply join a plethora of other tools which may or may not have pedagogical 
application, neither enamoured by nor unduly worried by their popularity.” (Downes 
2014) 

Open Conference La Trobe University 
     
On May 3, 2014 the contributed to the 2014 La Trobe University Open Conference on ‘Using 
Video In Education’ event with a whole bunch of educators facilitated by Leigh Blackall.  
 
The researcher provided examples of using Google Hangout webcasts and body worn 
cameras to facilitate learning and engage teaching professionals in how video can be created 
and used as a resource for teaching and learning. (Blackall & Hayes 2014)  
  
   
Research Network Secure Australia 
       
Conscious that the researcher was located amongst numerous projects running concurrently 
and overlapping in professional interests as well as potentially crossing ethical standards, an 
open declaration of these initiatives served to inform everyone of the researchers primary 
investment in how digital technologies impact upon humans, how they adopt and adapt these 
technologies for their own use and the impact of this activity more broadly on society.  

“... I joined the Research Network of Secure Australia (RNSA) in 2011 and formed the 
Coreveillance initiative with private covert surveillance operatives, learning a lot about 
activities I never knew existed. As a result in 2014 I am still heavily involved ongoing in 
a number of initiatives whose mandate is to provide security, data sovereignty and 
autonomy for its members. My activities include presentations with government and 
none-government agencies on topics such as policing, unmanned aerial systems 
(drones) and industry applications of wearables.” (Hayes 2014f) 

Stop The Cyborgs 
 
A letter received from the ‘Stop The Cyborgs’ group which was sent anonymously to the 
INSPIRE Centre team at the University of Canberra. The letter was considered to be of prime 
significance to the Team at the time considering the topic of the upcoming ‘Glass 
Meetup’ (Alexander Hayes 2014a) event hosted on May 12, 2014.  
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Interesting graphics are contained within the post on the ‘Stop The Cyborg’ website including a 
‘Ban Google Glass’ signage. 

“... This corporately controlled collective mind allows companies to exert a powerful and 
invisible influence. The algorithms seem objective – we trust them - but social 
assumptions, cultural values, expected norms and power structures are hidden and 
enforced by code.” (Hayes 2014g) 

This information had a significant effect on the researcher, who sat for a day and read 
everything in the website. The INSPIRE team then in response posted a blog post on the now 
retired INSPIRE website declaring that;  

“... This discussion should not take place in a middle class tech bubble. Not everyone is 
a model citizen with a perfect credit record, positive social media profile and good 
health. Not everyone will have an equal chance in this gamified world we are 
constructing. Rather we need to consider how new technologies will impact 
marginalised groups and individuals.” (Bacon 2014a)  

Paradoxically at the time the researcher had contributed with the Chief Investigator as a 
chapter to a book published by IGI titled ‘Uberveillance and the Social Implications of 
Microchip Implants: Emerging Technologies’ and the chapter was titled ‘Uberveillance: Where 
Wear and Educative Arrangement’. (Alexander Hayes 2013j; Hayes 2012m) 

“... The intensification and diversification of surveillance in recent decades is now being 
considered within a contemporary theoretical and academic framework. The ambiguity 
of the term ‘surveillance’ and the surreptitiousness of its application must now be re-
considered amidst the emergent concept of Uberveillance. This chapter presents three 
cases of organisations that are currently poised or already engaging in projects using 
location-enabled point-of-view wearable technologies. Reference is made to additional 
cases, project examples, and testimonials including the Australian Federal Police, 
Northern Territory Fire Police and Emergency Services, and other projects funded in 
2010 and 2011 by the former Australian Flexible Learning Framework (AFLF), now the 
National VET E-learning Strategy (NVELS). This chapter also examines the use of 
location-enabled POV (point-of-view) or Body Wearable Video (BWV) camera 
technologies in a crime, law, and national security context, referencing cross-sectoral 
and inter-disciplinary opinions as to the perceived benefits and the socio-ethical 
implications of these pervasive technologies.” (Alexander Hayes 2013j) 

#glassmeetup Symposium 
       
The Glassmeetup Symposium was held on the 12th May 2014 at the INSPIRE Centre, 
University of Canberra and online via Google Hangouts, sponsored by Canvas LMS as the 
first in a series of events investigating emerging technologies and their application to 
education, training and development. 
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Photograph #53: 2014 Glassmeetup University of Canberra - Mikaela Jade 
       
 
The researcher provided logistical assistance and participated as a Key Speaker, Facilitator 
and as an Observer. This was an opportunity for participants to experience, critically engage 
and speak directly with innovators and champions in this space. It was also an opportunity to 
consider how these technologies would impact upon many differing domains and delegates 
lifeworlds (Hayes Streamed live on 11 May 2014).  

“... Topics of discussion included the associations or connections between #glass 
(digital eyewear) and big data, privacy, learner analytics, innovation, UAS (drones), 
engineering, medicine, health care, sports sciences, quantified self, law, policing, 
military, pedagogy, training, curriculum, augmented reality, well being, national security, 
gaming, architecture, transport, logistics, travel, marketing, advertising, social research, 
retail, fashion, information technology, science fiction, the Arts, trades practices.” ( 
Bacon 2014b) 

Numerous members of the Google Glass Explorer community were invited to engage with 
delegates and INSPIRE Centre team members testing the connection through Google Glass in 
conjunction with Google Hangouts (Yu 2014) then joining the main physical event via an online 
Google Hangout webcast. (Alexander Hayes 2014a)   

“... Our first #glassmeetup public event occurred on the 12th May 2014 at the 
+INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra with key national and international speakers 
in an interactive program of events. We were joined by members of the Google Glass 
Explorer Community and other key speakers who are actively engaging with this 
technology across many differing industries, organisations and social settings.” (Bacon 
2014b; Hayes 2014a) 
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Key Presenters included Professor Mark Billinghurst from the University of Canterbury, New 
Zealand, Cathie Reid from APHS Packaging, Ceclia Abedie from ‘33 Labs, Noble Ackerson 
from LynxFit, Brandon King from Google Glass Explorers, Libby Chang from Wearables 
Weekly, Joshua Levitsky who is a Firefighter, Emergency Medical Technician, and Hazardous 
Materials Specialist in Rockland County, New York and also David W. Martineau a Medical 
Doctor specialising in hand surgery.  
 
Cecilia Abadie, Google Glass Explorer (Associated Press 2014) and member of ‘33 Labs - 
Mobile Experimental Innovation’ provided a detailed account of the avid development of 
wearable technologies such as the smartwatch as a paired accessory to smart glasses 
finishing her presentation with a poignant yet rhetorical question of the audience. 

“... Can we stop technological evolution or are we better off influencing the way and 
ethics by which technology evolves?” (Hayes & Abadie 2014) 

Google Glass In Education 
       
The researcher was invited to present at the May 18, 2014 ‘Hangout with Alexander Hayes - 
Google Glass in Education’ (Stevens 2014) event hosted by ‘Learning2gether’ with Vance 
Steven in a Google hangout web conference. The discussion was focussed on the educational 
application of Google Glass as well as body worn cameras such as POV. 
       
At this point and throughout this presentation the researcher is heard to be critical of the 
Google Glass Explorer project, already questioning the whole public program following 
extensive communication with Mikaela Griffiths and Ruth Mirams from Paramodic Pty. Ltd. as 
well Aboriginal Tagnekald Elder, Bruce Hammond from Adelaide, South Australia. 

“... Alexander Hayes has been associated with a number of cutting edge education 
projects over the years, including exploring the potential of StreamFolio, Talking VTE, 
POV technologies, Drones for Schools, wearable technologies (and the social 
implications of surveillance, sousveillance, and uberveillance) and most recently, 
Google Glass through posting his interviews with 60 Google Glass Explorers on 
YouTube and hosting the recent Glass Meetup #1 in Canberra.” (Hayes 2014e; 
Alexander Hayes Streamed live on 12 Jun 2014) 

ELNet Australasia Webinar 
       
The researcher presented ‘Body Worn Camera Technologies: The Glass Age’ on May 20, 
2014 as part of the ‘ElNet Australasia Webinar Series’ (Hayes & Bond 2014) 
       
During the presentation a range of scenarios were explored from across a range of industry 
groups including medical, aged care, law, policing, military, national security, gaming, 
architecture, transport, logistics, travel, marketing, advertising, social research, retail, fashion, 
information technology, science fiction, the Arts, trades practices. 
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An interactive online questionnaire launched for attendees to engage produced comments 
from participants such as;  

“...the defining line may be that humans can walk away from wearables, whereas with 
implantables they become a permanent part of you...” (Hayes & Bond 2014) 

Transnational Communications COP 
       
On the 22nd May 2014, the researcher as a web developer and participant assisted with the 
launch of the ‘UOW Transnational Communications - Community of Practice’ (TCCOP). 

“... with the aim of raising international exposure for researchers and their projects in 
the fields of engineering, ICT, the mathematical and physical sciences. We hope you 
will join us in our journey”. - Katina Michael (IEEE Senior Member - Society for the 
Social Implications of Technology) (Michael 2014) 

Glass Zombie 
       
On the 26th May 2014 Tom Worthington, an independent computer professional, educational 
design consultant and an Honorary Senior Lecturer in the Research School of Computer 
Science at the Australian National University published an article titled “‘First Impressions of 
Wearing GoogleGlass’ after attending a followup event post University of Canberra  #
glassmeetup. 

“... A new term associated with the device is "Glass Zombie", for someone who is 
staring strangely as they are concentrating on reading the Glass' screen (...) Overall the 
unit worked much better than I was expecting, but is still a solution looking for a 
problem and very much a prototype.” (Worthington 2014) 

A key issue at this time was the use of facial recognition to drive devices such as the mobile 
phone and Google Glass considered as the next crowd profiling tool which paralleled 
observations made by the researcher, principally between Mark Billinghurst and Google, the 
paradox of prototypes versus humans as product. (Dormehl 2014) 
 
APHS Glass In Pharmacy 
       
Cathie Reid and the researcher continued to converse after the Glass Meetup event and for 
some months later regarding potential commercial ventures and scope for research but shifts 
in the INSPIRE team and personal issues prevented these ideas from coming to fruition.  

“...We are also talking with Alex and his colleagues at the university around doing some 
comparative analysis on pharmacists accessing this type of information via Glass, 
handheld devices and traditional desktops which will assist with our future development 
activities.” - Cathie Reid (Reid 2014) 
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Photograph #54: 2014 INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra - Matt Bacon 

 
The ensuing rhetoric of industry collegiality at the University of Canberra, INSPIRE Centre 
followed and the project was developed under commercial propriety. 

“...This is the beginning of where APHS and the wider industry affiliation with University 
of Canberra will prosper. The implications of this innovation, the testing, the 
interrogation of its usefulness, its social and workforce impact now made possible by 
Cathie's innovation and Cecilia's engineering are the next steps in this test of 
usefulness.” (Bacon n.d.; Reid 2014)  

 
Walking On Country with Google Glass 
       
On the 12th May 2014 the researcher met the Dr. Ruth Mirams and Mikaela Griffiths of 
Paramodic Pty Ltd. at the ‘Glass Meetup’ event at the University of Canberra (Jade & Mirams 
2014) both of whom were keen to know more of the applications for Google Glass and other 
wearable technologies. 
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Mikaela Jade, identified as an Aboriginal Darug woman with great reservations as to the socio-
ethical implications of smart glass technologies, authoring a number of important articles via 
the Paramodic website soon after the #glassmeetups event.  

“... We went without the wheel for 60,000 years because we just didn’t need it 
#justsaying! If we don’t see a use for wearables, we just won’t use them. And it will be 
our cultural right to disable their use on our Country. On the flip side, there is much we 
can achieve together with Glass that is culturally appropriate, and that will earn lots of 
social capital and economic benefit.” (Mikaela Jade 2014b) 
    

In robust discussions the researcher was asked to join the Paramodic team as an ‘Advisor’ 
which extended into projects and community consultations till the end of 2014. In subsequent 
blog posts Jade went onto question whether Google Glass device was ‘the next craniometer’. 

“... With this ‘evidence’ in hand, the colonists, far superior, would set to work right away 
on helping my relatives become more ‘intelligent’. The efforts have never stopped. We 
swapped craniometric informing evidence-based policies with whatever new technology 
rolled along. Glass will be informing evidence-based policies next.” (Mikalea Jade 
2014) 

Subsequent posts by Jade and Mirams raised important issues which had a profound impact 
on the researcher regarding; 

● Data genocide by successive Australian governments;  
● Considerations for a shift in nomenclature for First Nations people to acknowledge 

transhumanism; 
● Walking ‘on country’ and the consequences of this for traditional custodians in Australia 

(Mikaela Jade 2014c); 
● An open letter appealing for proper consultation with traditional Elders before Google 

Glass was allowed for use in Australia (Mikaela Jade 2014a); 
● The formation of an ‘Indigenous Wearable Technology Assembly’ (Griffiths & Mirams 

2014); 
● Meeting with Aboriginal members of the Australian Parliament (Mikaela Jade 2014d); 
● Science, culture, ethics and skepticism of wearable technology (Mikaela Jade 2014c)  

          
 
Deadl y Glass 
 
On the 12th June 2014 the Directors of Paramodic Pty and the researcher met with Cultural 
Advisor, Tagnekeld Elder Bruce Hammond online via Google Hangouts to discuss the 
ramifications of Google Glass on Aboriginal communities, triggering the formation of the ‘
Deadly Glass’ Google Plus Online (G+) Community to discuss and investigate why these 
technologies were appearing on Australian shores and in communities without proper 
consultation with Traditional Owners across Australia (Alexander Hayes Streamed live on 12 
Jun 2014).  

“... We had word that a Google Glass Explorer from the United States of America had 
already met with a number of communities scoping projects utilising this emergent 
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technology. To counteract claims that no one was in the development space and 
dutifully engaged in the socio-ethical interrogation and responsible data management 
emanating from the use of this technology”. (Paramodic 2014) 

Indigenous Wearable Technology Assembly 
       
On the 24th June 2014 Mikaela Jade (Griffiths) flew out from Canberra to meet with Bruce 
Hammond, Director of Envirologix and Khatija Thomas, Commissioner for Aboriginal 
Engagement, South Australia Government as well as Minister Zoe Bettison and Herb Mack, 
Manager of Country Health, South Australia. 
       
The purpose of the trip was for the Paramodic Pty. Ltd. Directors and Advisors including the 
researcher to consult with Aboriginal community groups across the South Australian region 
including Vince Coulthard from Umeewarra Media in Port Augusta, South Australia. 

“... The meetings identified many different perspectives as to the usefulness of the 
technology but also as the researcher observed an avid endorsement of the product 
with claims of economic opportunities for Aboriginal communities surpassing the 
‘detriments’. Both government representatives voiced their concerns regarding Google 
Glass including the lack of consultation with the Google corporation, the continued 
assault of international technologies taking data offshore via the Internet.” (Jade & 
Coulthard 2014)  

Vince Coulthard, an Adnyamathanha Aboriginal Elder who grew up in Nepabunna Community, 
South Australia hosted a meeting with Bruce Hammond, Tagnekeld Elder and Mikaela Jade to 
discuss the formation of the Indigenous Wearable Technology Assembly (IWTA). A short video 
was recorded during the meeting within which Coulthard openly invited the Google corporation 
to meet with himself and other traditional custodians at the Wilpena Resort which is an 
Aboriginal managed accommodation and cultural tours enterprise in the Flinders Ranges of 
South Australia.  

"... My name is Vince Coulthard, I'm the Chairperson of the Adnyamathanha Traditional 
Lands Association. ATLA is a prescribed body corporate Native Title determined land 
area, area of Adnyamathanha Lands. I would like to… I've had a look at this technology, 
and I would like to have some frank discussions with the developers, and I would really 
like to invite you, Google. I would really like to invite Google to Adnyamathanha Country 
to meet with my people so we can actually talk and get further information about this 
particular product." (Griffiths & Mirams 2014) 

As a result of a trip Jade reported breaches of privacy involving the technology as well as 
technical issues that resulted in information being posted to the ‘Deadly Glass’ G+ social 
media group (Hayes 2014i) without Griffith’s permission nor subsequent awareness. 

“... Deadly means 'awesome' in Australian Aboriginal communities. This forum is about 
giving voice, raising awareness.” (Jade et al. 2015)  
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Dr. Ruth Mirams then engaged with the researcher exploring the role of skeptic and that of 
‘positivist scientist’ engaging in robust discussions, authoring a short paper titled ‘Glass 
Interview ’ (Hayes & Mirams 2014) and exploring the ethical ramifications of wearing Google 
Glass. 

“... Alexander Hayes (Senior Advisor) chooses not to wear Glass at all, for reasons of 
objectivity and research ethics”. (Mirams 2014a) 

During this period the researcher collaborated also through an action research process known 
as ‘2014 Yirrabana - This Way Collaboration’ (Mirams et al. 2014) and learned of the concepts 
of ‘place’ based learning, also of ‘Country’ and ‘dadirri’, (Ungunmerr 1988) a deep listening that 
is inner, quiet, still awareness, and waiting that Indigenous scholar Judy Atkinson (2002) used 
as a research methodology (The Lowitja Institute 2012) in Trauma Trails, ‘Recreating Song 
Lines: The Transgenerational Effects of Trauma’ in Indigenous Australia (Atkinson 2002).  

“... These interactions had a profound effect on the researcher at the time and shifted 
the researchers focus further as to the cultural ramifications of the socio-ethical 
implications of technology which provides a ‘where-to’ for the research inquiry.” (Hayes 
2014d) 

It also marked the beginning of collaborations with the researcher that resulted in the ‘2014 
Consilience Workflow Framework’ (Hayes et al. 2015) a model or guide for wearable 
technology project cycles of prototyping, development, marketing and service based on the 
scientific concepts of consilience and stigmergic development.  
 
Miram's also authored several further posts with the researchers input regarding Paramodic’s 
involvement in the wearable technology domain including; 

● Paramodic, ethics and wearable technology (Mirams 2014b); 
● Digital glass technologies as a tool (Jade & Mirams 2014); 
● Reflecting on what wearable digital glass technologies might mean for Indigenous 

Peoples (Mirams 2014c)  
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Department of Education Innovation 14 

On July 10, 2014 the researcher co-presented at the Department of Education, Australian 
Government Canberra, ACT Australia ‘Innovation 14’ event (Thomas 2014) with an audience 
of eighty (80) face-to-face public servant employees and 11,770 active participants online via 
desktop web conferencing. 
          
Entrepreneur and Director of Paramodic Pty Ltd, Mikaela Griffiths created a Storify website 
(Griffiths 2014) account to capture all Twitter related messaging on July 10, 2014, which 
captured a comprehensive view of the many interested parties involved with this technological 
innovation. The researcher co-presented with Matthew Purcell, Teacher at Canberra Grammar 
school who had registered as a Google Glass Explorer, returned to Australia and entered into 
an agreement with Google to engineer and test applications with his ‘Code Cadets’ (Canberra 
Grammar School 2017) secondary school students. 

The researcher presented a case of the socio-ethical implications with this emerging 
technology and Matthew provided a case-by-case example of the use of Google Glass in the 
high school including using Glass to ‘mark’ or record students as present for class using the 
camera function networked with the school electronic roll call. The researcher catalysed this 
event by inviting Professor Robert Fitzgerald, University of Canberra to meet with local 
Department representatives at the INSPIRE Centre which led to mainstream media stories in 
which Fitzgerald featured stating; 

“... I think it’s wearable computers that will be another wave which will need to be 
acknowledged in a school’s digital strategy...the whole wearable technologies area is 
rapidly expanding, everything from Google Glass to wearable devices like Fitbits...there 
are schools, teachers and students using digital eyewear overseas and it’s only a 
matter of time before we’ll start to see that here as well." (Page 2014)  

An open letter (Mikaela Jade 2014b) published by Mikalea Griffiths a day before the event 
indicated that this technology has great potential in a number of ways but lacked robust 
safeguards which therefore constitutes a privacy risk for Aboriginal Australians.  

 
Australian Computer Society Conference 

The researchers publications in the educational context had drawn much attention from 
industry groups leading to an invitation to present at the ‘ACS Canberra Branch, Annual 
Conference’ on the 23rd and 24th September, 2014 in Canberra, Australia.  

The researcher was due to deliver ‘ICT Shaping The Future: Location Enabled Body Wearable 
Technologies’ however a medical intervention prevented attendance. 

SCSSE & SISAT Showcase Poster 

The annual SCSSE & SISAT Trade Show and Research Showcase (Hayes 2015a) was held 
on the 30th October 2014 at the UniCentre Hall, University of Wollongong, NSW Australia. 
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As required, the researcher submitted an A1 poster which summarised the PhD research to 
date including connections with the Google Glass Explorers team and key research inquiry 
participants as a compulsory activity of the research program.  The poster was completed with 
the assistance of Dr. Ruth Mirams and the poster remained displayed at the UOW SISAT 
offices for a year after the event.  
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2015 

Australian National Data Services 
       
Throughout 2014 into early 2015 the researcher worked as a ‘Project Officer - Training & 
Communications’ at the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) in Canberra Australia.  

This proved to be a very valuable insight for the researcher into data management and related 
research rigour and the experience was made directly applicable throughout the research 
inquiry. 

“... This position presents a unique opportunity to combine an interest in information 
systems with a flair for training and communications. Ideal for someone who can grasp 
technical concepts easily and enjoys communicating them with others. You will be 
working with front line staff in research institutions to support data sharing, data 
connections and data management. You will be actively engaged in writing for the web 
as well as creating and delivering a range of training and information materials to 
support ANDS services and products. The duties of this position will require interstate 
travel.” (Alexander Hayes 2013b; ANDS 2017) 

     
During this period the researcher co-published (A. Hayes et al. 2013) with a number of 
colleagues, interviewed others and travelled internationally as co-Publicity Chair with 
Susannah Sabine at the IEEE ISTAS’13 conference. 

UK Glass Explorers 
      
In November 2014 the researcher made an application to conduct interviews with the ‘United 
Kingdom Google Glass Explorers Group’ as a Professional Associate at the University of 
Canberra. These interviews were designed to follow on from the Google Glass interviews the 
researcher conducted with members of the Google Glass Explorers in the United States of 
America under the supervision of Professor Robert Fitzgerald. 
       
Google had suspended the UK program shortly before and the interviews were never 
conducted, nor were the University of Canberra Ethics application forms ever submitted for 
Higher Degree by Research for approval.        

Time As A Means 
       
On the 18th of January, 2015 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Time As A Means’ in 
personal reflection on how social computing and wearable technologies now bring time-based 
digital ecologies closer to the human. 
       
The researcher considers this as a seminal article triggering an awareness of how BWC could 
be considered in comparison to the observations of George Woodcock.  
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“... So, as we consider now that time is locked onto us by wearable computing ie. 
smartwatch, that brings the clock closer to the human form and in a research context 
we can examine how that ‘wearable clock’ is in fact as Heidegger posits, how we have 
now become the clock. The shift from that hierarchical and mechanised means by 
which to control industrialised masses to a digital ‘always responding’ cyborg was a 
gradual one yet the next level of a syndicated implanted time keeper being may be swift 
and relentless unlike the last shift for humanity.” (Hayes 2015j) 

Inside The Machine 
       
On the 12th of April, 2015 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Inside The Machine’ in 
personal reflection of the seemingly disproportionate time spent examining research ‘tools’ and 
making meaning from research participant conversations all to compose the thesis. 
       
With a burgeoning legal case and a house move to deal with the researcher soon found every 
means possible to focus on the very last of the interviews which needed to be transcribed and 
made ready for qualitative analysis using Leximancer and Atlas.Ti.  

“... Hardly seems possible that time has slipped away that fast. To the outsider, I’ve 
spent it seems a disproportionate amount of time looking at, testing, crashing and 
exploring systems that interconnect daily activity, research methodology and fieldwork.” 
(Hayes 2015d) 

Screen Time 
       
In personal reflection on the proliferation of technologies now saturating western society, on 
the 14th of April, 2015 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Screen Time’.  
 
In moments of despair as the researcher worked through the core data and reflected on how 
much time had passed since data collection, the awareness of the importance of ‘making 
meaning’ as the Chief Investigator reinforced... came to life.  

“... As a researcher invested in the examination of the social and ethical impacts of 
wearable computing on humanity here I am sitting in an airport terminal, observing 
humans in their everyday environment, watching children hardly old enough to even sit 
up in their pram interacting with screens, parents on screens and everyone else around 
them the same, all under the gaze of cameras, millions of them.” (Hayes 2015i) 
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SCIT EIS Research Showcase 
  
      

 
 

Image #55: 2015 SCIT Research Showcase Poster (Extract) 

 
A further research showcase poster required to be produced by the researcher for the 2015 
HDR SCIT Research Showcase at the University of Wollongong, Australia provides a clear 
summary of the proposed outputs of the PhD thesis, by themes, associations and research 
focus.  

“... Given that my PhD has been all about people and community I found it important to 
reflect on where the individual is within their capacity to be a catalyst for change as the 
ethic generator, not simply a member of a community or geographical region bound 
moral overture.” (Hayes 2015a) 
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Point Of View 
       
On the 26th September, 2015 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Point Of View’ which 
contains some dialogue between the Researcher and Professor Katina Michael regarding the 
inherent issues of BWC data retention in comparison to what was expressed in the 
conversations with research participants. 

“... I had a long and hard reflective think about it all and decided that as a researcher I 
have had and now at hand 50 conversations recorded which indicated that there are 
major risks with this storage, data management issues and above all else participants 
indicate that the privacy issue is at a catastrophic level given the implications that BWC 
footage might be used against citizens, cultural profiling, lack of consent...” (Hayes 
2015h) 

Learning Through Country 
       
On October 10, 2015 the researcher was reading through William (Bill) Fogarty’s PhD thesis 
titled 'Learning Through Country’ (Fogarty 2010) on country as opposed to learning from an 
extrapolation of someone else's experience, but what Fogarty explains is what matters most is 
our memory and the importance of ‘place’. 

“... What engages me as a Researcher is references in Bill’s writing around awareness 
of space around us at both vertical and horizontal level and that our temporal memory 
is taken away if we don’t connect what we know with ‘place’. There is also a repeating 
theme of ‘Country’ and the importance of ‘place’ with sense making and ‘dadirri’ (deep 
listening) as part of the whole picture, where humans are part of nature and not 
separate to it.” (Hayes 2015g; Fogarty 2010) 

 

Photograph #56: 2015 Royal National Park, Sydney 
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Internet Of Humans Being Human 
       
On the 18th October, 2015 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Internet of Humans 
Being Human’ which is a reflection on the role of wearable computing has had as a calculated 
means to push the Internet further and faster into the corners of ‘unconnected’ humanity. 

“... Not only has television pervaded our society and inculcated us to an electronic 
social rhythm as has the clock and its power over the public, now a technological tool of 
military design, the Internet seeks to facilitate and enforce the governance over all 
communications to the last known corners of the electronically connected world. 
Knowing another 50% of the human population are yet to be connected to the Internet 
according to Tim Berners Lee, with inculturation of wearable computing and the 
normalisation of an always connected world, humanity will likely shift to a mobile human 
web - nothing more than an Internet of humans being human.” (Hayes 2015e) 

 
Climate Of Fear 
       
On December 8, 2015 the researcher posted a journal entry mulling on the observation that in 
reflection from the role as Researcher and as a parent that our children are no longer happy 
connecting in natural settings rather virtual domains through a multitude of services that 
harvest their personal data and use it against them in the future.  
 
The researcher then reflected on how much of the researchers life was lived in analogue and 
yet every moment it seems likely in the present and near future to be adding to a controlled 
digital life portfolio ie. a burgeoning social credit. 

“... As I transcribe these conversations with research participants I am struck by how 
many individuals are speaking of corporations and government ‘scooping up data’ from 
‘device users’ then creating a climate of fear to drive consumers back indoors to 
connect through devices and services which track, monitor and manipulate them in the 
guise as entertainment.” (Hayes 2015b) 
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2016 

In Listening 

The researcher met with Diane R. Dell in early 2016 in Sydney, Australia and it was in that 
conversation that the researcher learned of how important the role of listening is in the greater 
scheme of living as a human inside our own technological creations. In correspondence dated 
the 1st September 2019 Diane recounts her professional and personal contact with the 
researcher. 

 
 

Photograph #57: Alexander Hayes & Diane R. Dell - 2016  

 
Diane was a permanent teacher of Literacy and Numeracy in Adult Basic Education, later 
known as ‘Foundation Studies’ within TAFE NSW, Australia working in Colleges that were then 
and became part of The Sydney Institute of Technology eg Petersham College (colleges in the 
Metropolitan Area.)  

“... I also worked as a Facilitator in online teacher programs through projects such as 
the Australia Flexible Learning Framework ‘Learnscope’ Project (Hayes & Jay 2008) 
which was in partnership with other organisations such as the Adult Migrant Education 
Program (AMEP.)”  
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Diane also worked as a Head Teacher of Literacy / Numeracy in External Studies - now OTEN, 
as a marker for the distance education Contract Teacher course, wrote and published learning 
materials, was involved in instructional design and was also a teacher of Disabilities doing 
projects within distance education. The researcher made contact with Diane during one of the 
Learnscope projects in a group at Gladesville TAFE. 

Diane recounts; 

 “...I was immediately drawn to you by your passion and dedication to the work you had 
been doing with youth but particularly by your knowledge and academic leanings when 
you addressed us. I felt we were on the same wavelength and I had much to learn from 
you. You inspired me. You were a great addition to this project team. From there I met 
you at a number of conferences always admiring your hard work at the conferences for 
everyone, how erudite you were in sessions you spoke at, and in awe of your published 
pieces. “ - Diane R Dell. 

The researcher asked why Diane thought people were having such difficulty with body worn 
cameras which the researcher has been investigating for 10 years. 

“... Without any studied knowledge I always considered how threatened many of my 
colleagues and friends were by anything that was technology just to start with! The idea 
of wearing technology immediately alarmed those I knew who saw 1984 (dystopian 
novel by English writer George Orwell) becoming true and a Big Brother society 
beginning. Very few people looked beyond to see where it could be used in education, 
for instance,  and in particular for seeing or making videos from a particular point of 
view. I looked beyond for myself because I had an academic interest in surveillance 
from my studies and readings with Michel Foucault - particularly ‘The Archaeology of 
Knowledge’ and ‘Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison’ - and was immediately 
interested and fascinated. People nowadays are currently very concerned about their 
privacy so body worn cameras are still a major threat I would suspect. The very idea! 
And what those with bad  intent might get up to…” - Diane R Dell   

Diane Dell is central to much of the researchers historical ties with Sydney, Australia and in her 
own listening provided the necessary “mirror” to situate the PhD process as a process of 
emancipation, not simply another ticket in a long line of academic achievements.  

This acknowledgment of Country, of place-based situatedness (Lengen et al. 2018) and 
reflection (Glaze 2002), parallels those research findings of relationship with ‘place’ (Harrison 
& Greenfield 2011), of ‘place’ attachment and in Diane Dell’s case, place attachment as it 
pertains to community ‘participation in place’ (Anton & Lawrence 2014). 
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End Of Humanities 
       
On May 1, 2016 the researcher made a journal entry which stated an observance and 
contemplation of a discussion chapter that begins with a question; 

  
“... What of humanity?” (Hayes 2016c) 

       
An extrapolation may then well be; 

 “... What of humanity and all its failings… about growing together, our collective 
wellbeing, our critical consciousness and not simply artificial intelligence?“ (Hayes 
2016c) 

The researcher muses on that it seems humans are hell bent on facilitating a looming dystopia 
and in effect “... that raises more questions as I’ve worked through the PhD process.” (Hayes 
2016c) 

“...Some observations, as a researcher, analysing these interviews is that engineers 
creating ‘things’ which are the dreams of science fiction writers then haunt others with. 
This may explain why science fiction writers frequent with engineers who in turn 
replicate a science that is more fiction than fact, merely at times facilitating nothing 
more than capitalist utopia.” (Hayes 2016c) 

Another musing occurred as the researcher contemplated the key theme of privacy emerging 
from the Atlas.TI coding. 

“... It appears from examining the actions of others and at times ourselves, we are 
wandering away from a trust led society by removing our critical reflection and in turn, 
eliminating socio-ethical awareness. In a bid to control the world it would seem that in 
the rush for Singularity humanity is severing a relationship and spiritual connection with 
‘place’ in the natural environment for a vacuous development ideal.” (Hayes 2016c) 

Malkay 
       
On May 2, 2016 the researcher wrote a journal entry expressing anger for over a week since 
returning from Broome to meet with his partner Magali McDuffie and her extended Family in 
the Kimberley region of Western Australia, remarking that it seemed humans are immersed as 
a nation of complete contradictions and paradoxes with technologies only adding to that 
complexity. 
       
It was a time of great reckoning, a moment of extreme sorrow and a shift in the way the 
researcher was approaching the PhD by contemplating what exists beyond a looming dystopia 
and rise in fascism. 

“... When I began to stop speaking and listening, I began to understand that I am now 
part of that story, that it is now longer separate to me. That it is my responsibility to look 
after this Country and in doing so that it looks after me.” (Hayes 2016f) 
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Malkay My Name 
       
On July 23, 2016 the researcher sat and listened over breakfast to what activity everyone was 
preparing for the next day, then, realised that the researcher was already amongst that ‘deep 
listening’, not as a physical act of simply talking less and tuning into what was being said, 
rather, the researcher as a participant in the active listening process. 

 

Photograph #58: Three Kooya (Three Mothers) - (L) Dr. Anne Poelina,  
(M) Lucy Marshal OAM & (R) Jeannie Warbie - Balkinjirr Community, Western Australia 
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The researcher realised in listening also to Fiona Hart, who has connection to Country and 
Culture that the pure act of listening (‘active listening’) was not enough, that as a participant 
observer the researcher ‘had a role in effective listening’ and the fears expressed the night 
before were thematically ‘participation versus automation’.  

“...The glow of the computer screen, the juxtaposition of this glow with that of the faces 
of women whose own experience as ancient, as wise as the landscape where we sat. I 
found myself again deeply distressed at what I knew of the trajectory of such 
technology, the feeling of dread I felt having travelled a decade to land amongst those 
whose own connection with country will outlast this generation and the next.” (Hayes 
2016g) 

On Singularity 
       
On the 10th of May, 2016 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘On Singularity’ which in 
personal reflection juxtaposes two polar opposites of human endeavour. 

“... Bringing into focus technology that is for humanity means acknowledging the social 
and ethical implications these BWC technologies have upon humanity, not simply a 
slogan that posits a determinism defined by the technology created by a few to rule and 
lord over many.” (Hayes 2017l)  

Those enamoured with the end of humanity in a dawning realm of hypothetical technological 
Singularity must face the absolute reality of First Nation, Aboriginal Law and culture according 
to Dr. Anne Poelina, Nyikina Elder, Fitzroy River, Kimberley Region, Western Australia. 

"... Technologies cause us to be automatic, not realistic, They cause us to stop knowing 
our liyan, our instinct. They stop us knowing ourselves." - Dr. Anne Poelina, Nyikina 
Elder, Fitzroy River, Kimberley Region, Australia - Balkinjirr Community - 18 April, 2017 
- (Hayes 2017l)  
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Country 
       
On the 7th of August, 2016 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled the ‘Country’ which 
essentially outlined in personal reflection having transcribed and coded most conversations 
with research participants.  
 
This activity took many hundreds of hours, months of careful listening and hand typing. As the 
Researcher listened and reflected on what the research participant was emphasising in 
conversation, not just what they said but actually listening deeply into their inferences and 
emphasis, the more the researcher better understood that which was missing from their 
conversations. 

 
 

Photograph #59: Balkinjirr Community, Kimberley region, Western Australia 
       
 
Another clear and cogent observation stated in a remark to the researchers partner is that 
things which start and end back at the same beginning or a derivative of that beginning in a 
changed state seems to drive the whole prototyping, testing, development, marketing, 
aggregation and normalising of wearable computing technologies.  
 
Most notably, the researcher observed that very few participants spoke about their connection 
to Country or their culture in any real or deeply substantive manner.  
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Notre Dame University, Broome 

On the 11th August 2016 the researcher attended the thesis presentation by Dr. Magali McDuffie 
by invitation from the Nulungu Institute, Notre Dame University, Broome in Western Australia. 

 
 

Photograph #60: 2016 Notre Dame University - Magali McDuffie 

 
McDuffie spoke of participatory action research and filmmaking using the ‘Kalara’ principle  
developed over a 10 year period working with Aboriginal communities in the Kimberley Region 
of Western Australia.  
 
In a presentation titled ‘Nyikina Women, Development & Agency: The Importance of Booroo 
(Country)’ McDuffie related of her research across international & intercultural space’; 

“... of great interest and validation was the focus on Country, the reverence and respect 
for cultural space and place, with the many and varied means by which to leverage 
filmmaking as an emancipatory listening tool for communities facing massive pressure 
from international consortia which threatens the natural environment in that 
region.” (Hayes 2016h)   
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Null Hypothesis: On Country, Cyborgs and the Singularity 
       
 
The progress of the Phd dissertation, preliminary findings from secondary data and updates in 
the Google Glass project were raised by the researcher on Sunday, August 14, 2016 when 
engaged with Vance Stevens from Webheads International in an interview, broadcast via the 
Web Heads In Action initiative ‘Learning2gether’ in Hangouts on Air via web conference 
(Hayes & Stevens 2016).  

“....Alexander Hayes has been associated with a number of cutting edge education 
projects over the years, including exploring the potential of StreamFolio, Talking VTE, 
POV technologies, Drones for Schools, wearable technologies (and the social 
implications of surveillance, sousveillance, and uberveillance) and most recently, 
Google Glass through posting his interviews with 60 Google Glass Explorers on 
YouTube.” (Stevens 2016) 

          

Digital Sickness 
      
On the 12th of September, 2016 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled the ‘Digital 
Sickness’ in response to a looming personalised crisis occurring as a result of digital addiction 
in the wider community and examining that issue referencing the wider global human context. 
       
This reflection came about from moving to Broome Western Australia from chill Canberra, ACT 
Australia and in listening with Aboriginal Djugun and Nyikina Elders a distinct awareness arose 
that ‘kardiya’ or western humans are simply lost in the digital cloud. Sadly along with this are 
many of their young people no longer participating in cultural activities, which in turn brings 
about great sadness with the old people.  

“... As a Researcher and as always a mere and mortal human being human, all I can 
contemplate is how to transcend this digital sickness and the only answer it seems lies 
in Booroo, Country. In nature we find the answers to most of what is lacking in a 
corporation led virtual reality. At stake is not just our sanity, but that of the whole 
condition of humanity.” (Hayes 2016b) 

Big History, Deep Time & The Age of Humans 

The researcher attended the ‘Big History, Deep Time & The Age of Humans Symposium’ event 
on the 25th October 2016 (Hayes 2016e) held at the University of Technology Sydney as part 
of the Anthropocene Transition Project in the UTS Business School. (Hayes 2016a) 

Most notable was the presentation by Dr. Anne Poelina who spoke of the importance of 
maintaining active culture and the role of Traditional Custodians in the Kimberley region of 
Western Australia. 
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“... In this 'Age of Humans' our species is outstripping the planet's capacity to maintain 
conditions conducive to many forms of life. We are pushing the Earth System towards 
rapid, unpredictable and potentially catastrophic state changes beyond the evolutionary 
experience of both humans and many other species.” (Poelina 2016) 

 
 

Photograph #61: 2016 Living In Deep Time - Anne Poelina 

Nyikina Collaborative Filmmaking 
       
In conjunction with Researcher and Filmmaker, Magali McDuffie in late October 2016 the 
researcher engaged in lengthy discussions and collaboratively visualised the process that 
McDuffie has employed when working with the Nyikina Community of Western Australia. 
       
Discussions ranged across domains as diverse as Digital Humanities, Languages, Ethnic 
Studies, Environmental Humanities, Media Studies, Environmental Science, Sociology and 
Visual Anthropology. The figures were created in an online visual editing tool called Gliffy 
which were developed and formed part of a higher degree by research (HDR) presentation at 
the end of that year (McDuffie & Hayes 2015).  
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Rage 
       
On the 19th of November, 2016 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled the ‘Rage’ reflecting 
on the difficulties of completing a PhD amidst the many challenges that life presents and 
prevents us from reaching completion.  
 
The very real account for what the researcher was enduring at the time is only a snippet of the 
intense reality that many PhD students experience through the research journey. 

“...That process of the PhD without scholarship, as a mature aged student with five 
children, living in a hand built cabin some say is no bigger than a bedsit for one. That 
process of enduring seven and eight out of ten points of continuous pain from a chronic 
rheumatological medical condition rendering me blind from acute iritis, almost dead 
from heart failure due to acute pericarditis, rendering my neck stiffer than a whiplashed 
car victim.” (Hayes 2016i) 

 
Fair Game For The Same 
       
On the 25th of November, 2016 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled the ‘Fair Game For 
The Same’ in personal reflection of experiences as a Researcher amongst the Aboriginal 
Nyikina people of the Kimberley region, Western Australia. 

“...My partner points me to a book upon my return home, Joe Nangan’s Dreaming, and 
I turn to page 8 which contains a quote, ‘... because it was not tilled or harvested or 
grazed in European agricultural style it was considered ‘empty’ and available’. The 
Government of the time recognised no Aboriginal land rights and encouraged the taking 
up of land for pastoral use.” (Nangan & Edwards 1976) 

Then on the same day the researcher sat and contemplated why in western culture that the 
anthropological standard of ‘hard work’ and ‘evidence of capitalist intervention’ signalled 
success for those who are never content anyway. 

“... it now begs the question whether what I am observing as a researcher is now tied to 
the same concept where the ‘land’ is now the human body, that if the body is not being 
used productively then it is ‘fair game for the same’ and exploited by corporations and 
Government.” (Hayes 2016d)  

Life Happens 
       
On December 16, 2016 the researcher wrote a journal entry which to rouse the spirits of 
written prose a realisation became that the PhD thesis is a limited but powerful window and 
opportunity to bring in the significant voices of others, to name names and bring to life that 
which crashes around in the researchers mind keeping the researcher awake till the sun starts 
to rise when the researcher should have been soundly asleep. 
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This is an opportunity to dispel some myths, unwrap some trade secrets and possibly even 
bring light into some dark corners of the Internet as well as an opportunity to build words into 
paragraphs and prose worthy of peer critique. 

“... Those serving the encroaching technocracy agenda, be them in the capacity of 
scientists, technicians, technologists, government officials, or academics etc… 
whatever their means to an end in support of the pseudo-science, at least some would 
have to see it as a belief system, blindly ignoring the contradictions or lack of scientific 
evidence in order to maintain their false beliefs.” (Phillips 2015) 
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2017 
 
Reluctance of Interviewees 
       
On February 16, 2017 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled the ‘Reluctance of 
Interviewees’ in personal reflection regarding interactions between stakeholder groups and 
research participants as observed through the final moments of conversation analysis using 
Atlas.TI and Leximancer. 
       
In some instances feedback from research participants regard this ‘slow reveal’ of the 
researcher as ‘stealth’ and for some others ‘a disingenuous modus’ not worth repeating. 

“... The Researcher gets them aside to have a conversation and ask them the drilling 
questions that I have and what does it reveal? It reveals that they have in fact great 
reservations about technology and its impact on their own lives and yet they contradict 
themselves and trip over their own position when it comes to standing by what they 
said in a probing interview...” (Hayes 2017o) 

 
The Liminal Self 
       
On March 1, 2017 the researcher made a journal entry which demonstrates a distinct 
recalcitrance but clear understanding as to the struggle of the use of the term ‘researcher’ and 
the abandonment of the ‘I’ or egoic self-in-prose. 
       
The use of third person in the researchers writing style is therefore an architectural conjoint 
mechanism to describe concepts that have emerged through the research journey for 
academic peer scrutiny. The researcher in long discussions with the Supervisor learned that is 
traditionally referred to as ‘academic voice’ and throughout this thesis, where it is appropriate 
to use this third person register then it has been employed particularly when referencing the 
works and creations of other researchers. 
       
This ensures a level but not total impartial reference to scientific findings with observations of 
bias that are simply not misinterpreted as claimed truths. 

“...Think about the habits and traditions in your field, think about the nature of your field 
and do not hesitate to take responsibility for your own (possibly not that great) ideas.” - 
(Jannson 2014) 
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Intersticia 
       
The researcher was invited to attend the ‘Brave Conversations’ event at the Australian National 
University on the 10th and 11th April 2017. Given the way the researcher was treated appallingly 
by the ANU who believe they are a law unto themselves and who harbour some nasty self-serving 
vipers who claim cultural connection with Country (which the researcher considers utter hypocrisy).  

The researcher chose to contribute to this ‘important’ summative event with a response which 
the researcher has taken the liberty of extracting one quote from which sums up the end to the 
main research activity period before thesis production. 

“... I am focussed on the socio ethical implications of wearable technology as we 
descend into a dystopia of implantable, insertable technology and this disaster called 
the Singularity that corporations would have us believe is the answer for the 
anthropocene. I am working closely with Aboriginal and other First Nation communities 
who believe that it's about the Law of the land, not the law of (white) man and that this 
tech led discussion is simply another genocide. In short, my focus is on what is taking 
our "instinct" away, where has our "liyan" gone and if we have lost our moral compass 
and even the ability to grasp at an ethical framework as individuals what hope does our 
communities have.” (Hayes 2017i) 

Implantable Technology 
       
On the 12th May, 2017 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Implantable Technology’ in 
personal reflection of the trajectory for wearable computing technologies being that of 
implantable technologies as mentioned in transcripts by most research participants and 
stakeholder groups. 

“... On the eve of my flight out in a few hours time to Broome, Western Australia from 
my home in Canberra, Australian Capital Territory as a Researcher I now reflect on 
recent news regarding the proliferation of implantable technology sweeping across 
medical, banking & finance, insurance and social services sectors in the world.” (Hayes 
2017h) 

Micklo Corpus Camp Yulleroo 
       
On May 14, 2017 the researcher made a journal entry noting that over the last few days there 
had been a flurry of activity over at the camp that Micklo Corpus, senior Law man and Yawuru 
Traditional Custodian has manned for over two years on Yawuru country. The camp was 
situated approximately 80kms out of Broome, Western Australia on the road to Derby. 

That is, the camp WAS situated there, complete with cyclone proof sheds and shelters that 
Broome Council had deemed illegal. Corpus spoke at length with the researcher of the 
continued threats and harassment he has endured, including court cases and police 
harassment to push him off his traditional country. 
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Photograph #62: 2017 Yulleroo Camp - Micklo Corpus 
  

“... Micklo described in detail, drawing with his finger in the pindan soil, the triple barbed 
wire compound that they had built around the fracking mine site on his country. He 
described how the compound is ringed with surveillance cameras and noted also that at 
different times he had seen drone technology up to 250 metres above and around the 
mining compound. He likened this to ecological disaster and genocide, a power play of 
international consortia pressuring the Australian government and the subsequent 
detrimental fall out for the community as a result.” (Hayes 2017j; Hayes 2017c) 
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Dreaming Our Reality 
       
On the 20th May, 2017 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Dreaming Our Reality’ 
which describes a short film called ‘Millenium’ produced by the BBC featuring Aboriginal 
Nyikina Elder, Paddy Roe and Frans Hoogland as they speak of a connection with and the 
importance of Country. 

“... The conversation between Paddy Roe and Frans Hoogland opens up the most 
cogent examples of how we can connect the loss of human spirit as a result of the 
abstraction of living amongst computational intervention. In other words, location is 
about land, Country speaking into people, not location as a computational place 
marker, rather an instinctual relatedness with the geomorphology and biosphere in 
which humans exist.” (Hayes 2017g)   

Connecting With Place 
       
In a research journal entry dated May 30, 2017 the researcher reflects on the parallels 
between reading through interview transcripts of research participants and what the 
researcher was picking up from conversations in Broome with Goolarabooloo Elder and 
Walman Yawuru descendant, Ronald Roe (Wikipedia contributors 2019) and Cultural 
Custodian, Nykina Elder, Anne Poelina (Poelina 2019) in Broome, Western Australia. 

“... Connecting with place means living with one eye on the present moment and the 
other hovering around looking back and trying to avoid making new mistakes. It means 
that the world can be our ‘place’, that our birthplace never changes nor does the tie to 
moral culture restrict us to enacting, living out the expectations of others to conform to 
their own control structure.” (Hayes 2017d)  

Surveillance Capitalism 
       
On June 20, 2017 the researcher struck upon another key term which describes what is 
happening in society at the moment. The PhD research provides the reader with ethnographic 
account and evidence of how networked technologies connected via the Internet which was 
purported to bring great freedoms for humanity, yet may in fact be the vehicle facilitating the 
very opposite, the death of privacy. 
       
The emergent counter-discourse to that of a western capitalist development and associated 
paradigm is evident in the discussion chapter of this research, derivative of immersive and 
reflection research activities, an identification of cultural practices and values that serve as an 
indicator of power relations, cultural phenomena that manifests with the prevalence or 
absence of things in a society. eg. presence of surveillance and absence of culture. 

“... Surveillance capitalism may now need to be considered as the largest power broker 
for society, given the array of machinery that now feeds upon humanity producing a 
terrorism of its own making. At stake is our personal freedom and this surveillance, as 
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evidenced across a range of research activities brings into question the very 
constitution for a civil and private society. For those wealthy enough, the power to 
switch off such oversight of their lives means a bought freedom, a freedom within 
constraint.” (Hayes 2017r) 

Social Cooling 
       
On June 22, 2017 the researcher discovered this very compelling and relevant website.  

“...That freedom to circumvent social credit is also within the confines of the very same 
capitalism humanity sought to escape and yet...this...a burgeoning control of our 
humanity, so this is why this research is important as it explores how identity, power 
and whereabouts all contribute to our collective and individual sense of freedom, not 
our subscription to a highly organised society.” (Hayes 2017q; Schep 2017) 

Data Flows, Power and Control 
       
On June 29, 2017 the researcher wrote a journal entry expressing that the notions of power 
and control of where data goes-and-flows is very much central to where this research finds its 
form and is most useful when this research is examined as actors within social functions. 
       
For example, a social network which is constructed around ‘have you forgotten your password’ 
and so “... the premise goes, give the public something for free, ensure the user interface and 
design is addictive, provide access to services that are not available elsewhere and seed the 
whole brand, structure and form across society as an interwoven web and let them know that 
to withdraw from such a service means a certain social suicide.”  

“... decades later my instinct or ‘liyan’ as the Nyikina community of the Kimberley region 
call it, gave me a deep seated sense that access for all and the mantras that keep 
coming forward as the constitution to the formation of an electronic hybrid, an 
electrophorus, as mere conjecture, hard sell with little substance. As a public we were 
sold a dream, a state of connection that would bring about great peace for 
humanity.” (Hayes 2017e) 
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The Phd Research Journey 
       
On the 1st July, 2017 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘The PhD Research Journey’ 
in personal reflection of the dual effect of participatory immersion and further research 
emanating from BWC implications across many different domains. 

“... The beginning to research and the end to learning never seems to match what we 
have in reality to encounter and it is that story that grounds this research in the study of 
power between those key actors who contribute towards this hell on earth or for many 
who refuse to subscribe to the drip feed of supposed normality, that a critical refrain for 
examining a situation becomes possible. In my case the role of participatory action and 
research seems to be a natural fit for what I do and in many cases what I have failed to 
do.” (Hayes 2017s) 

Nineteen Eighty Four 
      
In 1984 whilst attending secondary school the researcher read and was deeply affected by 
George Orwells ‘Nineteen Eighty Four” written in 1948 and published in 1949, forecasting 
much of what we are now experiencing in a contemporaneous society. 
       
George Orwell provided for the researcher answers to the jigsaw of life with ‘Animal Farm’ also 
on our reading list. The researcher recalls reading during that year Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s 
‘The Gulag Archipelago’ prompting the researcher to consider social action as a lifelong 
mission.  

“... we now live it seems in George Orwell’s ‘1984’ satirical fantasy and it seems also 
Aldous Huxley’s ‘Animal Farm’. In fact ‘The Circle’ by Dave Eggers is even now a 
bygone concept as Google has released plans to redevelop the ‘Google Clip’. The 
panopticon is what we live and try to breathe in and wearable computing is how they 
sold ‘us’ to them.” (Hayes 2017a) 

Power 
      
On July 22, 2017 the researcher wrote a journal entry expressing the futility of thinking as one 
self, alone, solitary. In essence though, prior to the postgraduate research experience the 
researcher considered life was confined by moral society, ethically bound within the 
constraints of law and a seemingly perverse social order. 
       
Society for the researcher prior to commencing the PhD had been a massive beast of 
oversight and under-sight, a soup of judgemental and biased morals, imbued with capitalist 
values and norms which the researcher repeatedly found themselves working away from, an 
outsider at times, the recalcitrant and questioning soul. 

“...It was in that position of contemplating power, the playoff between one actor and 
another, the formation of groups around value, that I discovered my own self as a 
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participant. Within that space, that interactive engagement, power becomes a central 
theme to all that unfolds in the realm of research because we must first in some way 
picture ourselves out of that physical realm and to do so that means we need to have 
the capacity, the capability, the foresight to be in the position of oversight, to be above 
that which we are the actor within, simultaneously at times.” (Hayes 2017m)   

Significance Of Instinct 
       
On August 3, 2017 the researcher considered how deeply rooted in human psyche the 
concept of ‘instinct’ is across all cultures. In many discussions the researcher had questioned 
others as to what makes up or guides their ‘sense’ of being or indeed whether ‘instinct’ has 
anything to do with ‘sense of place’. 

“... A first thought if that of our basic instinct as humans to protect others and ourselves. 
Perhaps a general idea that our instinct is ours and ours alone. What essentially is 
‘instinct’ you might ask? I’ve often contemplated what life might be if we were unable to 
feel our way forward’ or as first nation people like Paddy Roe globally attest, to dream 
into existence our own reality, not simply think we have no power in doing so. (Hayes 
2017p) 

The researchers also believes that instinct as a literary term is a shallow, Anglo-celt expression 
which only touches on the surface of what we actually mean by ‘gut feel’. Think for instance 
how many times today you have been guided by that ‘gut feel’, how many times you 
consciously made a decision or took a path to a result that was based on that instinctual feel-
forward-feeling. 

“... It begs another question. What of the significance of instinct - is it enough simply to 
say it sometimes guides us in our decision making or as I will argue, instinct is as 
‘litany’ is to Australian Aboriginal people. Our ability to tap into that energy, that 
connection means we have a better way of seeing our way forward, responsibly living a 
life worth living, not simply a capitalist virtual dreamscape.” (Hayes 2017p) 

Protecting Country 
       
On August 22, 2017 the researcher wrote a journal entry about speak of the awareness that 
came of travelling across the country, the destruction of the environment along the way, the 
opportunity to listen to Elders speaking of the role of how connection with country as being 
central to our lifeworlds as human beings. 

“... In July 2017 with the guidance of Bruce Hammond, Tanganekald Traditional 
Custodian of Adelaide, South Australia in conjunction with Magali McDuffie from 
Ngikalikarra Media I assisted in bringing the ‘Protecting Country’ documentary film on a 
screening road trip across Australia. The road trip took 14 days to complete and we 
travelled over 7741 kilometres through some of the more remote regions of 
Australia.” (Hayes 2017n) 
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Photograph #63: 2016 Iga Warta - James Butler 
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2018 

Kunin, Western Australia 

In 2018 the researcher connected with and listened to Ronald Roe, Walman Yawuru 
Descendant and Goolarabooloo Elder, then helped Ronald by editing a paper explaining the 
significance of what Law means in the traditional custodian sense of knowing Country. 

 
Photograph #64: 2018 Kunin Law: Crow & Country - Ronald Roe 

“... An institutional tool amongst others, Native Title could be construed, in Bourdieu’s 
words, as a legitimising tool for the colonial power to exert more control over Aboriginal 
people. Through making Aboriginal culture part of the cultural arbitrary of the dominant 
power (Bourdieu and Passeron 1990), by making it an integral part of the Western 
institutional system, the cultural capital which previously rested in the hands of 
Aboriginal people, as embodied (Bourdieu 1986) finds itself dis-aggregated through 
anthropological reports, legal findings, and held by various corporations, not individuals 
or communities - becoming, for some, the source of economic capital and of perceived 
symbolic power, and generating divisions amongst the community.” (McDuffie, Magali. 
2018) (Hayes & Roe 2018) 
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Didirrgun  
      
The researcher made a journal entry on September 7, 2017 noting that night the researcher 
had the privilege of sitting on the pindan dunes amongst all the cockle shells listening to Bart 
Pigram, Uncle Peter Peter's and another Elder man tell stories of their time as children on 
Kennedy Hill or Didirrgun in Broome, Western Australia.  

“... The researcher listened to another old welcome to country, audio stories and then 
they told us stories about Bookarrarra , the lady in the red dress, the devil dog story, 29

about fishing for stingrays, old men fish traps down south and north of Broome.” (Hayes 
2017f) 

ONERC 
       
On October 1, 2017 the researcher received a comment in Facebook with publication of the 
link to the article by Nicolas Beriot, Former Secretary General, ONERC, the National 
Observatory of the Effects of Climate Change, French Ministry of the Environment, Engineer. 

“... I recently had the privilege of having my opinion piece titled ‘On Country: Australian 
Aboriginal Communities, Mining, and Artificial Intelligence’ published in the Society on 
Social Implications of Technology magazine.” (Hayes 2017k)   
 
    

Trust Based 
     
The researcher of November 1, 2017 sat musing over what constitutes a ‘trust based’ 
connection as we descend into an era of technology mediated insecurity, our blockchain 
constantly handshaking with provider, service and national security identity check point there is 
one thing apparent. 

“... Engineers and information system developers have ensured our fundamental 
connection with each other as now compulsorily mediated, dependent on digital profiles 
we once dismissed playfully as inconvenient at worst. After all, who needs a password 
when we use the same one for all service providers except the bank. For those who 
seek ultimate expediency even trust has become a commodity, an embodied implant 
perhaps closer to an Uberveillance we once dismissed as science fiction.” (Hayes 
2017t)  

The researcher wrote that humans are led to believe as citizens that we have a right to 
question why each and every one of our transactions are being monitored, retained, 
compared. If nothing more our right to know about yourself and the power for deletion must be 
maintained at all cost we claim yet where and when do we exercise such a right?  

 Since the Beginning.29
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“... If society by virtue of cultural association is largely disciplinary then what became of 
trust? In that regard, has digital, replicable technology eroded that trust by cannibalising 
control and become the very tool of oppression we sought to avoid?” (Hayes 2017t)  

It is apparent to the researcher that a trajectory be articulated that seeks a way forward for 
humanity not simply a predictive analysis touting papal control, a singular dystopia and 
environmental degradation unchecked. Nor are claims that trust is a blockchain, artificial 
intelligence an inevitable, automated food farms an answer for a flailing Anthropocene. 

“... If humans "become" a camera have we then simply lost our ability to see? Or, as 
some would have is believe, has humanity evolved into an übermensch, a super human 
made up of nodes in an electrophorus where trust is merely one number joined to the 
next?” (Hayes 2017t)  

Trust is a handshake, an eye-to-eye human connection that brings all senses to bear asserts 
the Researcher. 

“... Without trust in a state led technologically mediated hope all we do is thrash around 
in a virtual reality unaware we have pissed in our own pants and wiped out a whole 
community in a single keystroke.” (Hayes 2017t)  

Memory 
       
On the 10th January, 2018 the Researcher wrote a journal entry titled ‘Memory’ in personal 
reflection and preparation for an event which brought together educators enthusiastically 
engaging with students in the virtual reality game Minecraft as a tool in an educational context. 

“... As a presenter I am going to explore the notion of how Minecraft is affecting our 
method of loci, reshaping (eroding?) our memory palace skills and with the onset and 
convergence of mixed reality wearable technology in this space how it may be 
contributing to the shift in humanity as we know it, especially in younger children who 
are heavily involved in that space (not place).” (Hayes 2018b) 

During this presentation and discussion with the participants the researcher posited that as 
active agents of sociological change children now challenge the researcher stereotype amidst 
a battleground of virtual, augmented and mixed reality wearable computing. The researcher 
raised the notion that fractals once closer to philosophical ramblings of the mathematical in the 
field of chaos theory are now an educative and neurological rearrangement as STEAM gets 
creative in Minecraft. 
      
The researcher then reinforced a position that a dilemma has emerged as participatory 
netnography reveals the longer term socio-ethical effects of corporations punching through our 
privacy firewalls, programming our minds and harvesting our creativity. A failure to recognise 
the inherent dangers of destroying natural environments is as much about the power of those 
who don't care and those who care enough to stop them.  
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“... When we enmesh ourselves in a virtual reality we are eroding our capacity to 
connect with place and if we do that, we erode our capacity to retain our culture. 
Country is our location map for memory and culture is that memory being based on 
place, not just an inanimate location. Ostensibly, memory constructed as a connection 
with Country is at the core of culture, to who we are as individuals, of our collectives, 
tribes and families.” (Hayes 2018b) 

Thoughts On Place 
       
On the 23rd September 2018, the Researcher wrote an email to Professor Katina Michael 
expressing an understanding of why ‘Country’ and ‘place’ are central to an ethical framework 
for the PhD thesis. 

“... Place being that 'sense of place' - belonging to and grounded in and on Country. 
The disambiguation and separation between the human and place occurs first in 
language when ‘Country’ is referred to as ‘THE country’.” (Hayes 2018c) 

Axon Discussion 
       
On the 28th September, 2015 the Researcher engaged with a colleague who had recent 
discussions with Axon, a law enforcement focussed BWCs developer and supplier based in 
the United States of America. 

“... Aside from that, the responses were what I expected in relation to data security, 
saying that they have staff dedicated to monitor security breaches, they use Microsoft 
Azure cloud that has government security standards, and haven't had any breaches to 
date.” - De-identified as cited in (Hayes 2018a)  
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2019 
 
Internet of Us 

 

Photograph #65: 2010 Uberveillance Website - Top 100 themes 

 
On the 10th January, 2019 the Researcher contributed to the Uberveillance.com website in a 
blogpost focussed on recent news of implantable technologies in a broad social context. 

“... Biohax have installed thousands of professionals worldwide in the financial, 
healthcare, government, science, and technology sectors. Biohax have enabled their 
carriers to increase their security in the digital world, provide 100% identification 
clearance, and unlimited seamless experiences with their connected 
surroundings.” (Hayes 2019g) 

More On Surveillance Capitalism 
       
Shoshana Zuboff's book ‘The Age of Surveillance Capitalism’ which was published on January 
15th 2019 gives a detailed examination of the unprecedented power of surveillance capitalism 
delivered through powerful corporations to predict and control societal behaviour. (Evangelista 
2019) 
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Zuboff identifies four key features in the logic of surveillance capitalism which follow four key 
features identified by Google's chief economist Hal Varian.  
       
These features that Zuboff highlights are: 

● The drive toward more and more data extraction and analysis; 
● The development of new contractual forms using computer-monitoring and automation; 
● The desire to personalise and customise the services offered to users of digital 

platforms; 
● The use of the technological infrastructure to carry out continual experiments on its users 

and consumers. 
 
The ‘Digital Declaration’ written by Zuboff is of most interest in the move against Surveillance 
Capitalism of Big Data.  

"...will we be the masters of information, or will we be its slaves? (...) if the digital future 
is to be our home, then it is we who must make it so." (Zuboff 2014) 

In Place Of God 
       
In a series of emails which relate to the completion of the PhD thesis the researcher picked out 
this particular moment… as for the researcher it defines the bigger picture or the ‘leap off point’ 
from where the PhD finishes and where the next part of the learning journey begins. (Hayes 
2019e) 

Email correspondence to Katina Michael, cc. xxxxx, - 28th May, 2019  

“... I hope the packing goes well. So much to remember and the superhuman you are 
becomes the human in such tiredness. What I was pointing out is that even at this late 
stage we have much to discuss. Place could be God. What I was pointing out is that what 
we put at the centre to a diagram must represented the core to the inquiry. The external 
variables will always alter in context the poster I created in 2015 with xxxxx emphasised 
that what is missing in western society is the capacity to grasp that ethically the way we 
consider life is based on blind faith. Moral mass. Consumer creation in the likeness of 
greed, wealth and more of it. You will recall the framework figure I put together with 
xxxxxx which put ‘country’ as central to what guides and runs this place, world. As an 
engineer, without any idea of what country means the xxxxx of this world see nothing 
other than what they can get. They contribute nothing more than how to make life's 
conveniences which are tapping us to consume more. As I’m learning, in reflection I know 
what I don't know and in that space I’m learning more about what I consider to be of 
value or not. We are nearing the end now and the framework figure may never emerge 
anymore than what I know at the point of departure from it all. I just hope in some way to 
‘nail it’ and this historical snapshot will be worth it all.”  

Reply from Katina Michael, 28th May, 2019.  

“... Perfect. You have nailed it. Not because you mention God who I believe is at the 
centre of everything, but because the camera hungry body worn instrumentation attempts 
to sit in place of God...in place of ‘place’.”  

Reply to Katina Michael from Alexander Hayes 29th May, 2019.  
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“... the camera by design colonises the human form and by wearing it, we become it, then 
in turn we lose our human sense of place.” 

Film-taking 

After a long discussion with researcher Dr. Magali McDuffie on June 14, 2019 the researcher 
wrote to the Chief Investigator, Katina Michael with news that brought to a head many 
unresolved moments of methodological musings for the research inquiry. (Hayes 2019b) 

“... Hi Katina, 
        
Having had some time to think about it now and in speaking with Magali tonight I am 
pretty certain I know why the background chapter is a muddle and I have perhaps a way 
to resolve it. 
        
Let's look at this way. 

Film-taking, (opposite to filmmaking) that is ‘film’ or digital video that is ‘taking’ in a 
distrustful manner (not a trust based relationship) is taking away information 
purporting to be for the subjects best interests and even claiming that it protects the 
citizen rights, personal security and well being of the camera bearer, lifelogger, 
officer.  

The human (for the subject) is no longer visible and all that others then question (user 
known as bearer) in its absence is where then is the camera? In many cases, where 
it the camera oscillates from overt to covert in effect it then disappears into the 
human…and those around them dismiss that bearer (human wearer become camera) 
as simply another node in a surveillance society.  

The same claims that surveillance positions itself  in society, a presence that 
engenders trust is in fact an orchestration that perpetuates distrust, with many 
accounts through my PhD research providing evidence of this phenomena. Likewise 
sousveillance which is nothing more than the inverse (yet not opposite) and despite 
all the claims of its power differential contribution is just another camera in the grid, a 
half-cocked blunderbuss staring down the barrel of a failed recalcitrance…wearing it 
essentially means you become it in a Heideggerian enframement. 

        
As an OBSERVER from afar, I sat and looked in wonderment at humans who seemed to 
be doing something rather interesting with cameras and to achieve their goals they were 
strapping them onto themselves. I was looking at them from a distance and not 
understanding what they were doing I took a step closer. In some instances I kept my 
distance and whilst I attended forums and workshops or conferences or events I did not 
participate in the observable use of nor active engagement with the technology. Geoff 
was the first and many others followed. 

As a PARTICIPANT OBSERVER I then went about engaging with these people who 
were experimenting with these devices and secretly (private and unknown to the others) I 
began testing the concept of wearing the camera to understand it in entirety and with 
some degree of creativity I was then considered to be an informant of the phenomena, an 
expert in knowledge of the field, its contemporaries. Later I was observed actively 
engaging within events and interacting directly with the technology, creating digital 
resources with the technology in a detached, tool orientation where the camera and its 
computations remained separate to my identity. I was disconnected from those who had 
already become the camera and lived their life by it - Cathal Gurrin. 
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Then one day I received a camera that I could wear and it ‘auto-magically’ transformed 
me into one more of itself, the framework on which it could be carried and operated. I 
ceased to inform others of its workings and as I have described in many differing journal 
entries I noted a substantial shift in the way others related to me, engaged with me or 
'acted' around me. I refused to take it off and wilfully disregarded the objections by those 
who indicated they did not wish to be in my relational subjective field of view. 
        
In effect the camera became an ACTUATOR of change around me and chilled my 
relationships considerably with others and cannibalised my thinking around data, value 
and community. The camera and its computations had become a large face to my 
identity, photoborg, cyborg. 
 
This introduces the PARTICIPANT ACTUATOR (I have enough references there to 
defend it as a 'new' conceptual and perceptual finding). 
       
In essence, if the chapter is split down into two phases: 
       
(1) immersion in which I describe all the roles and events and then; 
       
(2) reflection through the 'eyes' of the journal, through the multitude of eyes of the borg 
camera and as Teemu and Leigh have called it, the ‘interview society of disingenuity’. 
       
Look at all the differing points of reflection I have to inform what I discovered in digital 
land versus my naive and often recalcitrant REFUSAL to conform to the cameras 
wishes...the many times I BROKE as a result of becoming that photoborg. 
       
Actually being vulnerable about what failed!!! 
       
The authentic....and juxtapose the lot with Jean Rouch perhaps even signalling that 
surveillance and BWC is not the death of filmmaking rather it has become and can be 
simply acknowledged as FILM-TAKING... a distrustful act often contravening cultural 
protocols. 
       
Your thoughts. 
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Thoughts On Location Based Services 
 
As the researcher was composing figures using the online graphics tool, Gliffy, some thoughts 
on location based services came to mind to share and discuss with the Supervisor, Professor 
Katina Michael. (Hayes 2019k) 

Email Correspondence - Alexander Hayes to Katina Michael - June 18, 2019.  

“... Hi Katina, 
       
Just thinking through the differences between the LBS figure and the emergent themes 
figure. 
       
LBS was hardly raised at all by interviewees and to a large extent for many of the people 
I spoke to HOW LBS works and to what extent they are personally tracked remains an 
inconvenient mystery to them. 
       
What and I both know is that LBS makes intelligence gathering possible and I would like 
to liken it to the ‘fuel’ in the realm of the actuator metaphor. For instance, in 2004 a GoPro 
was a dumb device in a waterproof cover. Two years later it was WiFi and GPS equipped 
and making its impact known by tracking all the best extreme sports enthusiasts. 
       
What I am conscious of is saying what I discovered, what I learned and nothing more 
powerful than anecdotes and empirical evidence that demonstrates that LBS ‘burns’ 
culture as it gives away patterns to the anthropos and makes those patterns exploitable. 
       
Onto chapter formations and reading for me now.” 
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SAE Creative Institute, Western Australia 

 

Photograph #66: 2019 SAE Creative Institute-  Alexander Hayes 

 
The researcher was invited to present at the SAE Institute in Perth Western Australia on the 
5ht July 2019 delivering the preliminary findings of the PhD research investigation. 

“... the human (for the subject) is no longer visible and all that others then question 
(user known as bearer) in its absence is where then is the camera? In many cases, 
where it the camera oscillates from overt to covert in effect it then disappears into the 
human…and those around them dismiss that bearer (human wearer become camera) 
as simply another node in a surveillance society. The same claims that surveillance 
positions itself in society, a presence that engenders trust, which is in fact an 
orchestration that perpetuates distrust, with many accounts through my PhD research 
providing evidence of this phenomena. Likewise sousveillance which is nothing more 
than the inverse (yet not opposite) and despite all the claims of its power relational 
contribution is just another camera in the grid, a half-cocked blunderbuss staring down 
the barrel of a failed recalcitrance…wearing it essentially means you ‘become it’ using 
the Heideggerian notion of enframement.” (Hayes 2019j) 
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In Duality 

If you managed to read this far then you, as the Reader are now invited to participate in 
something far more important than a PhD thesis Research Journal Summary. 

Each and every human is nothing more than matter, formed and in our energy state we 
resonate according to Paddy Roe OAM, (Lulu) Aboriginal Nyikina Traditional Custodian and 
Goolarabooloo Maja. To fully connect with Country is the deepest and most important reason 
or meaning as why and how we inhabit this world. 

“... Marloo nyla ngayoo which in Nyikina language means ‘I know nothing’ in the context 
of everything I say as a human being I need to listen twice as much to know… and 
even in knowing, I declare as Kardiya that I am learning and know nothing.”  

The most important tool we have as a human is Listening - both ways and we have got to 
Listen… Ngikalikarra . 30

 

Photograph #67: The Researcher - Alexander Hayes 

 Australian Aboriginal Nyikina term meaning ‘you have got to listen’.30
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Dr. Anne Poelina, an Aboriginal Nyikina Traditional Custodian from the Kimberley region of 
Western Australia visited the researchers home in Perth, Western Australia in 2019 and during 
that visit the researcher naively asked to have a photograph taken with Anne. 

“… the reply was a gentle ‘no’ and when asked why Anne asked the question as to 
what significance it would have in the future if such an image was to be used in ways in 
which she did not approve of. Stumped for an answer the researcher replied that he did 
not know, to which Poelina remarked that in the not knowing or ‘Marloo nyla ngayoo’ 
that the greatest things of all are revealed.” (Hayes 2019d) 

The exchange left the researcher with an understanding that in not-knowing something and 
acknowledging that in the not-knowing is ok too that the greatest learning can happen. This 
was related by the researcher to the many times when asking the question ‘why’ in 
communities in the Kimberley region of Western Australia the answer was often total silence. 

Another similar such event happened when the researcher asked the same question with 
Adnyamathanha people of the Stirling Ranges in South Australia and was given an answer od 
silence similar. This indicates that in fullness, the answer is not yet known, which is 
confounding and often frustrating for ‘kardiya’ who misconstrue the silence as ignorance or 
rudeness.  

The fact being that in the not knowing and listening the knowing arrives and it is in that space 
of listening that the greatest knowledge of all can be gained… no matter how uncomfortable 
that makes that individual feel. 

Only in a deep state of listening will we achieve what we need to protect and flourish as a 
Humanity as all good and bad occurs in duality.  

We have the choice to grow, or conversely; 

“… the tree of life is often cut down to create paper which is then used to create books 
in which we claim to contain what we know about the tree of life.” (Hayes 2019d) 
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Appendix 

Title AUPOV 2009 Conference: Dr. Katina Michael Plenary

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #1 Date June 19 18, 2009

Type Photograph Licence CC BY 2.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title -

Location University of Toronto, Canada. Event AUPOV Conference

Details Photograph by Robyn Jay - Available at https://www.flickr.com/photos/learnscope/
3643100058/in/photostream/

Meta F/ 5.6 50.0 mm 1/60 ISO 400 

Title 2010 BWC Demonstration - Geoff Lubich

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #2 Date Oct 18, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title bwc-demonstration.png

Location Online Event Streamfolio Demonstration

Details Digital screenshot 

Meta 0.3 MP 701 x 392 323 KB screenshot

Title 2010 Sydney Institute of Technology CLI Connects Conference POV Demo

DOI N/A  ID # #3 Date Dec 08, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 2.0

Camera N/A Original Title N/A

Location Sydney Institute of Technology Event CLI Connects Conference

Details Adobe Connect webinar featuring Rory O'Brien in September 2010 CLI Connects 
conference program on Point of View (POV) Cameras with 2 video inputs, one 
including a VIO 1.5 POV. Photograph by Stephan Ridgway.

URL https://www.flickr.com/photos/stephanridgway/5210583295

Title 2010 Streamfolio CIT Marg O’Connell
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DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #4 Date July 28, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title streamfolio-test-marg.png

Location CIT, Canberra, Australia Event Streamfolio Demonstration

Details Digital screenshot of a Streamfolio player window containing a video image of Marg 
OConnell, Educational Designer at Canberra Institute of Technology, Australia.

Meta 0.4 MP 1372 x 1162 471 KB screenshot

Title 2010 Streamfolio Beta Trials

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #5 Date March 10, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title -

Location Sydney, Australia Event Streamfolio Beta Trials

Details A digital screenshot of the final Streamfolio beta identity management window inside 
the ELGG / Moodle module.

Meta 0.3 MP 1372 x 1162 197 KB screenshot

Title 2010 Streamfolio ELGG BWC Demonstration

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #6 Created Dec 12, 2010

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Unknown Original Title N/A

Location University of Adelaide, South Aus. Event TALO Open Access Event

Details Featuring Michael Coghlan (foreground) and the PhD research candidate taking a 
photograph of Leigh Blackall (research participant) discussing open source platform 
ELGG as a digital repository for BWC data.

Meta N/A
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Title Mobilizethis Duo

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #7 Date Oct 21, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY SA 2.0

Camera HTC Desire Original Title mobilizethis-duo.png

Location Online Event Mobilizethis 2010 Conference

Details Photograph by Michael Coghlan of Alexander Hayes and Bill Wade presenting at 
Mobilizethis 2010.

Meta ISO 100 72 DPI sRGB

Title 2010 Student POV Kit

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #8 Date March 10, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title -

Location Canberra, Australia Event Student POV Kit

Details Digital screenshot featuring Geoff Lubich wearing a body worn camera and 
sunglasses kit.

Meta 0.3 MP 1372 x 1162 238 KB screenshot

Title 2012 Surveillance In And Everyday Life Conference Acceptance

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #9 Date Nov 18, 2011

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title N/A

Location Sydney University, Australia Event Surveillance Conference

Details Digital screenshot of acceptance letter for paper into the 2012 Surveillance In And 
Everyday Life Conference at Sydney University, Australia.

Meta N/A
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Title 2012 spatial@gov.2012 Future Directions Conference

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #10 Date June 21, 2012

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY-SA 2.0

Camera HTC Desire Original Title N/A

Location National Convention Centre, Can. Event spatial@gov.2012 Conference

Details Photograph featuring Bill Wade and PhD candidate Alexander Hayes at the 2010 
Mobilizethis Conference Charles Darwin University, Australia.

Meta ISO 100, 72 DPI, Cameraphone

Title 2013 BWC Aalto Media Lab - Alexander Hayes

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #11 Date Feb 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title 2016_13802.JPG

Location Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland Event Aalto Visiting Researcher

Details Photograph features the PhD research candidate Alexander Hayes wearing a 
lifelogging body worn computer.

Meta 6.3 MP (3088 x 2056) at 1.6 MB,  f/4.5, 1/40, 27mm, ISO200.

Title 2013 Aalto Media Lab Bosen Covert Camera

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #12 Date Feb 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Bosen DVR200 Original Title 2016_13794.JPG

Location Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland Event Aalto Visiting Researcher

Details Photograph featuring covert view of Aalto Media Lab

Meta 6.3 MP (2592 x 1944) at 1.7 MB, f/2.8, 1/186, 3mm, ISO49.
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Title 2013 Aalto University Lifelogging Alexander Hayes

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #13 Date Feb 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title 2016_13802.JPG

Location Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland Event Aalto Visiting Researcher

Details Photograph features BWC camera gear sitting on a plinth

Meta 6.3 MP (3088 x 2056) at 1.7 MB,  f/5.6, 1/60, 20mm, ISO200.

Title 2013 CFP Conference - Katina Michael, Alexander Hayes

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #14 Date Jun 25, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title IMG_8936.JPG

Location Washington DC, USA Event CFP Conference

Details Photograph features Professor Katina Michael from the University of Wollongong 
Australia standing with PhD research candidate Alexander Hayes.

Meta 12.2 MP (4272 x 2848) at 4.1 MB, f/10, 1/200, 36mm, ISO400.

Title 2013 CFP Conference Alexander Hayes & Scott S. Mathews

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #15 Date June 26, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title IMG_8946.JPG

Location Washington DC, USA Event CFP Conference

Details Featuring Scott S. Mathews from the US Department of Homeland Security, Privacy 
Department standing with PhD research candidate Alexander Hayes.

Meta 12.2 MP (4272 x 2848) at 3.6 MB, f5/6, 1/60, 47mm, ISO400.
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Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium 

DOI N/A  ID # #16 Date June 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY-NC 2.0

Camera Canon Powershot ELPH 300 HS Original Title IMG_1642.JPG

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details View of IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium delegates at the University of Toronto, Great Hall 
in Toronto, Canada by Amber Case.

Meta 12.2 MP (4272 x 2848) at 4.3 MB, f/4.5, 1/50, 37 mm, ISO320.

Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium Marvin Minsky & Ray Kurzweil

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #17 Date June 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title IMG_9086.JPG

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details Photograph features the late Marvin Minsky, American Cognitive Scientist, co-
founder of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology AI Laboratory looking through 
the doorway at the Great Hall, Toronto University at a digital projection of Ray 
Kurzweil, American inventor and Futurist.

Meta 12.2 MP (2848 x 4272) at 4.2 MB, f/4.5, 1/10, 34mm, ISO800.

Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Raymond Low

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #18 Date June 28, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 4S Original Title 1 - 4928.jpg

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details Featuring Raymond Low speaking as part of the Industry Panel at IEEE ISTAS13 
with Professor Katina Michael and Professor Steve Mann looking on.

Meta f/2.4, 1/15, 4.28 mm, ISO820.
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Title 2013 IEEE ISTAS13 Symposium Website

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #19 Date June 30, 2013

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title N/A

Location Online Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Symposium

Details Screenshot of IEEE ISTAS’13 website.

Meta 1452 x 744 pixels

Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium Simon Randall

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #20 Date June 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title IMG_8983.JPG

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details Featuring Simon Randall from OMG Lifelogging Cameras at the IEEE ISTAS’13 
event at Toronto University, Canada wearing an Autographer lifelogging camera.

Meta 5 MP (2592 x 1944) at 1.3 MB

Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium Sousveillance Walk - Steve Mann & Andy Kropa

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #21 Date

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title IMG_9413.JPG

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details Featuring Andy Kropa, Hacking Alzheimer's (foreground) and Professor Steve Mann, 
University of Toronto (background) both wearing body worn computers.

Meta 12.2 MP (4272 x 2848) at 4.3 MB, f/4.5, 1/50, 37 mm, ISO320.
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Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Thad Starner & Rob Manson

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #22 Date June 27, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 450D Original Title IMG_9185.JPG

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details Featuring Professor Thad Starner operating Google Glass as he speaks with Rob 
Manson from MobLABS, Australia.

Meta 12.2 MP (4272 x 2848) 4.5 MB f/5, 1/3, 40 mm, ISO800.

Title IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium - Martin Kallstrom

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #23 Date June 30, 2013

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Memoto Lifelogging Camera Original Title img_130629_093343.jpg

Location University of Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS'13 Symposium

Details Featuring Martin Kallstrom from Memoto (Narrative) Lifelogging Cameras at the 
IEEE ISTAS’13 event at Toronto University, Canada.

Meta 5 MP (2592 x 1944) at 1.3 MB

Title IEEE ISTAS13 - Ray Kurzweil

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #24 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Ray Kurzweil

Meta 998× 827 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 225 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS13 - Gordon Bell

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #25 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Gordon Bell.

Meta 1236× 833 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 336 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS13 - Luis Kuhn

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #26 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Luis Kuhn.

Meta 1252x831 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 291 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS13 - Teemu Leinonen

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #27 Date July 27, 2013

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Teemu Leinonen.

Meta 1004 × 831 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 250 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Thad Starner

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #28 Date July 27, 2013

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Thad Starner.

Meta 1004 × 831 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 260 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 Helen Papagiannis

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #29 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Helen Papagiannis.

Meta 647× 831 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 205 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Monique Morrow

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Monique Morrow.

Meta 713x828 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 209 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS13 - Lisa A. Shay

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #30 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Lisa A. Shay.

Meta 579× 812 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 139 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Isabel Pederson

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #31 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Isabel Pederson.

Meta 550× 829 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 168 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Sussan N. Herman

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #32 Date July 27, 2013

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Sussan N. Herman.

Meta 596× 827 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 123 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Jeremy Pitt

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #33 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Jeremy Pitt.

Meta 572× 828 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 119 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Martin Kallstrom

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #34 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Martin Kallstrom.

Meta 641× 829 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 164 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 Natasha Schull

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #35 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Natasha Schull.

Meta 625× 829 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 197 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Marvin Minsky

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #36 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Marvin Minsky.

Meta 552× 831 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 217 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Jeff Robbins

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #37 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Jeff Robbins.

Meta 602× 830 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 209 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Matthew Schroyer

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #38 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Matthew Schroyer.

Meta 625× 829 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 197 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Ann Cavoukian

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #39 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Ann Cavoukian.

Meta 590× 834 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 127 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Alejandro R. Jadad

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #40 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Alejandro R. Jadad

Meta 550× 827 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 205 KB

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 Jean Gabriel Ganascia

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #41 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Jean Gabriel Ganascia.

Meta 550× 828 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 205 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 Nikola Serbedzija

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #42 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Nikola Serbedzija.

Meta 624× 830 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 106 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 Carolyn McGregor

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #43 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Carolyn McGregor.

Meta 620× 826 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 213 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 Corey Manders

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #44 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Corey Manders.

Meta 552× 832 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 176 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Cathal Gurrin

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #45 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Cathal Gurrin.

Meta 673× 829 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 188 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Clint Zeagler

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #46 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Clint Zeagler.

Meta 635× 827 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 86 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Daniel Kish

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #47 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Daniel Kish.

Meta 693× 830 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 288 KB 
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Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Ori Inbar

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #48 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Ori Inbar.

Meta 693× 830 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 188 KB 

Title IEEE ISTAS’13 - Steve Mann

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4 ID# #49 Date July 27, 2013.

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera - Original Title -

Location Toronto, Canada Event IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference

Details A digital image (slide) featured in publications, online promotions and marketing 
document for the IEEE ISTAS’13 Conference held at Toronto University, Canada 
depicting conference delegate and speaker, Steve Mann.

Meta 605× 829 sRGB IEC61966-2.1 176 KB 

Title 2014 Narrative Clip 1 Screenshot

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #50 Date June 30, 2013

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title N/A

Location Trinity Grammar School, Canberra Event Trinity Grammar Project

Details Screenshot of thumbnails generated by photographs taken from a Memoto 
lifelogging camera worn by the PhD research candidate, Alexander Hayes.

Meta N/A

Title 2014 Google Glass Interviews - Alexander Hayes
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DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #51 Date April 15, 2014

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title N/A

Location Ryerson University, Canada Event Google Glass Interviews

Details Screenshot of Alexander Hayes in a Google Hangout online web streaming interview 
with Google Glass Explorer.

Meta 2542 x 1416 pixels

Title 2014 Calvary Hospital Canberra - Dr Glenn Verheul 

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #52 Date April 29, 2014

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 4S Original Title IMG_8203.JPG

Location Calvary Hospital, Canberra, Aus. Event Google Glass Trials

Details Photograph featuring Dr. Glen Verheul at the Calvary Hospital in Canberra, research 
participant conducting trials with Google Glass in conjunction with the INSPIRE 
Centre, University of Canberra.

Meta F/2.4 1/20 4.28mm ISO50

Title 2014 Glassmeetup University of Canberra - Mikaela Jade

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #53 Date May 12, 2014

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 5S Original Title IMG_5645.JPG

Location University of Canberra, Australia Event Glass Meetup

Details Photograph featuring Mikaela Jade wearing Google Glass at the #glassmeetup event 
at the University of Canberra.

Meta 8 MP (3264 x 2448) 1.2MB f/2.2 1/33 4.12mm ISO 160
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Title 2014 INSPIRE Centre, University of Canberra - Matt Bacon

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #54 Date July 10, 2014

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Iphone 6 Original Title -

Location Canberra, Australia Event -

Details A digital screenshot of the top 100 themes emanating from posts in 
Uberveillance.com

Meta sRGB IEC61966-2.1 1758 x 935 297 KB

Title 2015 SCIT Poster Extract

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #55 Date August 1, 2015

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title N/A

Location University of Wollongong Event SCIT Showcase

Details  2015 HDR SCIT Research Showcase at the University of Wollongong

Meta 2480 x 1808 pixels

Title 2015 Royal National Park Sydney

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #56 Date Oct 15, 2015

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 700D Original Title 1 - 1270.jpg

Location Garie Beach, Sydney Australia Event Royal National Park visit

Details A digital photograph taken at Garie Beach in the Royal National Park adjacent to 
Sydney, Australia.

Meta 16 MP (4898 x 3265) 3 MB F/9 1/200 18 mm ISO100
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Title Alexander Hayes & Diane R. Dell

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #57 Date October 11, 2016

Type Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 6S Original Title IMG_7315.JPG

Location Stanmore, Sydney, Australia Event Meeting

Details Photograph featuring Diane R. Dell and Alexander hayes at the Natty Cafe, 
Stanmore, Sydney Australia.

Meta ƒ/2.2 1/219 2.65 mm ISO32

Title 2016 Three Kooya

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #58 Date April 18, 2016

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 700D Original Title 1-36819.JPG

Location Balkinjirr Community, WA Event -

Details Photograph taken at Balkinjirr Community, Western Australia featuring Dr. Anne 
Poelina, OA Lucy Marshall and Jeannie Warbie.

Meta 16 MP (4898 x 3265) 2.4 MB F/5 1/125 55 mm ISO100

Title 2016 Balkinjirr Community

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #59 Date April 23, 2016

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Canon EOS 700D Original Title 1-45497.JPG

Location Balkinjirr Community, WA Event -

Details Photograph taken from the water tank at Balkinjirr Community, Western Australia.

Meta 16 MP (4898 x 3265) 3 MB F/9 1/200 18 mm ISO100

Title 2016 Notre Dame University Magali McDuffie
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DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #60 Date Aug 11, 2016

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 6S Original Title IMG_5674.JPG

Location Notre Dame University, Broome Event Thesis Presentation

Details On the 11th August 2016 I attended the thesis presentation by Dr. Magali McDuffie 
by invitation from the Nulungu Institute, Notre Dame University, Broome in Western 
Australia.

Meta F/2.2 1/20 4.15mm ISO200

Title 2016 Living In Deep Time - Anne Poelina

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #61 Date Sep 18, 2016

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 6S Original Title IMG_7572.JPG

Location UTS Sydney Event Big History Symposium

Details Photograph of a panel presentation at the Big History, Deep Time & The Age of 
Humans Symposium event on the 25th October 2016 held at the University of 
Technology Sydney as part of the Anthropocene Transition Project in the UTS 
Business School.

Meta F/2.2 1/33 4.15mm ISO100

Title 2017 Yulleroo Camp - Micklo Corpus 

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #62 Date May 14, 2017

Type Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 6S Original Title Roebuck-Micklo-Corpus.JPG

Location Yulleroo, Kimberley Region Event Meeting

Details Photograph featuring Micklo Corpus describing the surveillance cameras setup 
around the fracking well sites.

Meta 1256 x 861 pixels
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Title 2016 Iga Warta - James Butler

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #63 Date Sep 30, 2016

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone 6S Original Title IMG_7040.JPG

Location Iga Warta, South Australia Event Protecting Country Film

Details Photograph featuring James Butler, Musician playing a guitar in front of a fire at the 
Iga Warta Community, near the Nepabunna Community, in the Flinders Ranges of 
South Australia.

Meta F/2.2 1/17 4.15mm ISO2000

Title 2018 Kunin Law: Crow & Country

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #64 Date April 07, 2018

Type Digital Photograph Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Apple iPhone X Original Title IMG_4348.HEIC

Location Kunin, Western Australia Event Kunin Law Crow & Country Film

Details Photograph featuring Yawuru Descendant and Goolarabooloo Elder, Ronald Roe 
standing underneath a Lulgardi tree in Kunin, Western Australia.

Meta 12.2 MP (4032 x 3024) 4.2 MB F/1.8 1/1143 4 mm ISO20

Title 2010 Uberveillance Website - Top 100 themes

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #65 Date March 10, 2010

Type Digital Screenshot Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title -

Location Sydney, Australia Event -

Details A digital screenshot of the top 100 themes emanating from posts in 
Uberveillance.com

Meta sRGB IEC61966-2.1 1758 x 935 287 KB screenshots
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Title 2019 SAE Creative Institute - Alexander Hayes

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #66 Date July 10, 2019

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Skitch Original Title -

Location SAE, Perth, Western Australia Event Lecture

Details A photograph featuring PhD candidate Alexander Hayes presenting 'Power & 
Surveillance' at SAE Institute in Perth, Western Australia on 10th July 2019.

Meta 1600 x 892 119 KB

Title The Researcher - Alexander Hayes

DOI 10.17605/OSF.IO/6CWQ4  ID # #67 Date Sep 29, 2019

Type Digital Image Licence CC BY 4.0 International

Camera Iphone XR Original Title IMG_1424.JPG

Location Perth, Western Australia Event Lecture

Details A photograph featuring PhD candidate and Researcher, Alexander Hayes seated in 
the library at  the ‘Centre for Stories’ Perth, Western Australia on the 10th July 2019.

Meta 4032 x 3024 119 KB 4.5 MB
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